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* MANI]AL AFM * STEEL CHASSIS * ELECTBONIC SPEED CON.
TFOI 33 & 45 * VAR PITCH CONTROT * HIGH TOROUE SEBVO
DRIVEN DC MOTOB * TMNSIT SCREWS * 12'DIE CAST P].ANER *
NEON STFOBE * CAIIBRATED ML WEIGHT * FEMOVABLE HEAD
SBELL *,i, CARTFIDGE F X NGS * CUE LEVER * POWER 22O24OV
50/60H2 * 390r305mn * SUPPLTED W|IN MOUUITNG CUI.OIJI
TEMPLATE

PRTCE E59.99 + 83.50 P&P.

STANTON AL5OO GOLDRING G85O
PRICE E16 99 + 50p P&P PptCE fE 99 - 5Oo psp

Supplied ready built and tested

Now erjoy a woid-wde repLlaton lor quarty. re'rabilty aro
perlormance al a rea|stc pnce Four models availeble to su t lhe needs ol the proiessronal and hobby market r e, lnduslry

Glas lbre P,c B and Dnve crcuts lo Vu meter Open and shod ctrcut proof

THOUSANDS OF BY PROFESSIONAL USERS

Mk 11 Bi-Polar Output power 110 watts

OMP/MF300 Mos-Fet Output power 300 watts F.l\4.S.
into 4 ohms. Frequency Hesponse 1Hz - 100KHz
-3d8, Damping Factor >300, Slew Rate 60V/uS,
T.H.D. Typical 0.0008%, Input Sensitivity 500mV,
S.N.R. -130dB Size 330 x 175 x l00mm.
PRICE e79.99 + t4.50 P&P.

NOTE:- MOS-FET MODULES AHE AVAIUBLE lN mO VERSIONS, STANDARD INPUT SENS 500mV BAND WTDTH 100KHz
PEC (PFOFESS ONAL EOUIPMENT COMPA]A8LE) INPUT SENS, 775mV EAND WIDTH 5OKHZ OEDEB STANDARD oR PEC

NEW SERIES II MOS-FET MODULES

O tt0wattsH.M.S.in 1Hz - 100KHz. w Rate 45V uS.T. 1y5oomv, S.N.R.

PRICE t39.99 + e3.00 P&P.

R,M.S.
00KHz
0V/uS,
S.N.F.

PRICE e52.99 + 83.50 P&P.

fiers delailed above. A very accurate visual
n, 4 red) plus an addilronal on/off ind cator.
t rise and decaylimes. Touqh moulded plastrc
x 45mm.

PRICE C8 50 + 50p P&P

into 4 ohms, Frequency Fesponse z -
-3d8,T.H.D.001%,S.N.R.-118dB, .for

It[aI: output 500mV at 10K, Size 355 x 't 15x65mm
PRTCE t33.99 + 83.00 P&P.

NEW MXF SERIES OF POWER AMPLIFIERS
THREE MODELS:- MXF200 l1OCu, - - 

_,_,,.,

MXF400 (200w * 200w) MXF600 ,31,i'0, - l-,-^,t
All power ratings R M S ^:: a :--s

FEATURES:rlndependentpowersuppieswthtwoTcrc.-?-s^:-E:r-i-_:-,_-g::rlolary
ndendedlevelcontrols*lllumlnatedoniotfswitchrXLBcc.-i= .=':=-c::-:-, T-.'-Ee'lndshort
crrcutproof tLatestl,ros-Fetsforstresskeepoweroer;',':,'-.,'.-. ]ar-r;€.=:rVeryow
distortlon * Aluminium cases t MXF600 Fan Cooed s:" , : _:,r-.rF:.r.: ---. --_=,:'
USED THE WoRLD oVER ll,l CLUBS, PUBS, CINEHAS. oiSCCS r:

SIZES:- MXF 200 W19"xH3% (2U) . D11
MXF 400 Wl9'x H5y1 (3U) . 01?
MXF 600 Wl9'xHs% (3U).D13

MXF2m 8171.35
PRICES: MXF4m c228.&5

M*F6m r322_m
SECURICOR DELIVERY !12:C :::_

LARGE SELECTION OF SPECIALIST LOUDSPEAKERS
AVAILABL FITTINGS, SPEAKERGRILLES, H POWER, HIGH FRE-ouENcY , LARGE S.A.E. (3Op
STAMPED)

PRTCE e55.05 + €4.00 P&P

PRTCE e75 10 + e4.00 P&P

ALL McKENZIE UNITS 8 OHMS IMPEDENCE
8'1OO WATT CElOOGPM GEN PUBPOSE, LEAD GUITAB, EXCELLENT MID, DISCO
BES,FREO,80HzFREQ,RESP,TOI4KHzSENS,99dB PR|CEe29.30+8200P&P
1O' 1OO WATT ClOlOOGP GUITAR, VOICE, ORGAN, KEYBOABD, DISCO, EXCELLENT MID
RES,FREO,ToHzFREO,BESP,TO6KHzSENS,I00dB PRICE€35.58+e2.50P&P
1O'2OO WAIT C'IO2OOGP GUITAR, KEYBOARD, DISCO, EXCELLENT HIGH POWEB MID
BES FREO, 45Hz FREO, RESP TO TKHZ SENS. 1 03dB PRICE e48.67 + E2-50 P&P
12' IOO WATT C121OOGP HIGH POWER GEN, PUBPOSE, LEAD GUITAR, DISCO
BES,FREO,45HzFREO,HESP,TOTKHZSENS,gSdB PRICE€37.59+8350P&P
1Z' 100 WATT Ct2100TC TW|N CONE) H|GH POWEB W|DE BESPONSE, P A, VOTCE DTSCO
BES,FREO,45HzFREO,RESP,TOI4KHzSENS,I00dB PR|CEE38.58+e350P&P
12'2OOWAf.|. C122OOB HIGH POWER BASS, KEYBOARDS, DISCO, P A.BESFREO,40HzFREO.BESP.TOTKHZSENS.I00dB PB|CEe65.79+e3.50P&P
1Z' 3OO WATT C123OOGP HIGH POWEB EASS LEAD GUITAB, KEYBOARDS, DISCO, ETC
RES,FREO,45HzFREO,RESP,TO5KHzSENS,I00dB PR|CEe87.51+e3.50P&P
15" 1OO WATT Cl51OOBS BASS GUITAR, LOW FREOUENCY. P A, DISCO
BES FREO,40Hz FREO RESP,TOSKHZ SENS,SSdB
15' 2OO WATT C152OOSS VERY HIGH POWER BASS
RES, FREO, 40Hz FREO, RESP, TO 4KHz SENS,99dB,I5' 250 WATT Cl525OBS VERY HIGH POWER BASS

PBTCE ft72.06 + C5 00 P&P

are dual mpe1ence iapped fu 4 E B ohm )
AASS, SINGLE CONE, HIGH COMPLIANCE, ROLLED FOAM SUBROUND

8" 50 Ht-Ft,RES ......... go+e2.oop&p
1o'5 s ,ri-
RFS,
10,1 00+c2.50P&P

BES,FBEO 35Hz FBEO HESP,TO3KHZ SENS 96dB pRtCEC27.76+E350p&p
12" 60 WATT EB12.60 BASS, HI.FI, STUDIO
BES. FFEq, 2BHz. FREO, HESP, TO 3KHz. SENS, 92d8. ....... ....... . pRtCE E21.OO + e3.OO p&p
1Z'1OO WATT EB12-1OO BASS. STUDIO. HI.FI EXCELLENT DISCO
BES,FREO,26Hz.FREO HESP,TO3hHz SENS.93dB. .... .......r... PR|CEC38.75+C3.5OP&P

FULL RANGE TWIN CONE, HIGH COMPLIANCE, ROLLED SURBOUND
5%" 60 WATT EB5-50TC (TW|N CONE) Ht-Ft, t\,tULTt-ARRAy DTSCO ETC
RES,FREO,63Hz FREO,RESP,IO20KHzSENS,92dB........ PR|CEe9.99+E1.5OP&P
6%" 60 WATT EB6-60TC (TWtN CONE) Ht Ft t\.4ULT|-ABRAy DTSCO ETC
RES. FREO 38H2. FREO, HESP, TO 20KHz SENS, 94dB ...... . PRICE rl 0.99 + 81.50 P&P
8',60 WATT EB&60TC (TW|N CONE) Ht-Ft, MULTT-ARRAY DTSCO ETC
RES,FREO 40Hz FREO,BESP TOlSKHZ SENS,89dB PRtCEel2gg+81 50p&p
1O',60 WATT EBl0-6OTC (TW|N CONE) Ht-Ft, MULTT-ABBAY DTSCO ETC.
BES FREO,35Hz.FREO,RESP,TOI2KHz SENS 86d8.... ............PR|CE81649+e2OOP&P

RES,FREO,40HzFHEORESP,TO4KHzSENS.99dB PR|CEe8254+q4.50P&P
15'4OO WATT C154OOBS VERY HIGH POWER, LOW FBEOUENCY BASS
RES, FREO,40Hz FBEO, RESP,TO4KHz SENS,102dB PR|CES96.47 + 84.50 P&P
18'4OO WATT C184O4BS EXTREMELY HIGH POWER LOW FBEOUENCY BASS

FREO, 27Hz FBEO, RESP, TO 3KHz SENS,99dB

THE VERY BEST IN OUffi A.\tr r LJE

POWEB FATINGS OUOTED IN WATTS MTS COE II} :AEltE-

oMP 12-100 (1oOW 100d8) PRTCE !1i9-99 F€F 'Ai
oMP 12-200 (200W 102d8) PR|CE 1209.99 F-q palE

SECURICOR DEL :- E1zm p€F ps

-'T: SJPEFB HIGH:: 
'\ = 

T CAR STEREO

=::STER AMPLIFIERS
: : :--:..rcroEMS. : ::- :: ITOIOHMS

,-:-- I,,:_-.,jDEDANCES: a- I I,- S:NSIT VITIES, -- :_:,:, :TNCONTROL.:_: : ' .'-rUT

, : '.:::1,:a ,:\Tr2V DC:: t:: :: a 1-:r3 m
iltl-SE-BmP&P

STEREO DISCO MIXER with 2 x 5 band L & F
L, E, --

i'a-

T:l
rr,:,-

tor Pan Pot L & B Masler O,--: r:: s
Oulpul 775mV Srze 360'280. 3:-- :ji ,
22O-240Y

Price E134 99 - e4 O0 P&P

PPOVEN TRANSMITTEB DESIGNS INCLUDING GLASS FIBRE
PHINTED CIRCUIT BOARD AND HIGH OUALITY COMPONENTS

COMPLETE WITH CIBCUIT AND INSTRUCTIONS

3l{ FI TBAtiSrrflER 80-108MH2, VARICAP CoNTHoLLED pRoFESS|oNAL pER.

FoRMANCE BANGE UP T0 3 MILES, SIZE 38 x t23mm. SUPPLY 12V r0 0 sAMp
PRTCE I11 19 + Cl m PtP

il trcno TnAilSilnTER (BLrG) 160-10BMBZ VABICAP TUNED CoMPLETE W|TH
VERY SENS FETMIC RANGE 100.3I0m S|ZE56 x 46mm SUppLy 9V BATL pRtCE

B l:;nifmr,'3,!:E# g^i!%'y,1i?pl ffi



802

BD9

BD11

8D13

BAKERS DOZEN PACKS
All packs are t1 each Notethe ligure on the exlreme leh is the
packrelnumberand thenextfiguresisthequantityolitems in
the pack, finally a short description.
5 lSAspu6 prwide afused outlelto a ring main wh€redevice

suchas aclock must not be swilched oll
2 6v, 1A mains transformers upright mounting with fixing

clamps
1 6%" spoaker cabinel ideal lor extensions, lakes your

speaker Rel 80137 + 50p
12 sowalt u can make

witheth relayetc.etc
2 25watt
2 Nicad constanl currentchargs adaptto charge almosl any

nicad baltery
2 Humidily ililches, as the air becomes damper the

membrane stretches and operates a microswitch
5 l3A rocker switch three tag so on/otl, or change over with

cenlreolf
1

5

1

24hr llme switch, ex-Eleclricity Board, automatically
adjusl lorlengthening and shoriening day.
Neon valves, wilh series resisiors, these make g@d night
lights
Mini uniselector, one use is lor an electr'cjigsaw puzzle,
re giwctrcurldiagram lorthis.0nepulserntomoto( mres
switch through on pole
Suck or blw operatsd prossure switch, or it cil b€
opersled by any Im prNure Eridions srch 6 waGr lffil
in watertanks
6v 750MA porer supply, nicely casd wiih input ild output
leads
Stripper boards each contains a 400v 2A bridge rectilier
and 14 other diodes and rectiliers as rell as dozens ol
condenserselc
Veryfinedrillsforpc b boardsetc NormalcoslaboutSop
each
Plasticbdesapprcx 3" cubewithsqueeholethroughtop
so ideal lorinlerupted beam switch
Moiors lor model aeroplanes, spin lo slart so needs no
sitch
Microphone inserts - magnetic 490 ohm also acl as
speakers
Reed relay kilsyou get l6reedsitchesand4coil $tswith
notes on making c/o relays and othsrgadgets
Salety cover for lSAsockels- preventthose inquisilive
little lingers gelting nasty shocks
Neon indicators in panel mounting holderswith lens
5amp3pin llush mountingsmkelsmakesalffi costdiso
panel - need cable clips
Mains solenold very powerlul has 1" pull or could push il
modilied
lcyboard switches- madeforcompulers but have many
other appl i calion s

Eleclric clmk mains operated put this in a box andyou ned
never be late
12v alarms make a noise about as loud as a car horn
Slightlysolid but0K

STEREO CAR SPE Noiquilesopowerfut- Towper
channel. S' wmfef 2" mid r reeter &ain, in a super purpos
built shell mounting unit. P f2795. Order ref: 28P1.

ES periorquality,made
mth stonlye3each.our
t11. user10forc2o.Our

ELECTRONIC SPACESHIP.
Sound and impacl controlled, responds lo
claps and shoulsand rever$s when it hits
anything Klt with really detail6d inslruc-
tions ldeal present for budding young
electrician A youngster should be able to
Nemble bulyou mayhaw lo helpwiththe

soldenngollhecomponentson lhepcb Complele kil el0. Ourrel 10P81

12" HIGH RESOLITTION MONITOR. Btackildwhire
scrsn, beautifullycasedforkeestanding, needsonlya'l2v 1.5amp
supply. Technical data is on its way but we understand lhese areTTL
input.Brandnilinmaker'scartons Price:Q22 Freedellvery order
rsl25P'10.

cartons Price eSgeach plus C6insurBdcariage order ref89P/1

COMPOSITE VIDEO KITS. These convert composite video into
separate h-sync, v-sync and video Price tB Our refBP39

BUSH RADIO MlDl SPEAKERS. Stereo pair BASS rellex
syslem, using a lull range4in driwrol4ohms imp€dance. Mounted in wry
nicely made black lronted walnut finish cabinets. Cabinetsize approx 8%in
wide, 14in high and 3%in deep Fitled with a good length ol sp€akerflex ild
lerminaling with a normal audio plug Price t5tho pair plus €1 posl Our ref
5P141

DRIVES. west
inon.Thisisinthem
. Price e40, referen

lrack,byNEC ThisisuncNd Pricetsg50,relerence60P2 Botharebrmd
nefl lnsured delirery t3 on each or both

POPULAR ITEMS _ MANY NEW THIS MONTH
JOYSTICKS torAeC.Ataa Dragon.Commodore.etc AltC5each Att
brand new, statewhich requtred

TELEPHONE TYPE KEY PAD. Reatty f irst ctass rear mounting
unit.Whiteletteringon blackbultons. Hasconductiverubbercontactswith
stl click operation. Circuit ilranged in telephone typr aray. Requires 70mm
by 55mm cutout and has a 10 IDC connectol Price t2. Rel 2P251.

SUB-MlN PUSH SWITCHES Not much bigger than a ptaslic
transistor butdouble pole. PCB mounting. Three lor Q1.our rel 80688.
AA CELLS. proOaOly the most populaof th€ rechargeabte NtCADtypes
4 lor 14. Ourref4P44.

20 M SPEAKERwith buittin treeter Beailyreil made
unit eer and the quality lor hi'fr. 6t2in dia. Price t5. Our ref
5P1 el40n.
MlNl RA iatandmtid
diatunerwit batteryand
rculddrive

heoldlaithlulSpin

l:!38'IgHr','33

MICROPHONE. Low cost hand held microphone with on/off switch
in handle, lead terminates in one3.5plugand one2.5plug. Onlytl. Ret B071.

D HIGH

:iiSiJt'i

TIME AND TEMPERATURE LCD MODULE. a rz rour
clock aCelciusandFahrenheitthermomeler, atooholalarmandatoocold
alarm. Approx 50 x 20mm with 12.7mm digits. Requrres one M oa(lery and
a lew swrlches. Comes complete with full data and dragram Pnce t6. 0ur
rel6P12.

REMOTE TEMPERATURE PROBE FOR ABOVE. e3
Our ref3P60

A REAL AIR MOVER. Crrcular axiallan moves 205 cubic footper
mlnwhichisabouttwicesmuchasourstandard4y2tnfans. LNnoisemains
operal€d 61/2in dia, brand ntr. Begular pflce owr C30 our pnce only t10 Our
d10n1.
600 WATT AIR OR LIOUID MAINS HEATER. Smattcoith uids. Will notco(ode, lasts loryears, coil
s plateforeasyfixing,4india Price!3.Bel
3

EX EOUIPMENT SWITCHEO MODE POWER
SUPPLIES. Various makes and specs but generally r5, al2v, ideal
bench supply.only t8.0ur rel8P36.

ACOBN DATA RECORDER. ttlaae torEtectron orBBccompuler
but suitable lor others. lncludes mains adaptor, leads and book. 812. Ref
12P15

PTFE COATED SILVER PLATED CABLE. tg stranos or
cary up to 30Aand isvirtually indest
ularprice isowr !120 per reel, our pric
1 of each lor C35. Rel 35P2. l\,lakes

NEW PIR ilswitchupro
soowmains. t20mrange
withaolomi 0P24.

MITSUBISHI 37zin DISC DRIVES. Branc nildnws, % heighl
double sided, double densily, waranted. 0ur pice t60. Fel 60P5.

DEHUMIDIFIERS. DomeslicmainspreEddehumidifie6lhese are
cuslomer returns and sold as seen Price C30 Our ref 30P9 Callerc only
please.

SPECTRUM PRINTER INTERFACE. Add a cenrronics
inleilacetoyour Spectrum completewith printercableforonly e4 Our rel
4P52.

GEIGEH COUNTER KlT. lncludestube, PcB and att components
to build a 9V operation geiger counter Only E39. Fel 39P1.

d sund toyour Spectrum with lhis
r, rclume control and nicely boxed.

BBC JOYSTICK INTERFACE. Converts a BBctotstrck port to
an Atari type port, Price 12.Ou rc\2P261.
TELEPHONE EXTENSION LEAD. si,4 phone extension tead
with plug onone and socketonlhe other While. Price t3. Ourret3Pmor 1O

leads loronly t19! Rof 19P2

LCD DlSPLAY.4yrindigrtssuppliedwithconnectiondatat3 Rel3P77
or 5 lort10 Rel 10f/t.

ER NETWORK. 8 ohm 3-way for tweeter mrdrange
lycased wilh connections marked. Only t2. 0ur rel 2P255
5P32.

REFERSING LIGHT ALARM, Fits to car reversrng trghl and
soundswhen reversing. Only C2. Ourrel2P248.
BASE . Top quality unLdirectionai
electretc ilivitylelSKHz -68dbbuill
rn chime 5, Fel 15P28.

MICROPHONE STAND. Veru heawchromed mrcstand. maonetic
base. 4rn high. t3 if ordered w,th aboie mrc: Our rel 3P80

SOLAR POWERED Nl-CAD CHARGER. 4 N,cadMbaleru
chargercharges 4 batleries in 8 hours. Prce t6. Our ref6P3

MAINS SOLDERING IRON. pricer: Ourrel3P6s
SOLDEBING IRON STAND. Pricets ourel3P66

PRINTER. r printer ongrnatty
ers bul may be r other machines.
etc. Price C16.

KIT to convert lhe above Printer to Centronics parallel C4 Ref 4P
CAR IONIZER KlT.lmprwelhearnn your car ctearcsmokeand hetps
prevent latique. Case req. Price t12. Our ref 12P8.

NEW FM BUG KlT. New desrgn wilh PCB embedded coit 9v

BO22
BD30

BD32

BO42

BD45

8049

BD56

80103A 1

8D120 2

80128

80132

80134

8D139

80148

80149

10

2

10

6

4

6

6
6

1

I
1

5

BD180
9D193

80199

80201

80211

80221

8D242

80252
80259

80263

80268

80283

BD305
BD40O

80653

2 6" x 4" speakers4ohm madefrom Hadiomobilesovery
gmd quality

1 Panosrtat, controls output ol boiling ring lrom simmer to boil
50 Leads with push on %" tags - a must,or hook ups -mainsconneclionsetc
2 Oblong push sitch€s lor bell or chimes, lhese can mains

up to 5 amps so could be lootswitch rf litied into pattross
1 Mini 1 walt amp lor record player Will also change speed

ol record player molor
3 l\4ild steel boxes approximately 3" x 3" x 1" deep -

standard eleclrical
1 Tubulardynamic mic wth optional table rest
4 Books Uselul lor beginners Describes amplifiers, tesl

equipmentand kit sets
2 llliniaturedriwrtranslormers Bef LT44 20ktolk,centre

tapped
80548 2 35voltrelays, each wilhtwo pairs chang€overcontacts
80667 2 4 7ul, non - polarised block capacitors, pcb mounllng
The ltems List.llyouwanlacom-
plet quesl
TOASTERS Z slice lGslers - may need slightattenlion only. Only t3
each. Fel3P84.

PERSONA ain cuslomer returns but complele and
with stereo hea atonlyC3each.our rsl 3P83.

MAINS OPERATEO MICROWAVE CONTROL
PANELWI sha
withabuilt'inc nd 1

level. Could be icati
6P18.

EOUIPMENT WALL MOUNT. l\4ultradiustable metal brackel
for speak, etc 2br e5 our rel 5P152

STABILISED POWER SUPPLY KlT. +-+/V2 oA Cmtans
PCB, transtormer and ali mmponents excluding ca$, elc our price is C20
Rel20P25

KEYBOARDS. Brand new uncased with 84 keys plus PCB with
several los. only !3. Rel 3P89.

SUB-MlN TOGGLE SWITCH. Body size smmx4mmxTmm
SB0Twith chromedollyfixing nuts. 3 lore1. Order ref 80649.

COPPEF CLAD PANEL. For making PCB Size approx 12in
longxS%in wide. Double-sided on libreglss middle which is quite thick
(about 1/16in) so this would supporl quite heryy @mponents and could ewn
fqm acha$islo hold a mainstrtrslormel slc Pricetl each OurrefBD63S

POWERFUL IONISER
Generates approx 10 times more IONS than the ETI and similar
circuils. Will rekesh your rkrcom elc. Makes you feel
better and work harder mains operated kit, case
included. el2.50+t2 P&

10 MEMORY PUSH BUTTON TELEPHONES. Tnese
are cuslomerreturns and sold asse€n. They are complete and may nmd
slightattenlion. Price t6. Ret6P16or 2for El0. Rel 10Pn BTapprovod.

REMOTECONTROL FOR YOUR COMPUTER. wrth

pai.Ovtel$Pn.

ASTEC PSU, Mainsoperaled switch mode, eErycompact. Outputs:
+12v 2.5A, +5v 6A, $V.5,4, 112v.5A. Size: I/4in long x 4fl8in wide x
234in hrgh. Cased ready lor use Brand new Normal price C30+, our price
only t12.95. 0ur ref 13P2.

VERY POWERFUL 12 VOLT MOTORS. 1/3rd Horsepmr
Made lo driv€ the Sinclair C5 electric cil butadaptable to power a go-kart,
a mff/e( a rajl car, model railmy, elc. Brild new Price flm plus t2 poslage
Ov rc|20P22.

PHILIPS LASER
Thisisheli hsapowerralingol e
so long as kdirectlyintothe be e
couldresu ullspec,C3splust3i s
o plytorlhistubegivesBkvstrikingandl.25kvat
5 etekitwilhcffiClS Asabm lor l2vbatlery A$
e

O STER is a thr6e octave musical lt is
be hasfull size(pianosize)keys, hasgold acls
an ith ribbon cabloand edgeconneclor C with
manycomputers, requestinlormalion sheet Brand new, only015plust3
postage. Our ref 15P15.

FULL RANGE OF COMPONENTS atvery keen prices
ar€ available f rom our assmiaie compnay SCS CO[4PONENTS. You
may already have theircataiogue, il not requssl ono and we will snd
it FOC with yourgoods.

HIGH RESOLUTION MONITOR. 9in black and white, used
Philipstube M24i306W Madsup in alacquered lrame and hasopen side.
Made for usewiih 0PDcomputer but suitablefor mosl others. Brand new,
ll6plus t5 post our relerence 16P1

12 VOLT BBUSHLESS FAN. Japanese made The popular
squaeshape4l/2in x 41i2in x 1g4in) Theelectronicallyrunlansnotonly
consume very linle curcnt but alsthey do not caus inte116rence as the
brush type moto6 do ldeal for cooling computers. elc . or lor a caravan i8
each. Our ref8P26.

MlNl MONOAMPonpcb size4'x 2"(app)
Fitted Volume control and ahole lora tone control

ATARI 65XECOMPUTER. AI
64K this is most pmrful and suitablo lor
home and busin€ss Brand new,
complete with PSU, W lead, owner's
manual and six games Can beyourslor
only t45 plus C3 insured delivery.

should you require it The amplifier
has three transistors and we estimate
the outputto be 3W rms More
technical datawill be included
with theamp Brand new, perlmt
condition, otfered atthevery lw
price olEl.15erch, or 13 lorEl2.

J & }I BULLELECTRICAL
Dept. ETl,250 PORTLAND HOAD, HOVE,

BRIGHTON, SUSSEX BN3 sQI,
ilAlL ORDEF TERlilS: Cash, P0 or cheque with order Plee add t2 50
sryicechargs Monthly accounl ordersaccept kom schools and public
companEs Access & Barclaycard ordersare accapted - minimum e5

Phone (02R) 734648or203500 Fax 23tr,

operalron Priced at E5 Our rel 5P]58
NEWPANELMETERS.
that are brought into viewwilh alever Price only t3 Bef3P81

Fit a stan screw light fiiling 240y
in yellow and red, comptete with
10P80 (st qd).

ELECTRIC SPEED CONTROL KlT. Surtabte for conkolino
our powerlul l2v molors. Price fl7 Rei 17P3(healsink required).

EXTENSION CABLEWITH A DIFFERENCE. rtisrraron
one side, makingrleasy lolixand lmklidy.4core, suilable for alarms, phones
etc Our price onlyC5 lor 50m rel. Rel 5P153

METAL PROJECT BOX. ldeatlor batterycharger, power suppty
etc.,sprayed grey,sizeS" x 4" x 4rl2", louvred forrentilaiion. Pricet3. Rel
3P75
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ere s one for ihe imaglnatiue
lequiprnent manu

grey scale display
Sony envisages applications in

securiiy cleviges. visual inteicoms, TV
tclephones, rear vision systems for
velricles and portable televjsions,
applications in-huilt into walls. desks
and so on

It's also {easible. we suppoSer that
the rnodule coulcl form the basis oi a

portabJe (that is, pocket-sized) flip-
topped two-way auclio and video
communications device
Beam me up, Scotty!

3{S A 3{B \Ytr$ffisi

f I feve oot two news releases from
W Tsie,ion the newsdesk, Thefirst
explains Tsien's newest version of
Boardmaker, the companys printed
circuit board CAD software. And i{
that news release is hot. the second is

positively glowing red Lzi us explain.
First release shows the new

version, Boardmaker 2 appearstobe
even more powerful than its pre-
decessor Where the first version is

capable of producing PCB foil designs
for original circuits from netl,sts (that

is, lists of allthe logical connections in

the circuit - you know, emitter of
transistor Q3 is connected to pin 6 of
integrated circuit lC2l, Boardmaker 2
does all this and is able to import
netlists originally performed on other,
much more expensive, PCB CAD
software

One of the software's attractions -
either version - is its capabilities on
an ordinary PC, although it is naturally
faster on 286 or 386-based machines,
For example, with a faster processor
Boardmaker 2 redraws a typical PCB
on screen within avound a second
Thus there is no need to have a
computer with very high resolution
graphics capabilitles - simply redraw
the PCB at whatever zoom level you
requlre

It has nerbased design rules; all of
which means you can tell the com-
puter that particular nets are of specific

types This is usef ul, because not all

PCB tracks have the same speci{ica
tions Some are power (needing to be

wide) while some are signal (so can be

much thinner) ln ef{ect, you can

specify parameters such as locatjon
and dimension where necessary. or
just use default parameters, to suit
you. not the softwave

Second release. on the other hand
(you know, really hot one) re{ers to
user of EASY-PC - main rival of
Boardmaker and shows them how to
switch over at a reduced price, For

ew Gallup research. commis-
sioned by Nepcon Europe.

suggests that although PCB manu-
facturers are currently being
corrdemned for their continuing use

of CFC cleaning fluids, definite plans
to cut down their use and research
into safer alternatives are well
underway The new research shows
that 66 per cent of manufacturers still

using CFC cleaning fluids are plan-
ning to discontinue their use in the
near future.

The survey was based on 100
hranu{acturers who currently use a

mix of PCB technology applications
41 per cent stated that instead of using

CFC's. a water based cleaning method
would be a suitable option for their
industry sector, 31 per cent were
planning on using terpenes, saponi'
fiers or other alternatlve solutions to
water

Although cost has been presumed
to be the greatest barrier stopping
companies {rom changing over from
CFC cleaning fluids, not one of the 34
per cent of companies planning to still
use them quoted this as a reason
lnstead they stated lack of information
on alternatives and also that existing
alternatives did not provide industry-
required levels of cleanliness.

For more information contact:
Sarah Bright/Victoria Howorth
Paragon Communications (UK) Ltd
01-734-6030.

ED arclaus Bank has olaced an order
EDfo, 5o ICR64 communicarions
recorders with Racal Recorders Ltd
The 64 channel recorders have been
installed in the new Barclays treasury
dealing room at Royal Mint Court.
which houses tl,en 220 London
based foreign exhange and money

market dealers
The equipment will be used to

record telephone transactions vital to
bank operations and will be con-
frgured u'ith two tape decks runnrng
simultaneously in each unit, allowing
both archival and quick check
operation s
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Consulting Group have
recently published a survey on

Graduate Salaries and Recruitment
trends 1989,/90 The survey states
that starting salary increases predicted
for graduates jn 1990 are nearly 4'%
down on last vear's increases
Forcasted average salary, increases are
7 8% compared to last years actual
increase ol ll 2 .qo in 1989 ln com
puters and electronics the starting
salary o{ a graduate in 1990 is

forcasted at f11,802 as opposed to
tll 095 in 198q

Ihe survey, involving 130 large
UK companies. also showed that
engineering is the lowest paid sector
and banking the highest Other find-
ings in the survey include a mismatch
of empJoyer demands and graduate
supply (49% of organisations {a!led to
fill their vacancies jn 1989)
Engineering anC iechnology are the
nrost sought a{ter subjects by
emp)oyers but business adnlinistration
and the arts are the favourite cotrrses
{or qraduates

The survey revealed thal only half
the companies included in the survey
have modified their recr uitment
campaigns to take into account the
entry into Europe Demand for grad
uates will be greatly increased in
Europe because salaries are low in
England compared to Europe arrd
alsc English students leave colleqe
earlier and can have 7 8 years
experience by the age of 27 28
whereas their European counterparts
will have only just started work

S I,k'';:;T' l[: i'i:'"f T,:ili
rnanufacturers who introduced the
EGA {lat panel ccrnput€r scr€en
earlier this year, is expanding its range
with the new VGA model.

This new model will meet the
demrand lor industry stan<lard resolu.
tion on high perlormance pgrsonal
computers and w.ill ieature high
resolution black and white display in
the;ame casing asthe oiiginal model
Other feaiures include low power
consumption, itis CGA, EGA, M.DA,
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iinked to electro.magnetic 'smog'

generated by computer.terminals,
domestic wiring and electrical power
lines in a recent ieport

This report suggests a numbet of
things includinE lhe idea that a

.lustering o{ spontaneous atroriions
frorn September to June occurs
among electric blanket users com-
pared Io a colrtrol populatron of non
uscrs nnd thdt pregnant won'len usrng
cornputqr lerminals rzgularly run arr
800,6 greater risk of ntiscaryiage th-ar.r

with a coritrdlpopulation;..-,.. .'...
Cllnical depression and suiiides

appea{ in aelust€r afiong those llving
ndar u
electro
Uieaka

it ur,::: also suggestod that 10'15%
of all childhood cancers mlght be
attrit:uted to magnetic fields asso-
ciated with electnc cabling lnside and
outside lhe home and that a 13 fold
increase in brain tumours has been
observecl in electrical utility workers.

When an analogy was made
between these dangers and the
dangers of smokirrg- the risk factor c4n
[,e slaled preciselr-: the suspicions are
n.rore recent than those a-ssociated
with the effects of smoking lut they
have been with r.rs for l5 years and d

properly lunderl and executed inves.
tigation into the paihalogical effects
seems overdue

Fbr further information cqntact:
Claire Batten Tel: 01'584 0122

HGC compatible. has vittualJy no
heat g€neration and non-flicker
scrolling,

They also announce the release of
an adaptor card which uses the
Sygnos indushy starrdard 25 pin LCD
connection ahd can be bought
geparately and u.qed with Sygnos flat
panel monitor and convenuonal CRT
monitors

Fbr more informatinn contact:
Jens Nieison, Sygnos Technologies
Ibl: 01-352-1478.

phrase for the early decade. re{erring
to the inierference caused b9r.
clectrcrnic equipment New standards
sootr to be evelve.l \1111 speci{y the
limits olrnler{ere rrce which equipment
is allowed to generare, Effectively,
allyttr jn!i which is slectronictyansmits
electromaqnetic interference to a

llreatci or lgsser exleni, ancl EMC
regulations will seek to minimise all
unnecOssary radiations.

In the light oi ihis, equipment tir
locate EMC sources is going to be
popular Firsi wc've seen in ETI is a
hand-held interference rracer lrom
Chase EMC, ciesignated the CIT.600.
CiainreJ to be iileal{crr low-cost initial
surveys. ihe instrument allews intei-
It'l sri( e radrdlor. to be easrly located.
simply by detccting wherc lransmis-
sjonsatestrongesi thestrongeiihe,
signal, the closer vou are tothe.sourie

A BNC inpr-rt connector allpws a
widrr vayiely olprobeslo beused,with
the CllT 96110 Useable frequency
rango ic frorn S()Hz to 5()0MHz, with
a 50dB dynarnic range, Powered by
a PP3 battery. giving around four'
hours centinuous use. the derricelha3
dirnensions ol 135 by 75 bV 35mm

Sounds like a handy clevice. ETIb,'
Ngws Editor has suggested to the
magazines Project Editor he rluEtl
haue had a certain premonition WheE
he comrnissioned the Bug Spotter tir
nexi month! issue.

More in{crmation on ., thd
Cl'l'-9600 fronr Chase EMC Lld. 5t
Lr,,nard! House, Sr L-eonard's Road.
Morrlako. Iondon SW14 7LY.
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A new Brilish invenlion offers to
Areduce lightirrg bilts by up ro 20%
and cut freezer cenlre electrical
consurnption by up to 30% The
microprocessor controlled Econolight
uses controlled current technology
which reduces the voltage necessary
to run a variety of lighting systems and
electrical inductive rnotors

Extensive lield tests with a var iety
of large users including British Railand
British Airways have proved eiectricity
savings of 20% are realistic and so pay
for its capital cost over a couple of
vears

Econolight is based on a micro-
processor controlled sensing circuitry
which analyses variations in electrical
demand and automatically makes the
supply adjustment necessary for
optimum efficiency However the
supply of a carefLrlly controlled voltage
is maintained to ensure the necessary
voltage levels to start up flourescent
lights or jnduction motors

Once in operation there is no
discernable loss in ljghting level The
heart of the system is a twin trans-
former which simultaneously main
lains power levels and changes in
demand

The Econolight system is available
in a variety of sizes to cover power
requirements f rom 10kVA single
phase to 60kVA three phase, and is

effective with fluorescent tubes.
mercury and sodjum lights. air con-
ditioners and reft igeration equipment

The system does not e{fect
computers or other high technology
equipment as it employs non-induc
tive switching methods

Further details from Econoligl.rt

/Aur National Health Service is

Llabout to undergo a considerabte
change in inforntation technology
terms, as a new computerised
network is planned for tlre comirrg
decade

Although much computerisatron
has already taken place in individual
hospitals and doctors' surgeries, there
is little inter-cornmunication between
separate system> IJK relecommunic-
ations and computing company,
Racal has already been approached
by the Department o{ Health with the
Idea of linking initially all general
practitioners obviously a huge task
in itself, nevertheless a first stage in
total NHS data communications

Currently some 1% of the total
health budget is spent on information
technology across the board (some
f130 million last year). but this is

expected to increase to almost match
other European health systems
Governmenl intends to double the
amounts going to hospitals and
general practitioners. specificalJy for
the purpose
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fopic this month doesn't have.
I strictly speaking I suppose, an

obvious link with Open Channels
usual predilection to telecommunica-
tions. At first sight, it appears to be
solely concerned with the somewhat
slower communications methods of
the postal service. But there ls a link,
and I'll explain it shortly - after
explaining the topic.

Rubbish
It's something that affects just about
every person in this counhy (and in all
other Western countries, too) to a
small or great extent; often forcing its
way into our lives with an invasive
regularity. Sometimes, whenever the
postman calls, it is simply to deliver yet
another of its prodigies: often
uninteresting; always unsolicited;
rarely useful Infact, asl'm writingthis
very paragraph, two examples have
dropped through my letterbox.

It's known as direct maillo those
in the know and those who carry it
out. To those who don't llke it or the
principle it relies on. this is a
euphemism though, and its preferred
lille is junk mail A company
marketing its wares using direct mail,
is said to make a mailshol whenever
a particular letter is posted out.

In itself, the direct mailprinciple is

quite harmless. Companies and
organisations see it primarily as a
convenient marketing tool Rather
than sper,d. say. millons on television,
radio and press advertising, a few
hundred thousand pounds will allow
them to make a mail shot giving
straightforward contact with selected
individuals throughout the land. And
apart from the inconvenience of
bending down to pick the letters up,
opening them and throwing them ln
the bin (in fact, when I rcceive just mail
I even sometimes miss out the second
stage) who could object to this?

Problem is, though, the under-
lying methods which direct mailrelies
on Before anyone can send a direct
mail letter to anyone else, the sender
must possess the recipient's name and
address. In turn this must mean the
recipient's name and address is held
on computer file as one record in a
database list. This is the first principle
which many people, including me,
{ind repulsive Have I ever been asked
if I minded my name and address
being put on a list? Never.

Next abhorrent principle is the
trading which occurs with (that is,
people making money out of, by
selling) these lists. It's my name and
address after all, so why should other
people make money out of that,
especiallg since they did not ask my
permission in the first place.

ETI APRIL I99O

Make no bones about this, lists are
traded, at around 7/zp a consumer's
name and address, and around 20p
for each business name and address.
Further, thousands of such lists are in
existence, most with hundreds of
thousands of names and addresses.

So how do these lists come into
being? In eflect, fi you are alive and
over 18, you will probably be on at
least one list, as likely many more.
Many companies which form these
lists start with the electoral register
Sometimes the names on the electoral
roll are classified into sub-lists or even
separate lists according to the
addresses - this gives a simple but
rough classification of economic
background on the basis of where
people live.

Your name and address may be
added to other lists whenever you buy
mail order goods, send off a coupon
for a holiday brochure, subscribe to
magazines, and so on. It seems that
if you do just about anything which
commits you to give your name and
address, chances are that someone
will exhact your details and type them
in at a computer keyboard.

Once you have been listed, the
matter is out of your control. The
owners of those lists have total rights
regarding their use Often, lists are sold
outright, transferred as data on a

computer disc, to interested com-
panies. Sometimes, the lists are sold
simply as adhesive address labels, one
name and address per label. What
ever method, people (not you) make
money.

Whatever Next?
lt is the fact that computers are used,
you should realise, which turns the
direct mail principle Irom a purely
postal service communications
method into a telecommunications
method - which simply uses the
postal service for finaltransmission of
the information And ifs here where
the use oI electronic communications
combines with the postalservice, and
where this montHsOpen Channelhas
a specific interest. Indeed, without the
use gf computers it would probably
not exist at all. As a reminder of this
(and perhaps a rude awakener to
some) there are organisations which
are proud of the Iact that they possess
so many names and addresses. The
next organisation. for instance, is

happy to accede to the fact that it has
a list which contains information
regarding just about every adult in the
country. Honourable as such com-
panies' intentions may be, and ['m not
suggesting for one minute otherwise,
I feel there is a basic flaw in the
procedure whereby such a thing can

happen, without the direct consent of
the individual. After all, Government
has required a law to lorce everyone
to register on the electoral roll, yet Iists

such as these exist without even so
much as a simple request.

Although l'm sure this willraise a
few questionining eyebrows and be
more than just a little controversial, [m
goint to say it anyway. I believe that
existing direct mail procedures bring
a bad name to electronics and com-
puting in general. Further, if the
situation is allowed to continue in this
vein, in the lack of Iegislation, public
acceptance of the real benefits of
electronics and computing will be
severely dampened.

But what can the individual do
about it? Now you've got this un-
warranted, unwanted rubbish, how do
gou get rid oI it? Well apart from just
throwing it in the bin and wasting the
worldt resources without reading it,
there are three ways First, is the
correct and more long term method

There now exists an organisation
known as lhe Mailing Preference
Service.lts a simple matter o{ writing
to the service to have your name
removed from mailing lists. The
process is carried out when the service
enters your details onto a database
(yet another list of names and
addresses - but at least one which
you have asked to be on) About
every three months the list is circulated
to direct mailing organisations to run
as a suppression file, deleting all the
names on the service list from the
organisations' list However, it is not
a legalrequirement that direct mailers
do this; the service is merely a self-
regulatory body set up by the direct
mailers themselves Further, not all
direct mailers are members of the
servrce.

Nevertheless, allowing for these
doubtful inadequacies. this is a

fairly simple procedure wich anyone
can invoke by applying to the service.
One last problem, however, is that
every different spelling (or more
correctly mis-spelling) of your name
and address has to be forwarded. A
personal illustration of this is the fact
I get some six different variations of
mine, including the correct, through

Mr K Brondley, Mrs K Bramley, to Ms
K Brindley. Address of the Mailing
Prcference Service, from which you
can get a brochure and application
form, is: Freepost 22, IandonWlE
7EZ The service has so far removed
over a quarter of a million names ftom
mailing lists!

Get Your Own Back
Second method is a bit more drastic,
may take a little longer, and is of only
short-term benefit - although it
makes you feel better. First you've got
to ride the tide of junk mail, waitingfor
those 'free gift' offers with the catch
that if you do nothing further, you will
continue to receive (and have to pay
for) further items. You know the ones;
they've usually got a rub-off transler
or sealed extra enevelope allowing
you to be entitled to the entering of
your name into a fabulous prize draw.
Always, though, somewhere in the
small print will be the clause that
allows you to get out of the deal once
you receive your free gift This is
usually by sending a letter or postcard
which tells the sender this

There's a simple rule here - make
photocopies as your proof Before you
enter into the arrangement,
photocopy every'thing Reason for this
is that you usually have to return the
letter which says you can get out ofthe
arrangement Next, when you have
received y ow'free giftl immediately
write to inform the sender that you do
not wish to carry on receiving
Photocopy this, too

I've used this method three or four
times and it seems to work. Senders
get to realise that you will do this and
so they are simply wasting money on
you. AIter a while, your name will be
removed from their lists. lt is
temporary, however, as when new
mailshot lists are bought, your name
might willbe on them, and the process
starts again

Final method willprobably never
work but it's worth trying if only for the
laugh Write to your MP and
complain

If enough of us tackle the direct
mail problem, well beat it!

Keith Brindley

If you would like your name removed from the
junk mailing service then apply to:

Mailing Preference Service,
Freepost 22,
London WlE 7EZ
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Blueprint is a column intended to provide suggested answers
to readers' electronics design problems Designs are only
carried outfor itemsto be published, and willnotbe prototyped
by the columnist. Circuits published in Blueprint are believed
to work, but may need minor alteration by the reader after
prototyping Individual correspondence will not be entered
into, save as necessary to prepare items for publication

fhis month's design has been
I prompted by someone working

on a car:

Dear Blueprint,
I amrenovating an old car

and would like to fit a digital
speedometer to it I would like
to use seven segment displays
for the readout I do not know
the calibration ratio of the
original speedometer, so
some form o{ calibration
adjustment will be necessary.

Yours faithfully
Andrew l-eech

In this design, I am assuming the
original speedometer is to remain in
use. even though a digital readout is

added A normal car speedometer
works in the following manner: a

rotary drive cable (from the final drive
shaft in the gearbox) drives a rotating
magnet in the back of the speedo-
meter In front of the magnet is an
alum jnium disc, to which the pointer
is attached When the magnet spins,
eddy currents generaied in the
aluminium disc generate a magnetic
fielci which links with that from the
rotating magnet This generates a

torque on the aluminium disc The

10

torque is opposed by a spiral spring,
like the springs in moving coil meters,
so the deflection of the pointer is

proportional to the speed of rotation
of the magnet

Obvious way to measure the
speed of the car electronically is to start
with a magnetic field detector on the
back of the speedometer This may
consist of a coil with a small magnetic
core, or it may use a Halleffect device.
Some experiment is necessary in this
area, because the most appropriate
pickup may depend on the type of
car However, the output of this
detector should be fed to a com-
parator to convert it to a clean digital
wavelorm, before it is fed to a digital
frequency measuring cjrcuit

$peed Counter
By counting number of revolutions of
the magnet and displaying this
number, some indication of speed is

obtained The count cycle of the
frequency meter must be adjusted
thotigh, so the magnet rotates during
it once per mile-per-hour of speed to
get an accurate display The time
period required is likely to be between
0 5 and 2 seconds, and experiment is

necessary to determine the correct
setting The display will, of course, be
updated once per measurement
period.

A suitable circuit is shown in Fig
1. Atthe input ofthe circuii, the speed
detector output is converted to clock
pulses by a comparator with positive
feedback Most comparators or
opamps will do this job, but don't be
tempted to use a slow opamp Rise
and fall times of, for example, a 741
are too slow to clock a counter reliably
ln most cases, one part of an LM393
or an LM339 would be a good choice

The 4518 is a dual BCD up
counter, with the two halves cascaded
by connecting the most significant bit
of the least significant counter to the
inverse clock input of the most signi-
ficant counter. This arrangement
counts the second counter on one
every time the first counter counts
from 1001 to 0000

This dual counter is clocked up by
the pulses from the speedometer
detector When a measurement
period is complete, the number on the
output of the 4518 is latched in the
transparent latches ofthe 4511 BCD-
to-seven-segment latch/driver ICs
The 4518 is then reset to commence
a new count

Latch and reset pulses must be as

short as possible otherwise they may
encroach on the measurement
period The circuit shown divides a

high frequency clock by 214 to pro-
vide the required time period, and

uses three D-type flip-flops to generate
latch and reset pulses of one clock
pulse duration A timing diagram for
this is shown in Fig 2 Each output
transition of the 4060 propagates
through the shi{t register made from
three flipJlops at the rate of one stage
per clock cycle If the required output
frequency of the 4060 is exactly 0.5H2
then delay in the shift register is 125{s
per stage Outputs of the shift register
are gated together by exclusive OR
gates, which give an output of logic 1

only when the inputs are dissimilar
Therefore, the XOR gates provide
output pulses equal to delay in one
stage of the shift register

The latch pulse is inverted by an
XOR gate with its other input to logic
1. while the spare gate in the reset
puise channel is solely to equalise gate

delays

Circuit Details
Speed indicating signal may be
derived from a coit or a Hall effect
device attached to the back of the
speedometer Either way, the resulting
signal is likely to be very small so the
input of the circuit consists of a

comparator with 50mV hysteresis
The input is biased to 2 5V and is AC
coupled to avoid disturbing the bias
point The input signal should exceed
50mV, but i{ it doesn t the value of the
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starred feedback resistor, shown as

1M, should be increased Conversely,
if the circuit suffers from noise pickup
and the signal is significantly over
50mV. this resistor should be

decreased
Signalpickup itself requires some

experiment. An inductive PickuP,
consisting of a least 500 turns of a thin
grade of enamelled wire wound round
a ferrous core, should work A suitable

core might be a large diameter bolt,
bearing in mind that at the frequency
in use eddy current losses jn a non-
laminated core are unlikely to be a

problern
Alternatively a linear Hall effect

device could be used as the pickup
The switching type of Hall sensor is

unlikely to receive enough magnetism
to switch, while even a small output
from a linear sensor can be used to
trigger the comparator A suitable
sensor js Electromail part no 304-267,
and a suitable sensing circuit using this

device is shown in Fig 3 Circuit is

powered by a 5V supply derived from
a standard three-terminal regulator
The regulator type specified,
LM2951-5 0, is chosen in preference
to a 7805 because the LM2931 is

characterised for use in an automotive
environment Among otherthings, it

is proof against the spikes which often
occur on car electrical systems.

The digital speedometer may be
calibrated against the conventional
speedometer in the car Normal
speedometers are fairly accurate at

low speeds, such as 30mph, but tend

to read high at higher speeds. There-
fore a good means of calibration
would be {or the driver to attempt to
drive at a steady speed around
30mph, while the passenger adjusts
the digital speedometer to agree with
the mechanical one

Hall Effect
Not everyone may be familiar with the
Hali effect Magnetic effect of current

flow in a wire is familiar to most
people. and is used in such devices as

electric motors. Same effect is

observed in a stream of electrons
flowing in a vacuum, where a stream
of electrons rather than wire is

deflected by a magnetic field - used

to provide scanning in television sets

Because density of charge carriers
in a semiconductor is much less than
in metal, effect of a magnetic field on

a flow of current is to deflect the
current. rather like the effect on an
electron beam in a vacuum. ln a

semicondutgr designed for the pur-
pose, this effect is large enough to
form the basis of a practical magnetic
field sensor The basic principle is

illustrated in Fig 4, though of course
rnost practical devices will include
amplification on-chip to provide a

reasonable level of output signal
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Ithough it has been said of Switzerland
that it's nothing more than thocolates,
watches and cheese'there is little further
from the truth -- at least in respect of
patents

Pat Alley's feature on patenting in Britain makes
your system look so conf using that it's obviously a little

off-putting to any inventor. Following the Swiss

method, however, is simple in comparison and most
definitely cheaper. When I saw the feature in January
I was fascinated to find just how complicated the
British method appears - I've always had a natural
interest in patents as my grandfather worked in the
Swiss patent office for many years. As patents can be
granted for worldwide rights, it seemed to me that ETI
readers may like to heat about patenting inventions
in Switzerland

A History of Swiss Patents
Swiss patent laws originate in 1878, so they've been
around in one form or another for a long time, It wasn't

untilten years after this, however, the first patent was

officially registered. Since then, some 660000 patents

have been granted through the Swiss patent office.
Up to just a few years ago these patents were

protected only in Switzerland itself. However, in 1978
the situation changed with international agreements
protecting Swiss patentees rights worldwide. Given
the simplicity of obtaining a Swiss patent in the first
place, this can make a worldwide patent application
for anyone, Swiss or otherwise, altogether much

simpler.

Swiss Patent Law
Patent law in Switzerland is pretty clear-cut There's

a booklet available from the patent office
(Erfindungspatente - not available in English yet, but
likely to be soon) which describes it pretty well, along
with rules and procedures for application. Costing 12

Swiss francs, it's the only really essential payment
anyone applying for a patent needs to make

A number of exceptions apply to the granting of
patents. The main ones relate to inventions which are:

O against good order - things which are not
necessarily beneficial to the public in general. This is

a strict legalterm though and, as you may expect, it's

meaning is under constant revision in the S

courts
O processes or procedures of surgery,
therapy and diagnosis applied on ( O
animals or the human body
o not the first of that category - self-
explanatory really - if the invention isn't

the first of its category, it's not an invention

at all; merely a copy of another
o not public knowledge. Not only does this apply to
things which are generally known before the inventor
applies for a patent, but also to information which the
inventor discloses prior to the patent being granted -
in other words, if you have an invention, don't tell
anyone (not even your pet parrot) before you get your
patent. Your invention is your gold and to be a

successful gold-digger you don't tell anyone where
your mine is!

Be{ore we look further at Swiss patenting,
though, we've got to clarify a couple of points First,

we need to understand what is meant by an invention

- basically, a product of someone's mind; an idea:
a creation of oneself. An invention is also often
referred to as the actual product which you can see

and feel. But it's this distinction between the idea and
the product which Swiss patents afford and British
patents don't seem to, which makes patenting in
Switzerland much simpler. In Britain, patent law
requires the invention to be something tangible - a

finished product - but in Switzerland, an idea is

sufficient.
Second, patenting is the process of officially

registering an idea as the inventor of that idea or the
inventor's representative. Registering the invention in
Switzerland is simply done by completing pre-printed
forms and forwarding thern to the patents office.
Provided the invention can be proved to be original
according to the rules we've already considered, the
patent will be granted. Compare this with the British
procedure!

The purpose and use of patenting lies mainly in
protecting one's invention; legally preventing it from
being copied and used by others, perhaps for
commercial gain. Further, once an invention is

patented, the inventor or representative has automatic
and full rights to nrake commercial use of the
invention. This is appropriate, when you think about
it, so the inventor can reap the rewards of, perhaps,

many hours or years of work.

Famous Names
To conclude this first part of our look at the ins and
outs of Swiss patenting. it's worth remembering the
most famous person who ever worked in the Swiss

patent office - Albert Einstein. No proof
exists, however, that working there is
anything to do with {ame, otherwise
my grandfather (and perhaPs me)

would be as famous, too!
Next month we'll look

at the actual procedu
for patenting an

Following the feature
in January's ETI on
confusing and costly
British patents
procedure, Marc
Masson writes from
Switzerland with an
introduction to much
simpler patenting rule s
there
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Brian Kendal guides
us through the air and
tells of the equipment
used to bring our
aircnft salely in to
land.
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pedestrian
nrental log
destination

e are all navigators. Even a walk to
the local shop is an exercise in the
art of navigation, {or we set a course
in the correct direction, proceed
frorn waypoint (e g. street corners,

crossings, etc ) to waypoint. keeping a
of our progress until we reach our

These very problems resuhed in the cievelopment of
air radicr navigational aids

It was the Gerrnan Airship Service in the first
world war which first nrade use of radio tor navigatjon.
In that cou{lict both states had highly developed and
extremely accurate direction finding chains which
were used for plotting the origin of the enemv's radio
traffic Very soon. the Germans rearlised the sanre D,/F
chain cor-tld also be used for plotting the location of
their own airships when engaged on reconnaisance
or bombing duties over the United Kingdom.

Von Buttler-Brandernfels, the only airship
conrmanC.er to fly thrc,ughout the vrar. is on record
as saying that wherr atrove cioud. the D,/F chain
irrvariably gave positionai fjxes within 50 mjles, an
accuracv which was not possible using star sights with
a sextant

In the year-s after the war, similar fixer chains were
se t up around the world but allsuffered from the same
problerns, a minimum of three ground stations were
r)ecessary, the system was veru labour intensive and
expensive. and so the system was ver!,soon
overloaded

By the late 1920s, receiver sensitivity was
sufficient to permit the use of small rotaling loop aerials
which couid be fitted on an aircraft. A small loop aerial
has a polar diagram like a Iigure oi eight with a null
directly opposite the plane of the aerial (Fig. 1) So,
if the aerial is rotaied until the incoming signal
disappears. the direction of the transmitting station is
at right angles to the pLane of the loop The only
problem being. that there is no way o{ telling on which
side of the loop the station is located.

This was overcome by adding the output of an
oprun aerial to the loop This modifies the polar
diagram of the combination from a iigure of eight kt
a cardioid (or heart shaped) pattern which has only
a single null and there{ore removes ambiguity

Armed wiih such equipment, the aircra{t r"vas no
longer re)rant on bearings taken Jrom ground stations,
but could either'home in'onto a sir:gle ground trans-
rnission. Alternatively the aircraft would take bearings
from several grounil stations and de[ermine his own
position

Over the succeeding years, the system has been
developed. and has become fully automated, only
needing the frequerrcy of the requirecl station to be
tuned for the equrpment to automatically take a

bearlng This is indicated orr a rneter on the pilot's
instrurnent panel In this form rhe sysiem is known
ejther as ADF (Automatic Direction Finder) or Radio
Compass

Although such a direction finding svstem can be
usecl in conjunction with any radio transrnission. it is
far more conr"'enient for the aircraft if the ground
stations could be located ;rt their destination airports
or along the routes These beacons becarne known
as non-directional beacons (NDBs) and are todav the
most common navigational aid in use in the world.

The signal radiated by an NDB is a cauier wave
nrodulated by a torre keyed at frequent intervals with
the facility calisigrr in rnorse corle The {requency of
operation is between 250 to 400kHz aithough sr:me
operate outside this band. The power radiated varies
wideiy, [n Africa or the south Pacilic regiorrs where
high noise levels exist and long range is necessarg,
output powers up to several kilowatts into large aerial
systems are frequently used. In comparison, many
airport iocator beacons within Europe only require a
range of a few miles. For thts the radiated fiower ma9
well only be a few watts transmitted from a short whip

Lr",nger journeys. especially by car, require a
more advanced application of the art, for we often
need to refer to maps and roadsigns in addition to
acceFting restrictions on our progress in the form o{
cli'.,ersions, speed restrictiorrs and traffic lights

The pilot of an aircraft has directly analagous
problenrs except that his roads and motorways are
indicated only by lines drawn on a map, If conditions
are very clear. he may well be able to fly to his
destination by map reading. Often, the ground is
ot,scured by cloud or darknes-s and even a compass
rourse is of little heii.r i{ he does not know the strength
and direction of the airstream in which he is flying

Maximum signal
on line of loop

Fig. 1 (a) Characteristics of a loop aerial.

Minimum signal pickup at
right angles to loop

(b) Figure of eight polar diagram from a loop aerial.

(c) Figure of eight combined with omnidirectional
open aerial to form cardioid polar diagram



aerial system
ln almost everv beacon installation. two trans-

mitters are installed with an automatic monitoring and
change'over system, Stiould the monitor detect a

reduction in power or a r:nodulation failure of the
operational transrr:itter. the standby eguipment is

immed'ately brouglrt into service
The automatic direction findlng system in aircraft

used ir-r conjunctir:n with non directiolral beacons is

relativeJy cheap, effective and has stood the test of
time However. it does have several disadvantages.
When using the systenr for homing, the aircra{t will
not fly by the most direct course if there is a strong
crosswind (Fig 2)

I-et us consider the case where an aircraft irrtends
to fly to a rlestination 100 rniles distant at a speed of
J00mph In still air ccnditions the pik:t could cluite
easily utse eiti'ier a cornpdss or the ADF system After
take off. he would set a compass course for hls
destinatic.rrr or tune in the beacrrn at the destination
airfleld and {ly a track such thal the beacr.rn was directlv
ahead In either case" one houl later he would be
overhead his destirration airfield

lf there was a crosswind of 50mph at right angles
to his ir-rtended track, tlre situation would be

completely different Had the pilot been flying a

compass course for his ciestinatiorr, after one hour'.s

flying he wor-rld be fifty nriles to the leeward of hjs
intended destination l{ he hacl used his ADF
however, altfrough the no-.e of the aircraft rvould at
all tirnes be pointing directly at the destirratron airfieid.
the winri caused hinr to clrift off the direct track,
diverting anything up to t\^,enty or thirty miles off the
intended track. covering many more miles than he
originally intended. tlven more irnportant, irad the
pilot been lh,,rr'rg under a jr tr affic control. his position
would have been manv miles from where he
intended, with ccinsecluent danger of collisior-r with
other aircraft

ln practice, the prlol would have receiveci a

meterological reporl beiore take off and when setting
course would have 'aimeci off' to allorv for the effect
of the wind, but forecasis for upper winds are rarely
consistent, If a navrgational aid could be developed
which provided the directional information, then an
accurate course could be flown regardless of the
strength or direction of the wind This resulted in the
developnrent o{ the VHF omni range beacon,
com mon l-1, called \1OFi

VHF Omni Range Beacon
VOR is the standard shor t range navigational aid used
throughout the worlcl b mark out tlre tracl<s of airways
and on some smali airports. as an approacir aicl

It is known as a rotating beacon arrd dei,elopecl
irr 1907 when the Clerrnan firm Teklunkern introcluced
tIreir 'Cornpass'

Before tlre turn of the century. mangr e ngineers
had been studyintl the characleristics of tl-re inverted
'L aerial, finding that if the horizontal portion was
much longe:r than tlre ',iertical section i1 showecl
pronounced directional properties ili the direction
o1.:posite to the line of the wire irr 190ii, Marconi
patented a crude direi:tion finiler where a number o{
ihese aerials were mourrted i:r a r:ircle and by seiecting
the one with ttre strc.:ngesl signal" an appro>limatiorr
of the bearing couirl be rietrrnrined -[hc foilorving
year, Telefunken introduccd a sinrilor idr:a calk:d'The
Telefr-rnken Compass' (Fjg 3) Ttrirty twr.r aerials were
arranged al lhe points ofthe conrpass around a central
mast which also supported an ornnidiret:tionalaerial

At pre'arranged inter',,als a 'start' signal was
radiated {rom the central omnidirectional aerial
Iollowed b!, u ,:n" seconcl lranslnissron Ironr each ol
the directional aerials in iurn -I 

he na'",igator used the
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Compass with a special stop watch, calibrated in the
points of the compass. The compass hand rotated
once in thirty two seconds The watch was started with
the first signal and stopped when the signal reached
its maximum strength. The radiation pattern was very
poorly defined and an accuracy of four or five degrees
ruas claimed for this equipment

The next development in rotating beacons was
by the Marconi Company who realising that only by
moving up to the VHF region could accurate polar
diagrams be generated, installed a beacon operating
on 6.2 metres on Inchkeith Island in 1922.

Two paraboloids were mounted back to back,
rotating once every two minutes The other major
breakthrough with this €quipm€nt was to key the
transmission via a contact ring mounted on the base
of the aerial array In this way, morse code letters were
radiated corresponding to the bearing of the aerial,
The navigator had only to note which letter was
loudest to determine his bearing from the beacon

Course if compass
course flown without
wind corection

Course llown if using lntended track
Radio Compass

Wind speed
50mph

Still air
100mph
Time = t hour

Navigation by
magnetic compass
or Radio Compass

Fig. 2 Comparison of tracks flown by aircra{t

Central mast

Stay with
insulators

Outer ring of mqsts

Fig. 3 The Telefunken Compass of 1907
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Fig. 4 lal Physical layout of conventl VOR (b) Schematic of conventional VOR
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Furthermore, as the keying was controlled by the
segments on the base of the array, the equipment
always gave the correct directions information. Such
beacons were satisfactory for marine use, but not so
for aviation, as the aircraft could easily have travelled
several miles during the determination of a bearing.

During the 1920s and early 1930s, the United
States developed the Radio Range system which set
out tracks across the country. These only indicated
four tracks from each beacon, which although quite
satisfactory when flying specified routes, were of little
use for general navigation.

In 1937 the decision was made to develop a
more modern form of the rotating beacon which was
suitable for instrurnent display, Although the war years
intervened, the general principles had been defined
by 1949 and the VOR beacon as we know it today
was gradually brought into service in the 1950s

The principle of VOR is that the beacon radiates
a signal with two independent 30Hz modulations,
known as the reference and variable phases, the
phase difference between these correspond to the
bearing of the receiving station. In addition to the
phase modulations, the facility callsign is radiated at
intervals for identification purposes. The equipment
operates in the 112.0-117 9MHz region and radiates
a power of 220 watts.

The variable phase is a 30Hz amplitude
modulation and the reference phase is a 30Hz
{requency modulated wave on a 9960H2 subcarrier.
Therc are two ways by which the required modulation
can be generated, the older method being called the
tonventional VOR' or CVOR and the more recent
using the doppler principle called 'Doppler VOR' or
DVOR,

CVOR
The heart of any navigational aid is the aerial system
The earliest, and most simply explained VOR aerial
system consisted of a dustbin' shaped structure
mounted on a rnetal counterpoise on the roof (Fig,
4a) The dustbin'is some six feet in diameter and ten
feet high. Around the circumference of the system are

,a series of slot aerials which are fed in phase {rom the
reference phase output signal and give a substantially
omnidirectional radiation pattern Inside is a horizontal
dipole mounted on a rotating shaft.This aerial is fed
with unmodulated RF from the transmitter

The polar diagram of a dipole is a figure-of-eight,
but when combined with the appropriate level of RF
in the correctphase from therelerencephase RF, the
result is a cardioid or heart shaped. If the dipole aerial

is then rotated at 1800 rpm (30 times per second),
a distant station will hear a 30Hz modulation (Fig,5a).
This is known as'space modulationl Furthermore, the
phase of this modulation will vary with the position
of the receiving station.

There only remains to provide a reference signal
with which the variable phase is compared. As
stated, this takes the form of a frequency modulation
on an amplitude modulated subcarrier.

It is essential the relationship between the
reference and variable phases is rigidly maintained at
all times [n the original CVOR equipment this was
achieved by generating audio for the subcarrier by a
tonewheel fixed to the variable phase aerial shaft.
(Fig.4b) The most basic tone wheel generator consists
of a metal wheel with 332 teeth cut around its
circumference, Mounted closely to the teeth is an
electromagnetic pick-up which gives an electrical
output each time a tooth passes by. If the wheel is
rotated at 1800rpm, the output willbe at 9960H2, the
subcarrier frequency. In order to provide the
necessary frequency modulation, the teeth are
arranged in a somewhat staggered manner and this
irregularity imparts a cyclic frequency variation
between 9480 and L0440H2, the actual frequency
being dependent on the instantaneous position o{ the
toothed wheEl

In order to maintain the correct RF phase
relationships between the signals carrying the
re{erence and variable phases, a single transmitter is
used

This is modulated by the output from the tone
wheel generator and the output is split two ways. The
first of these is connected directly to the omni-direction
array of slot aerials and the second to a circuit which
ships the modulation from the transmission. The
output of this circuit is then coupled to the rotating
varjable phase dipole

The radiated signal is continuously monitored for
modulation depth, course alignment and output
power and should any divergance from optimum be
detected, the operational equipment is switched oIf
and the service is restored by standby equipment.

Over the years, other methods of generating the
required has been developed, the most recent by
Standard Electrik Lorenz whose equipment is fully
solid state with no moving parts, the necessary
waveforms being generated by microprocessor and
fed to a slot aerial array

All CVOR equipment however, suffers from
course errors due to the polar diagram of the omni
directionalpolar diagram rrot being perfectly circular



Central fixed aerial
transmitting on fc
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Fig. 5 (a) Effect of rotating a transmitting aerial in a circle. The
receiving stations will only receive at frequency 1 when the
transmitting aerial is at the nearest point of approach or
farthest from the receiving site.

(b) Principle of a double sideband Doppler VOR. The central
aerial radiates the carrier frequency fc whilst one of the
rotating aerials radiates fc + fs and the other fc - fs where fs
is the frequency of the subcarrier. ln practice a ring of fixed
aerials is used with the signal commutated to each in turn.

and also due to siting difficulties These problems have
been largely overcome by the development of the
Doppler VOR system (Fig 5b)

Doppler VOR (DVOR)
lf a signal is received from an approaching transmitter,
the frequency will be higher than that iransmitted
according to the Doppler ef{ect. If the transmitter is

receding, the received frequency will be lower, This
principle is used to generate the reference phase
frequency modulation on the sub carrier This is

achieved by commutating the sideband signals
(Frequency +9960 and Frequency -9960H21
around a ring of aerials approximately forty feet in
diameter The combination of Doppler effect, rotation
at speed of 1800rpm, a distant receiver will receive
these signals frequency modulated 6y + / - 48OHz at
a rate of 30H2, the correct format for the reference
phase transmission but with the phase varying with
the bearing of the receiving station. The variable phase
transmission is transmitted as a 30Hz amplitude
modulated transmission from a central omni
directional aerial

In this equipment, the reference and variable
phase transmissions have effectively changed places
and to allow for this, the direction of rotation around
the ring of aerials is reversed compared with that of
the dipole in a CVOR equipment

To aerial

The arrangement gives several advantages over
CVOR equipment The more accurate radiation
patterns from larger aerials gives greater bearing
accuracy and DVOR is less susceptible to errors due
to site conditions.

In practice, the course errors in a CVOR system
may add up to three or four degrees on some bearings
whilst on a DVOR system less than two degrees would
be expected with better than one degree quite
commonly achieved

Aircraft Equipment
The aircraft VOR equipment is a simple superhetro-
dyne receiver operating between 112.0 to ll7 9MHz
(Fig 6). The equipment often also incorporates
Instrument Landing System, in which case the
frequency coverage extends down to 108 OMHz.

The receiver demodulates the incoming VOR
signal and then is applied to two filter circuits, one
tuned to 30Hz and the second to 9960H2. The output
from the 9960H2 filter is amplified and applied to a
discriminator where the 30Hzrelerence phase signal
is extracted. This is then compared with the 30Hz
variable phase signal from the 30Hz filter and the
output operates an indicator on the pilot's instrument
panel and may also be sent to the aircraft flight
director.

The pilot's indicating equipment may take one

Audio output

Fig. 6 Schematic of airborne VOR receiver
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Fig. 7 Principle of Distance Measuring Equipment (DMEI

of two forms: either a compass-type instrument in
which the bearing of the beacon relative to the aircraft
heading is indicated, or a leftlright indication on a
cross-pointer meter with an adjustable scale. The latter
enables the pilot to accurately fly a preset course to
or from a VOR beacon following only a simple meter
presentation.

The use of VOR enables the pilot to fly accurate
tracks between beacons and also by comparing his
bearing from several beacons, to determine the plane's
position However, it is easier if a positionalfix can be
obtained from only one point. This is achieved by co-
siting Distance Measuring Equipment (DME) with
each VOR beacon (Fig 7).

D_iglapce Measuring Equipment
(DME)
DME is a secondary radar device in which the aircraft
interrogates a transponder on the ground. From the
time interval between interrogation and receipt of
reply, the aircraft equipment works out the distance
of the beacon The cockpit will display a direct distance
measurement or the information is directly supplied
to the aircraft flight director equipment.

Early DME equipment was developed from the
wartime Rebecca-Eureka which operated on
200MHz. Soon after the war, Australia developed the
first DME operating on a similar irequency which

remains in service to this day but it did not find favour
outside-that country and was never generally
accepted.

In 1959, standards were agreed by the
lnternational Civil Aviation Organisation for a DME
operating at 1000MHz and these are now currently
tn use

lnterrogation starts with the aircraft radiating a
series of twin pulses, each 3.5 ps wide, spaced by
either 12 or 36prs, at a rate of about 150 pulse pairs
per second.

On receiving a pulsed pair, the ground
transponder delays for 50prs and then radiates a pulse
pair of either 12 or 30prs spacing on a frequency
63MHz displaced from the aircraft frequency. The
aircraft equipment Fig. 8, receives this pulsed pair,
measures the elapsed time between transmission and
reception, deducts the 50ps beacon delay and
calculates the distance betweeen aircraft and beacon.

When the aircraft interrogator has'locked on'to
the beacon, the rate of interrogation is reduced to
between five and twenty five pulse pairs per second.
This rate remains unless for some reason the beacon
is lost. If this happens, the rate is again increased to
150 pulse pairs per second until the beacon is once
again acquired. The high rate of interrogation is
known as the search mode and the low rate. the
tracking mode.

diagram



With such a simple system it may well be asked
how the aircraft can recognise the reply to its own
interrogation. This is achieved by making the
interrogation rate rather unstable and the aircraft
equipment is designed to only accept replies at its own
interrogation frequency.

DME Ground Equipment
The basic principle of the ground equipment is quite
simple: a receiver, a circuit to validate the
interrogation, a 50ps delay line and a transmitter to
radiate the reply.

There are complications. This simplicity ensures
that there is a llmit to the number of replies which can
be made per second. This is 3000 pulse pairs per
second. The receiver is designed to prevent the
number of interrogations exceeding this amount and
the equipment does not respond until the limit is

restored. lf the number of interrogations is low, the
gain of the receiver is increased until random
atmospheric noise causes the transmitter to radiate
3000 pulse pairs. By this means the transmitter duty
cycle is kept reasonably constant and the beacon
always remains in its most sensitive possible condition.
In the case of excessive interrogation, the nearest
aircraft is the last to lose contact An extreme case of
this would be if the beacon were to fail whilst being
interrogated by one hundred aircraft. Under such
circumstances all the aircraft would go into search
mode, increasing their interrogation rate to 150 per
second. This would hopelessly overload the
transponder on its return to service as it would be
confronted with 15000 intenogationsper second. The
transponder would reduce the receiver gain until only
3000 per second were being accepted. This would
restore service to the twenty nearest aircraft who
would within a minute or so, revert to tracking mode.
fhls in turn would reduce the number of
interrogations and allow the receiver gain to increase

and accept more aircraft in search mode. Gradually,
all the aircraft would be in track mode with the total
number of interrogations below 3000 per minute.

In addition to being used with VOR, DME is
increasingly being used on airports to provide the pilot
on approach with distance{o-run information. When
used in this way, the 50ps delay is frequently altered
so that no matter where the beacon is located on the
airport, the pilot's readout will indicate his distance to
the touchdown point of the operational runway and
not the distance to the beacon.

Distance Measuring Equipment operates
between 960 to 1215MH2. The interrogation and
reply frequencies are allocated with lMHz spacing
between adjacent channels and are numbered 1 to
126 in ascending order of airborne interrogating
frequency from 1025 to 1150MH2. Each interrogation
frequency has two reply frequencies at 63MHz above
and below. These vary in frequency in pulse spacing
and reply.

When the reply frequency is higher, a 12ps pulse
spacing is used for both intenogation and reply. These
are designated 'X' channels If the reply frequency is

lower, the interrogate pulse spacing is 36pts and the
reply spacing 30ps. These are called 'Y' channels.

When DME is operating in conjunction with
VOR to from a single facility, their frequencies of
operation are paired in a predetermined manner. For
example: a VOR on 112.3MH2 is always paired with
a DME on Channel 70X.

In overcrowded skies of the western world the
combination of VOR/DME provides a convenient
and accurate means of marking airways and airports.
In less crowded areas where lower navigation
accuracy is possible, the NDB/ADF system performs
a similar task at significantly lower cost. Even with the
advent of sophisticated, highly accurate systems such
as the satellite based Global Positioning System, it is
hard to believe that the current systems will not be still
with us until far into the 21st Century.

t)-1 ::, .:

h@ x

Fig. 9 Using VOR as a tunway approach aid
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Pafi 1

brought the subject of
cable television into
the foreground. Jim
Slater explains the
technology.

Governmental
encoutagement has

able television isn't new - it's been in
existence for almost as many years as
broadcast television, in various forms
Recent enthusiasm which th€ UK
Government has shown for the infor-

mation technology-related aspects of cable, however,
has brought cable systems into the spotlight, and in
particular has concentrated attention on the many
exciting new facilities so -called new technologies can
bring to cable systems.

As with all technical developments the reporting
of cable television in the popular press is subject to
much misunderstanding, inaccuracy and over-simpli-
fication, so it is difficult for the lay reader to obtain a
balanced picture of what is actually happening. Even
television engineers can be confused about the real
impact various technological changes can bring. Cable
stories in the press range from a that of a Utopian
society where our every need is fed along an optical
light-pipe (it is amazing how frequently our need is
expected to be 30 channels of television), to scary tales
of the upheaval that the installation of cable systems
can cause, usually illustrated by American-originated
photographs of huge lorries mounted with enormous
circular-saw blades that are chewing up our roads.
Even in some of the popular technicaljournals lasers
and fibre-optics are generally considered to be a must
for all new systems, while the well-proven co-axial
systems that have been developed and used over
many years are consigned to the technological
dustbin, a situation which is far from the truth.

Cable lblevision - AWholeRange
Cable television distribution has been used for almost
fifty years life as
television to pe
where sat uld n
air. The situation arose simply because the broad-
casting authorities could not provide enough trans-
mitting stations for allthose communjties that wanted
to receive television pictures.

Initially, radio and electrical dealers who were
keen to expand into the newly-arrived television
business rapidly realised that they wouldn,t be able to
sell receivers if satisfactory signals couldnt be received.
Many dealers experimented by wandering over
nearby hillsides, trying to find a spot where good
pictures could be received. These pioneers then
proceeded to tackle the problem: buying a small piece
of land to put the head end receiving equipment on;
running cable down the hillsides and along the streets
of many a small town; adding amplifiers where
necessary and finally putting wires into the home of
every would-beviewer who could be persuaded to
subscribe (Fig. 1). Even now, with off-air television
coverage approaching almost 100% of the popula-
tion, there are still large numbers of very small

lly isolated or hidden away
are screened from any
which rely on signals being

In some areas this simple type of system was
developed by enhepreneurial dealers who discovered
that at their aerial vantage points they could receive
television programmes from other, more distant
transmitters that were intended to provide services for
other areas. Often they could provide one or more
extra programmes from the regional independent
television companies around the country, while in
some parts (the bor les) they could
also offer customers or Welih BBC
transmissions. Although this proved popular it turned
out to be something of a political hot-potato and
regulations were introduced to restrict such cable
services from supplying more than one extra pro-
gramme, and they were generally not allowed to
provide locally inserted material. Despite this
unhelpful regulatory climate, cable services remained

Ghannel code Vision carrier Sound carrier(MHzl (MHzl
A 45.75 51.75B 53.75 59.75*R 

1 (B + 2MHz) 55.75 61.75c 61.75 67.75D 175.25 181 .25E 183.25 189.25F 191.25 197.25G 199.25 205.25H 207.25 213.25| 215.25 221 .25

Table 1 VHF cable distribution channels in the UK
Channels may be offset to reduce interference. and thev
should then be referred to as channel A + + O.SMHz* Channel R1 was adopted before large offsets became
common and is not usually specified for new systems

Arsa ol poor reception
wh€re signals l.om the
broedca6t transminal
are sc,eened by the hill

Houses seryed by cable

Fig. 1 simple cabled television service providing television signals to areas
screened from direct off-air television reception
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popular in a few areas even after broadcasters built
local transmitters because the cable operators could
provide a wider choice of programme than the local
transmitter did Such systems are the forerunners of
the sophisticated cable services to be developed over
the next few years.

Wired networks of the future will be able to
receive television signals not only from many different
parts of this country but will also be able to pick-up
signals from all around the world, thanks to satellite
television transmissions. Locally produced services of
news and information will be available and the unique
two-way capabilities of modern cable systems will
allow the viewer to interact with the programme
provider, making use o{ a wide range of hitherto
unexplored services such as teleshopping and home
banking. Figure 2 shows a possible future wired
network. Although such services are often talked
about as belonging to an era when fibre-optic cables
are universal, it is perhaps worth mentioning at this
point that most oflhese services can be provided by
almost any type of well-engineered metallic cable
network, and the particular cable technology used is

by no means crucial
Although similar in nature there are differences

between the ways in which cable systems of different
sizes are engineered Two maior divisions are usually
considered as MAfV and CATV systems.

Master aerial television (MATV), generally refers

to small distribution systems providing services to
blocks of flats and maisonettes, to office blocks and
even to small housing estates.

Although early MATV systems used VHF distri-
bution, since UHF transmissions have become the
norm in the UK and as UHF equipment has improved
in performance more and more new MATV cable
system builders are choosing the simpler option of
distributing television signals at UHF Irequencies,
without frequency conversion, for their small and
medium-sized systems.

Even with small systems frequency conversion
is sometimes necessary to avoid strong interfering
signals or problems wlth pre-imaging (a form of
ghosting caused by signals which reach the receiver
by direct off-air pickup, perhaps through the wiring
of the receiver, being slightly displaced in time from
the signals on the same channel that are being sent
to the receiver via the cable distribution system)
Interference tends to occur in areas close to a

transmitter where strong signals are available and is

a common problem encountered when installing
MAIV systems in many hotels and apartment blocks.
Provided too many programme channels do not have
to be converted, it's usually possible to find alternative
UHF channels for the cable system; far enough away
from the off-air signals to eliminate the problems.

Community aerial television (CATV), is the term
applied to fairly large systems which distribute
television signals to large numbers of homes in towns
and villages. Such systems usually contain special
compensating equipment to ensure picture quality is

not degraded as the signals travel along the length of
the system, often many miles. CATV is the modern
term for what used to be known colloquially as

television relay, and when discussing cable television
it is usually CATV Type systems that are meant.

Another cable television system which may be
encountered is closed-circuit television (CCTV), any
system where television signals are generated, distri-
buted and received entirely within a user's own
premises. Such systems are frequently used for
security purposes in major office complexes and on
factory sites and television pictures are often of a lower
quality than would be demanded of broadcast tele-
vision. Signals are cabled to th e office where security
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guards sit, enabling them to maintain surveillance over
many different parts of the site. Cameras responsive
to infra-red radiation are sometimes used to monitor
the site of night. A typical CCTV system is illustrated
in Fig 3,

Road traffic management systems often use
CCTV to allow police to moniior traffic congestion on
motorways and at busy road intersections. Systems
have even been developed capable of automatically
logging licence number plates of moving vehicles.

Closed-circuit systems need not be thought of as
unsophisticated as many have been among the first
cable systems to make use of fibre-optic technology.

HF Multipair Distribution Systems
Technologies used in cable television systems depend
largely on the operating frequencies used for distri-

Fl

Oft'air radio
and TV inputs

Cable links to and
trom other svslems

Links to police, fire
and public utiliries

Fig. 2 Possible wired network based on cable techniques

Monitors Main entrance

Video
swrtche

Security stall
orlice

Starl entrance

Camera observing
goods entrance

Goods entrance

Camera observing car
park lintra{ed for
night surveillancel

Fig. 3 CCTV security system to guard
factory premises
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N B Audio is often
distributed directly
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I
Standard

TV receiver

Multi-way programme
selector switch in each home

Subscriber's
home

Special HF television ieceiver

Fig. 4 Typical HF television distribution system

bution. In an HF multipart distribution system each
of the television signals received by the aerial at the
head-end is converted from the incoming UHF freq-
uency in the band between 3 and 30 Mhz Usually a
carrier frequeqcy of around 10MHz is chosen Each
programme is carried on a balanced pair of wires in
a multi-way cable which normally contains up to 12
pairs, and each uses the same high-frequency carrier.
If four programmes are being distributed it is necessary
for four pairs of wires to be taken into each viewer's
home The viewer selects the channel required by
means of a selector switch This selector switch is often
remotely mounted and may contain the mains switch
and a volume control. The receiver in the viewer's
home is a non-standard model which can receive the
HF carrier signals - something which gave rise to a
lot of unhappiness in the retail trade at one time.
because dealers felt that customers who were con-
nected to one of the HF cable systems had little choice
but to buy or rent the special HF receiver from the
cable operating company, thereby limiting their own
chances of selling conventional receivers Eventually
it became the usual practice for the cable operator to
make available an adaptor, sometimes called an
invertor, to enable standard UHF television receivers
to be used. Figure 4 illustrates a typical HF distribution
system

On these systems sound signals can be translated
to an appropriate HF frequency and passed through
the system in the same way as television signals, and
often radio programmes are distributed this way lt is
more usual, however, for sound signals to be distri-
buted direcily at audio frequencies on a balanced pair
of wires

HF systems provide excellent distribution quality
sound and vision, and tl-tey are very suitable for
coverage of large areas as signal losses in cables are
generally very low at the frequencies which are used,
and the number of repeater amplifiers is therefore kept
to a minimum The number of channels which can
be transmitted is basically restricted to the numbers
of pairs of wires available in the cable, so it is not
usually a practical proposition to increase the numbers
of channels available once the system has been
installed. This limitation, together with the need for

Band Television Frequency(MHz) Notes
I Television 41- 68 Not used for

TV in UKll FM sound radio 87.5-108
lll Television 174-225 Not used for

TV in UKlV Television 470-613
V Television 61 5-890

lable 2 Broadcast bands for television and VHF radio
(band limits vary in different countries)

for fairly complex head-end equipment and the
unpopularity of having to use non-standard receivers
or adaptor boxes has rendered HF systerns obsolete,
and no new systems of this type are being constructed

VHF Distribution Systems
Radio frequency signals received at the head-end,
whether VHF or UHF, are converted to frequencies
in the VHF band between about 45 and 225MHz and
these signals are fed to the distribution network which
is made up from co-axial cables.

The main reason for VHF conversion is
economy. l-osses where UHF signals are distributed
by cable are great and repeaters must be placed quite
close together VHF signals, on the other hand, are
attenuated less so repeaters are spaced further apart:
typically a kilometre or so between. Consequently,
VHF distribution is used most often in large CATV
systems which cover extensive areas

In the UK the actual distribution frequencies used
in any particular system have to be agreed with the
Department of Tiade and Industry, to minimise
possibility of interference to and from other users.
Technical standards are laid down for immunity to
interference and for radiation from cable systems. Ten
channels are officially recognised for VHF distribution
purposes, as shown in Table 1, although in some
circumstances frequencies may be varied slightly to
avoid interference. It is also possible to use special
techniques io allow the distribution of more channels.

Factors other than straightforward channel usage
must often be considered when allocating suitable
frequencies for cdble systems. As an example, normal
television receivers in use in the UK are not fitted with
VHF tuners and can therefore only receive UHF band



IV and V signals. Selectiviiy of these receivers is

generally so poor as to be totally inadequate for
adjacent channel and image channel operation: there
is so much local oscillator radiation that operation on
channels even just five channels away from the
wanted one is impracticable, as an adjacent receiver
may be radiating significant quantities of local
oscillator signal on a frequency of 39.5 MHz (the usual
IF in the UK) above that o{the wanted channel, which
is likely to interfere with any signal at 40 Mhz
(equivalent to 5 UK television channels) from the
wanted frequency

Television sound transmissions are allocated
carrier frequencies 6MHz above the vision frequen-
cies. VHF cable distribution services normally also
provide a choice of VHF sound radio programmes
which are distributed on their original band II VHF
frequencies. The European over-air channel
allocations for bands I, II, III, lV and V are detailed
in Tabte 2.

In the USA the spectrum from 54 to 400 MHz
is divided into different segments, and such an
arrangement is often referred to by just its upper
frequency limit, so that a system might be called a 400
MHz system, alternatively it might be called a 52
channel system.

Similarly, a system with an upper frequency of
300 MHz is sometimes called a 35 channel system.
The channels numbered 2lo 73 inclusive are freq-
uently known as the standard VHF channels since
these were first to be used, the others being later
additions. These standard channels also have the
advantage that they can be received on any standard
television receiver without a convertor box. This is a

powerful economic argument for cable operators to
restrict a system to 12 channels. It is also worth noting
that the original twelve channels were chosen in such
a way as to minimise potentialinterference caused by
intermodulation products generated by the multiple
signals. Adding the extra channels has made life far
more complicated when trying to minimise the various
possible forms of intermodulation interference.

A fairly simple method of providing more than
twelve channels without becoming involved in all
manner of frequency-extension problems is to put two
cables, each capable of carrying 12 channels, around
the network instead of one. The two cables work
completely independently of one another, but each

carries a different set of twelve programmes on the
same standard frequency channels from 2 to 13. The
customer has a two-way switch in his home, which
allows his receiver to be connected to either of the two
cables, thus doubling his choice of programme
material. This system is widely used in the United
States, although it is rare for the maximum possible
24 programme channels to be provided, because in
many areas there are a few strong off-air transmissions

on VHF frequencies which can sometimes interfere
with certain of the cable channels. It is therefore wise

to avoid using these channels for cable distribution and
in practice, a maximum of about twenty programme
channels are normally offered.

Other advantages of the dual cable system are

that once the simple and cheap two-way switch has

been installed the viewer can receive all the
programmes on a standard receiver, whereas if an

extended frequency band is used convertors are

required costing the operator and, ultimately, the
customer money. The dualcable system can also cope

with those customers who don't want, or aren't
prepared to pay for more than the original twelve
channels. Although the second cable cannot really be
considered as a back-up system for the {irst as both
carry different programme material, if problems do
develop in one of the cables, a restricted service can
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F]still be maintained to customers. This should keep
viewers far happier than if they are left totally without
a service, and it also gives the cable operator a

breaihing space to carry out repairs or essential
maintenance, without having to shut down the system
completely

The dual-cable system has become so popular

Head end

UHF To VHF

Disrributioo
system

Fig. 5 Simple VHF television distribution system

Subscriber's
home

VHF
Band
Input

VHF
Band ll

radio input

Spur Ieeder

(droPl
Outlet 

-

Preampliliers
(or attenuatoas)

Output 10 anothe
pan oI network

Oistribulion
ampliliers

Subscribers

Fig. 6 Typical modern wired television distribution system
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F{
with cable operators because of its lack of technical
complications that many consultants now recom-

Since the beginning of 1985 there have been no
over air VHF television transmissions in the UK. and
portions of bands I and Il have been allocated to
mobile radio services. Other European countries will

it is necessary to use an adaptor, commonly called anup-conver slater satisfactory
signal for televi When up-convertors great aken to see
that signal ilable outlets are

British Standard 856330 recommends that
systems using conversion to VHF to overcome the

Even in large CAfV emarcation
lines between VHF and U id than was
formerly the case, and alth ase in cable

just one cable, which carries as many as 1g TV and
14FM radio signals in the frequency band from 47 to
860MHz.

Layouts of modern UHF systems and VHF
systems are almost identical, apart from use of

distribution is shown in Fig 6.
At the present time any such network is most

Iikely to be built using high-quality co-axial cable as
its main distributio ard-
looking systems u

Next month, will
look at the future the
possible scenarios
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s

Fig. 1 Block diagram of a power supply showing waveforms at various stages

urpose of a power supply is to convert aOften taken for
granted, power

H
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Eqn 1

Where: Vr* is the stated translormer voltage;
Regmains is the mains regulation factor; Regr* is the
stated translormer regulation; I is the current drawn;
[r* is the stated transformer current.

To be accurate. the radio I/lr* in this expression
should be VA/VArx. However, we are only talking
of a small percentage error and the expression we'll
use is much simpler as it only has Vr*[MinJ on the
left hand side.

Similarly, a transformer's maximum voltage V1*
IMax] is calculated according to the expression:

V1;tmax):Vr*(f +

transformer relate to minimum and maximum output
voltages, these varying from the stated output due to
transformerregulation and load and variationsin mains
voltage. The transformer's minimum voltage, evaluated
for full load, is used for selection of the transformer;
maximum voltage evaluated for zero load is used to
calculate the smoothing capacitor working voltage.
Maximum voltage for f ull load is also used to determine
regulator power dissipation.

A transformer's minimum voltage Vtx (.,n) i.
calculated according to the expression:

Eqn 2

The Rectifier
Examples of rectifiers and corresponding output

waveforms are showin in Fig. 2. The simplest possible
rectifier is a single diode, shown in Fig.2a. This merely
prevents every alternative half cycle from passing and
accordingly gives the output waveform shown. It is
relerred to as half wave rectification and obviously
requires a considerable amount of smoothing so is not
generally used. Figure lb shows a full wave rectifier
which obviates this problem, allowing cuffent to pass

on every half cycle and thereby giving an output which
is more easily smoothed. Disadvantage of suih a

configuration is that it requires a transformer with a

centre tapped secondary and was only really popular
in the days when rectifier diodes were expensive.
Figure 1c, on the other hand, shows the type of
rectifier used in most applications today. The four
diodes are arranged in full wave bridge configuration
and give an output similar to that obtained in the two
diode arrangement but with a straight transformer
secondary. From now on we assume use of a bridge
rectifier.

Bridge rectifiers don't normally need building up
from four discrete diodes as they are available as a
single unit. They are specified according to average
current rating and maximum reverse voltage and are
easily selected once these factors are known. Actually
this is simplifying things somewhat as there are times
when the cunents through individualdiodes are much
greater than the average DC current. At switch on, for
example, the smoothing capacitor is fully discharged
and therefore appears as a virtual short circuit atross
the bridge. This is taken into account by bridge manu-
facturers who specify the peak one time surge current
Iaa, of up to 50 times the average current.

lwo design expressions cover the bridge rectifier,
relating output voltage and current to input voltage
and current Voltage of a transformer secondary is

always expressed as an RMS value, this being the
average AC voltage rather than the peak level.
Rectifier output voltage, on the other hand, is
smoothed by a capacitor to the peak voltage which
is VZtimesthe RMS value. The cunentfrom the bridge
has passed through two diodes though and output
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voltage must be decreased by two diode voltage
drops. Peak DC voltage after smoothing Vo""u can
therefore be calculated from the expression:

V p.u1r:l'414 VAC - 2 VD 3

Where: Voa is the AC voltage (RMS); Vo is the
diode voltage drop (0.7V for silicon and 0.3V for
germanium diodes).

As this is usually used to work out the required
transformer voltage, it can be transposed to:

Va6:(Vpg+2VD) / 1.474 4

To stay within a transformer's VA rating its
maximum output current Ioa is reduced by a factor
of the reciproc d of A so thiicurrent is given by the
exPression: IDC:VZIAC

Where: Ioa is the maximum DC output current.
We can transpose this to give:

Iac:toc / 0.707 5

Smoothing Capacitor
- Although the output from a bridge rectifier is' 

unidirectional it is certainly not the steady DC voltage
required by most electronic circuits. A capacitor
connected across the bridge output smooths the

peaks and troughs of the voltage: working on the
reservoir principle - it charges the capacitor during
the peaks while discharging during the troughs to give
an overall smoothed output. The larger the capacitor,
the greater is the effect drawn from the supply, or with
an infinitely large value of capacitance smoothing is
perfect. In practice the resultant waveform is always
similar to that shown in Fig. 3.

This assumes the capacitor charges up instant-
aneously. The rate of discharge on the other hand,
is given by the differential expression shown. This
means the minimum capacitor value C is givep by the
expresslon:

C: 
IT 

6
vp"uk -Vr"g

Where: I is the current drawn; T is the duration of the
cycle which for full wave rectification is .01 s for 50Hz

mY3
ffiJru
SwFr*

Fig. 2 Ractifier configurations
( c I BRIDGE
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UNBEGULATED
INPUT

UNREGULATED
INPUT

Fig 3 Operation of a smoothing capacitol

Vout=Vrsg+Vzenel

lc
OF
VO

Fig. 4 Typical voltage regulatol
circuits using integrated
circuit regulatois

or 0.0833 lor 6OHz; Vo"uk js the peak DC voltage
(minimum on-load); V,*'is the minimum statJd
input voltage to the regulStor.

In practice, the actual capacitor value should

V'iPPI":lT/Cutt'ul 7

Where; Cu.tuul is the actual capacitor value used.
the smoothing capacitor shouldn,t

be n calculating the required value as
thi e in the order of - 10% to +30%
for capacitors of the type and value whjch will be

The fact that the ondary
s off load accordin n factoi
borne in mind ng the

working voltage.
A final design point on the capacitor is its

maximum ripple current rating I,,^^,-. By Ohms law
this is the ripple voltage dividej"Sy* the capacitors

ression 7 / 2dC. This gives
waveform of the ripple is
d be divided by V3 to give
these together gives the

. V, ,2nlC
l. _ nppte - -dctudlrrPnre 

vB
Where: f is double the mains frequency

Regulator

a current rating of 1,A or is L. S-.

100rnA, 2A, 3A,5A, 8A or 10
should be pointed or.rt that some of
and current ratings are pretty rare

ding negative output regulator family is

.rhe 
337L2 (100mA) and the 337T (1 5A)

considerations
obvious output
; the minimum

D 
-t 

ltttHo : lo ((Vp"uk - (V,ipprn,/2)) -Vrns) 9

maximum stated for that device. This
for mosi regulators. Heat conduction i
degrees per watt and a heatsink shou

Required heatsink dissipation also calculated
from the expression:

REGULATEO
OUTPUT

( a ) FIXED VOLTAGE 78 & 79 SERTES

REGULATED
OUTPUT

REGULATED
OUTPUT

Vout ='t.25(1+R2lR1t
C1 {LM317iLM33al = tooncl (LM337l = luo
la > 4mA

( b,1M317,1M338 & 1M337
vABTABLE voLTAGE nrculArons

UNREGULATED
INPUT

op: T, -To
Pi)
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Where: T, is the maximum junction temperature; To
is the ambient temperature.

This means that the heatsink size is given by the
expresslon:

oH-n: TJ -Tn - d.r c - 0c n 10

PD

Values of 0; 6 and T, are functions of the
regulator and are listed in the data sheet and Table 1

while Oc_H may be considered to be a constant
20"C/W assuming use of a mica washer (for
electrical isolation) and heatsink compound (for heat
condition). This leaves To which will probably reach
50"C inside an enclosed cabinet but may be reduced
by use of extra ventilation or a fan . Clearly, red uction
of this temperature will reduce the heatsink
requirements.

Overall Design
Figure 5 shows two standard power supply circuits.
Figure 5a is the circuit of the single polarity output
power supply considered in this article. In passing, a

dual polarity version is shown in Fig. 5b but we'll say
nothing more about it as all componeni values willbe
calculated similarly. The design process involves
calculating values of each component in this circuit
within the constraints of size, weight and cost.

L-et's say we require a 5V 44 supply. First of all
the rectifier, as the easiest component, is specified -
a 5A version is chosen.

Choice of regulator is also simple. From Table 1

we can see the required type is a 78H05, this being
the one which gives 5V at up to 5A. From its data
sheet (and Table 1) we see the minimum regulator
input voltage required is 8V So, from expression 4,
the minimum transformer output voltage is
determined:

Vo. : 8 + 2 x 0.7 / 1.414 : 6.65V

Also, from expression 5, the transformer output
current is determined:

lag:4/O 62:5'6564

We now have a bit of a chicken and egg situation
as we try to determine the stated transformer voltage
which ensures the 6.65V AC minimum output voltage
is achieved. Expression 1 determines this, but
transformer current rating and regulation both appear
on the right hand side and this isn't known until we
have selected the transformer which, of course, is the
whole purpose of using the expression in the first
place!

Now if the power supply is to be as small as
possible, a home-wound transformer is needed. At
this point it's now necessary to carry out a tabulation
exerclse.

For a range of possible transformer nominal
output voltages, calculating; the minimum on-load
DC voltage and thereby the smoothing capacitor
value; the maximum on load DC voltage and thereby
the regulator power dissipation and heatsink require-
ment; the maximum off-load DC voltage and hence
the smoothing capacitor working voltage. The
nominal voltage which gives the most acceptible
combinatlon of smoothing capacitor and heatsink
(these being the other large components) may then
be selected Fortunately, for most power supplies, size

is not critical so available transformers may be used.
For this example power supply a 0-9, 0-9V; 3.3A,
60VA, 13% regulation toroidaltransformer is suitable.
lnitially this appears to break the rule suggested earlier
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of using a conventionaltransformer if the application
does not demand low size and weight The rationale
behind the choice is that the nearest conventional
transformer is of a 100VA design and thereby costs
more than the 60VA toroid. Choice of the toroidal
iransformer is confirmed using expression 1:

V.r*[minl : o(r * 13 (1-5.656/6.6) -61 :r.uru
100 / -'

SMOOTHING
CAPACITOR

(a) single polarity outputFig. 5 Complete power supply circuits

(b) dual polarity output

This result, 8.63V is indeed significantly greater
than the 6.65V required Also, of course, the
paralleled secondaries give 6 6,4 which is greater than
the required 5 6564.

The next step is to calculate the DC voltage which
this transformer will give after full wave rectification.
This is given from expression 3:

Vp"uk: 0.414x8-63) - (2x0 7) :10 8V

We now calculate the smoothing capacitor value
using expression 6:

C: (4 x 0.01)/(10.8 - 8.0):0.014F:14,000pF

and the working voltage is the maximum off-load
voltage which is calculated using expressions 2 and3

:10.71V

Vp"uk:(1.414x10 (2x0.7\:73 74V

TO220 or
fo202

Vr*[maxl : o(r + 1
6))+(o/6

100

(1-13

7A- l/P coM o/P li P coM o/P o/P coM t/P

79- coM t/P o/P o/P r/P coM
st7/338 ADJ O/P I/P I/P O/P ADJ I/P O/P ADJ

337 ADJ I/P O/P I/P O/P AOJ

Table 1 Common integrated circuits voltage regulator specifications
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Device Outpul
(v)

Current
(A)

Min I/P
(v)

Tr(Max)
('c)

o,.' c
"c/w

Max P,
(w)

Package

type
78L05
7805
78H05

+5
+5
+5

01
1

5

+70
+7.0
+ 8.0

150
150
t25

180
3

2.5 50

TO92
T0220
TO3

79LO5
7905

-5
-5

01
1

-7.0
-7.0

150
150

180
3

TO92
T0220

78L12
78r2
78H12

+12
+12
+12

0.1
1

5

+145
- t4.5
+ 15.0

150
150
t25

180
5

2.5 50

TO92
T0220
TO3

79Lt2
7972

t2
t2

01
1

- 14.5
-145

150
150

180
3

TO92
T0220

78L15
7815
78H15

+15
+15
+15

0.1
1

5

+77.5
+17.5
+ 18.0

150
150
t25

180
3

2.5 50

TO9Z
T0220
TO3

79L15
7915

-15
-15

0.1
1

-77 5
-77.5

150
150

180
3

TO92
T0220

3L7L
317M
3177
377K
338K

+l2to +37
+ 1.2 to +37
+l2to +37
+l.2to +37
+l2to +32

0.1
0.5
15
1.5

5

+4to +40
+4to +40
+4to +40
+4lo +40
+4to +35

125
r25
t25
725
t25

160
12
4

2.3
1

0.625
7.5
15
20
50

TO92
T0202
T0220
TO3
TO3

337L2
3377

-l2to -37
-1.2ro -37

0.1
1.5

-4to -40
-4to -40

t25
125

160
4

0.625
15

TO92
T0220

z
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: Power Dissipation not listed but internally limited.

as 14.4.4 for this component. Using expressions 7 and
8:-

V,,or," : 4 x 0. Ol // 0 022 : l.8V

I,,oo," : 1.8 x 2n x 50 x 0.022 / \B : 14.36A

13 (1- (5.656 /6.6)) +6\
r00 /:e 71v

Vp"uk: 0.414x 10.71) - (2xO.7):12.33V

Now from expression 9 we can evaluate the
regulator power dissipation :

Po :4 x (12.33 - (1.8 / Z) _ 8) : 13.72W

Finally, equation 10 gives us the heatsink size:

- 125-so
dn_e:-- -:---:- -2.b-2.0:1 0./W

73.72

The next best available nearest preferred value
of O.9oC/tN is chosen.

Modifying Transformers
Frequently, the ideal transformer is not available off
the shelf, or where it rs available it may prove
expensive. Now, although it wouldn't make sense in
any volume production, its possible to modify

Vr*[maxJ : o(l +
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transformer seiondaries. For a one-off power supply,
modifying a surplus transformer can give a very cost
effective solution.

Fiist, a few guidelines. Power rating oI a
transformer depends on its mass, that is the number
of laminations, and cannot be changed. This being
so, the secondary shouldn't be modified with the aim
of loading it more heavily. Voltage output may be
increased by increasing the number of turns but a

smaller current is the consequence. Alternatively, the
secondary may be completely rewound with thicker
wire but then fewer turns may be wound and the
output voltage will be decreased. If secondary voltage
is to be increased, do this in moderation as a significant
increase could result in insulation problems. Final
basic guideline is that primary windings should be left
well alone - changes should be to the secondary
only

A basic rule in modifying (or winding for the first
time) transformers is:

V.". : Tr".

Vpri- Tpri^

Where: Vr". is the secondary voltage; Vrrr. is

the primary voltage; Tr". is the number of secohdary
turns: To,,- is the number of primary turns. So. for a

fixed prfmary. the secondary voltage is proportional
to the number of turns on the secondary. For the
purpose of this calculation, secondary voltage is

considered to be the off-load voltage.
Now for the practical aspects of the operation.

The first and most difficult task is to remove the bobbin
on which the primary and secondary windings are
wound from the core. The core which surrounds the
bobbin is a sort of figure-of-eight pattern made up of
iron laminates which are usually in the shape of Es and

Is stacked alternately Laminates in the shapes of Us
and Ts are occasionally used. This operation is carried
out by first holding the transformer by its core in a vice
(but not in the direction which would serve to clamp
them even more firmly together). Then, with a flat
bladed screwdriver, a hammer and a pair of fine nosed
pliers, prize the first laminate off Next prize the second
laminate from the opposite side Now, alternately prize
laminates off - the procedure will get easier as you
work towards the middle.

Main objective in all this is to get the laminations
out undamaged. The first couple will inevitably get
bent but as the chances of getting every last one back
in are pretty remote, this probably doesn't matter too
much.

The bobbin now being free, the layer of lacquered
paper or tape should then be removed to expose the
secondary windings. At this point you'll see the
method of attaching the leads to the windings this
should be adhered to for all new leads created. The
next step is to remove the secondary, coiling it neatly
as it is un-wound and, most important, counting the
turns. When this task is complete calculate the number
of turns required for the new windings and the
positions of any taps. Carrying out re-winding in the
reverse order.

Next, protect the windings with a few layers of
insulating tape and a good coat of lacquer or varnish.

Finally, put back the laminations. Although this
is a tricky task, do persevere and try to get as many
as possible back in. Although missing out a few
laminations will only have a marginal effect on the
power rating and regulation, it will make the finished
transformer emit a significant 50Hz audible buzz. As
a final precaution against such an eventuality the
laminates should be liberally covered in varnish and
well dried out.
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CA.D- ABE lWADE EASY
ISIS SCHEMATIC GAPTURE
An exceptionally easy way to draw circuit diagrams on
your PC. Once the design is on the computer, you can
generate a parts list, perform an electrical rules
check, extract a netlist for PCB design and/or
simulation, print hard copy on a wide range of
printers and plotters, or else export it to a DTP
package to create professional quality documentation.

PC-B PRO/AR PCB DESIGN
User friendly PCB layout software wirh optional
auto-router. The layout editor (PC-B PRO) handles 2
copper layers plus overlays and solder resists whilst
the auto-router (PC-B AR) will route single or double
sided boards on a 25 or 50 thou grid. Together with
ISIS, you have an integrated design system that really
puts your computer to work.

Auto generation oI silk
screen/overlay as com-
ponents are placed.
Auto generation of solder
resists.
Conligurable obiect sizes.
On screen overview display.
On screen pin numbering.
conngctivity highlight.
Back netlist verification
against schematic.
Dot matrix, laser, pen plot
and Gerber drivers.

0l

o
o
o
o
o

Auto wire routing.
Auto dot placement.
Auto name generator.
Powerful editing facilities.
Obiecl oriented 2D drawing
with symbol library.
Support lor hierarchical and
multi-sheel designs.
Comprohensive device
libraries.
Output to dot matrix, p€n
plotters or lasers.

o
o
o
o
o

cbcenUen
Electronic.g

Call for FREE demo
disks - 0274 542868.

/4 lllarrinerb Dnve Bradford, ADg 4/T

e399
869
222s
t399
€599
t749
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THE R-[EMONITOR II
100 WATT SPEAKER KIT f6ll.00 +f3.s0 P&P (pair)
RESP0NSE:55H2-20kHz

BASS POLYMER CONE D: 22cm

DOl!'lE MEETER: 14mm

OVERALL SIZE
(HWD): 382,252,204mm

RECOIUIVIENDED AMP POWER:
10-100 watts per channel
The performance stan-
dard achieved in this
compact design is distinc-
tively superior to any-
thing else available at the
price The drive units
used are of sophisticated
design and have been
carefully integrated with a
Complex Crossover.
Stereo performance is exceptionally good with a
well focussed sound staqe and sharo resolution

I

3III''/IICIIIII:
a

30+30 WATT AMPLIFIER KIT

An easy to build amplifier with a good specifica-
tion. All the components are mbunted on the
single P.C.B. which is already punched and
backprinted.
r 30Wx2 (DlN 4 ohm)r CD/Aux, tape l, tape ll, tuner and phono

i n puts.
r Separate treble and bassI Headphone jack
Size (H'W D ) 75x400x 195mm 

nents, scare

ronics April

Oty. per pack

3 8'x5" Speaker 40 6wan made by E.M.l.
1 30W dome tweeter. Size g0x66mil JAPAIV made6 I typ V d.c. computer

de in
3 6V d. gh quatity

grao
3 2000pf 50V d.c. elecrrolytic high quality

computet gtade made in USA
m 20 ceramic lrimmers
_4 Tuning ,2 gang dielectric a.m. type
10 3 positi lide switch 3 amp rated

125Y a. USA
5 Push-button switches, push on push otf,2 pole

change over. PC mo]nt JAPAN made
6
2 itch,, yni'*'J'

n '07!31^
30
10 Slide potentiometers lpopular values)
6 Slereo rotary potentiometers
2 l00k wire wound double precision

potentiometers U( made
6 Single 100k multitune pots, ideal for varicap

tuners UK made by PHILIPS
4 UHF varicap tuner heads, unboxed and

lnlesled UK made by PHILIPS
FM stereo decoder modules with diaoram
UK made by PHILIPS

llard
ner

20mm type

Double phono sockets, Paxolin mounted
2.8m lengths of 3 core 5 amp mains flex
Larce VU metets JAPAN made
4V miniature bulbs, wire ended, new untested
Sonotone stereo crystal cartridoe with 78 and
LP styli JAPAN made
Mono Cassene Record and play heads
6-0-6 4VA mains transformers, PC mount UK made
24V 0.3VA mains power supply Brand new boxed
UK made by MULURD
0C44 transistors. Remove paint from top and it
becomes a photo-electric c;ll {or P12)
UK nade by MULURD
Low signal transistors n.p.n., p n.p types
14 watt output transistors. 3
complimentary pairs in T066 case
lldeal replacemen? fot A0161 and 162s)
Tape deck pre-amp I play
switching No 1M181
5 watt audio lcs. No
Motor speed control lcs, as used with most

sEv

rmer
z%',

3mtr Euro-mains lead with chassis socket

No.

Bm13
BM158
BPOl6

BPOl7

Bm18

Bm19
BP(l20
BPO2l

Bm22

Bm23
Bm24

BP()25

Bm26
BPO27
BPO28
BPOA
Bmo

Bm31

BPO32

BPGB

BPO33A
BPO34
BM34A
BM34B

8P035 6
8P036 6
8P037 6

BM38 N
8P039 6
BPO41 3
BPO42 2
BP013 30
BPO44 2

BPO4sA 2
BP(N6 4
8P047 I

8P053 5
Bm54 10

8P055 1

8P056 4
8P057 8
BP058 2m
BmsS I

8P061 5
BP063 5
BPO64 12
8P065 I

8P050 30
BPOS| 6

BPO52A

of detail. Di y
range is low d
this gives a d
openness e d
mode
Supplied with:- 2 READY CUT BAFFLES, ALL
CROSSOVER COMPONENTS. 2 BASS MID-
RANGE, 2 DOME TWEETERS, HOOK UP WIRE,
GRILLE CLOTH, SCREW TERMINALS AND
SCREWS.

TV SOUND TUNER

ln the cut-throat world of consumer electronics,
one of the orrestions desioners annarcnllv h6n-

GOODMANS 6OW CAR GRAPHIC

As new condition but have been returned by customers
or shops, so they may need some attention. Hence the
price otonlyfS 00each Ordersixof these unitsandyou
get the seventh one free Postage f2 90

der over is "Will anyone notice if we save money
by chopping this out?" ln the domestic TV set,
one of the first casualties seems to be the sound
quality Small speakers and no tone controls ar€
quite common and that really is quite sad, asthe
TV companies do their best to transmit the high-
est quality sound Given this background a com-
pact independent TV tuner that connects direct

LCD DI LTI TEST M
Volts resi Amps. Most ot
new but urned or rejecte
and sold at fll,OO eech.
(Made by ics).

ro your Hr-Fr rs a musl Ior quattly reproductton
The unit is mains operated. This TV SOUND
TUNER offers full UHF coverage with 5 pre-
selected tuning controls. lt can also be used in
con.iunction with your video recorder.
f29.50 +12,50 p&p

As above but with built-in stereo head-
phone amplifier for the hard of hearing

€35.90 +12.50 p&p

ROSS PUSH BUTTON RADIO
Ma perated. FIFM,
Me ve recept
6p
pre
Fully retractable telescopic
aerial.

jack socket. l

I

Size 23OH x 1 50W / 65D I

Bef RE-5500. i,
Brand new. I I

I

Price f 14.95 i.
t f2.80 P&P \

TV SOUND TUNER KITf11.5O+f1.30 P&P
All parts including Varicap tuner, mains translormer,
PCB with lC's capaciiors and coils etc., to build the unit
illustrated above; without case and scale.

SHURE HIFI STEREO MAGNETIC CAR.
TRIDGE nd stytus
supplied.w od quality
unit made ds due t6
scoop purc fraction o,
the manufacturers price All units are brand new and
boxed. €r.20 each. lf you order in multiples of five you
get one free. Postage f1.30 (Made in U.S.A.)

EXTRACTABLE HOUSII{G FOR YOUR CAR STEREO * SIZE DIN E
} HANDTE IilCLUDEO * SPACE rcR MEMORY BATTEBY T 1OR
2 SPEAKER SYSTEM.
ENABLES YOU TO REMOVE YOUR VATUED STEREO FROM YOUR
CAR {IVITHOUT IHE AID OF A HAMMER AND CHISEI, CHAINSAIVEIcl. f9.95 postage E1.50

KOSS MlNl SPEAKERS Use instead of head-
ad of
op of
mply
de to
ional
ssive

HILLS KITS IN STOCK * SEND FOR CATALOGUE
scoop purchase we can offer lhese units for €4.30 each or
buy in multiples of ten and you get one free Postaoe

SOLAB POWERED WOODEN MODELS
ATTRACTIVE AND EDUCATIONAL

KOSS STEREO quatiry
light weight stereo h ck with
adaptor to 6.4mm jac stereos
made to sell for nine pounds Our price for lhis unit f4 25
Postage 60p.

ii a.:

SPECIAL OFFER - BUY ALL THREE and get the postage FREE

>2

;,
' G,t

stt

Hi-Fi stereo cassette deck transport
mechanism, complete with 3 digit rev counter
and tape heads, 'l2V d.c. operation. Unused
manufacturers surplus JAPAN made
C6.20 +€1.50 P&P 2lor l.1O +f2.50 P&P

1 T,ITULTIBAND RADIO
, Vgf 54-176 MHz + AM CB BANDS 1-80
t LiStEN tO: AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL,

AIRCRAFT, BADAB

f 1 7. 95 *roroPatiilcEtltrlrfi 3
. POSTAGE MANYMANYMORE
: f2'85 souELcH coNTRoL) ,,RUBBER DUCK AERIAL"



n essence, the superhet receiver uses a high
gain radio frequency amplifier tuned to a spe-
cific fixed operating frequency (called the
Intermediate frequency or IF), while the
wanted incoming signal is converted into this

chosen frequency for the bulk of the pre-domodulator
RF amplification.

Biggest problem with this technique is that when
the incoming signal frequency is mixed with a local
oscillator signal, both sum and difference frequencies
will be produced, so that there are two possible
frequencies which can be received at the same time:
the desired signal and the unwanted seco nd channel
ot image frequency.

The only practical answer to this problem is to
ensure that there is adequate selectivity between the
aerial input and the mixer, so that the unwanted one
of this sum and difference pair can be rejected.

most commonly used second IF value, and bandpass
filters with almost any required bandwidth are avail-
able for use at this frequency. We ll look at these later.
Meanwhile, in contemporary SW band receivers, first
IF values as high as 55MHz are often used, to push
the image frequency right out of the input pass band.
The only requirement of such a way high frequency
first IF being that it can adequately reject its own
+900kHz image frequency.

For FM receivers, operating in the 88-110MHz
band, the most common IF value is 10 7MHz, and
both wide and narrow-band ceramic bandpass filters
are available for this frequency. For receivers operating
only in the amateur bands, (3.5, 7.0, 14 andZSMHz),
10.7MHz makes a useful and convenient choice of IF.

Oscillator Stability
Other things being equal, drift in operating frequency

Continuing his
into the world

associated with
superhet receivers and
presents some
oscillator circuits.

Part 2
look
of radio,

Iohn Linsley Hood
explains the problems

FrN+t
4

"r-J

Fig. 2 Double-balanced ring modulator mixer

This is easy to do on the LW and MW broadcast
bands, using a 455kHz or 456kHz IF, as the image
frequency will be around 92OkHz away, and even a
simple input tuned circuit can cope with this at signal
frequencies in the range up to, say, 1.6MHz In the
short wave band, at frequencies up to 30MHz, the
image frequency could be too close for the relatively
low selectivity of the input circuit to be able to reject
it adequately, and higher IF values are useful.

Before crystalfilters and ceramic resonator ladder
filters became so inexpensive and easy to get, it was
{airly common tofind,double superhetswith two IFs,
of thetypeshown in Fig. 1. In suchdoubleconversion
receivers the first IF is, say, l.ZMHz or 1.8MHz, to
push the image frequency 2.4MHz or 3.6MHz away
from the wanted signal.

This is followed by a second frequency changer
and a second, fixed frequency, local oscillator to
reduce the signal frequency yet again, before passing
to a second IF amplifier stage, operating, perhaps, at
110kHz, where high gain and selectivity are easy to
obtain.

In the typical double superhet, 455kHz is the

ETI APRIL I99O

Fig. 1 Block diagram of the double superhet receiver

lal

Fig. 3 Single-balanced mixer circuits (al using FETs
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(.1

Fig. 4 Simple unbalanced mix6r circuits using (al MOSFET
+Vcc

{bl FETs

Fig. 5 Simple self-oscillating mixer

47k 220e

""1)L
, roo,]\, ,

ii

> 4k1

c1:

L.
:100n

L.

lOOn

Fig. 6 lnductively coupled oscillator Fig. 7 Hartley oscillator

of an oscillator circuit due to thermal changes, vibra-
tion, or component aging, is directly proportional to
its operating frequency. A +1kHz stability is child,s play
to achieve with a 100kHz oscillator, but exceedingly
difficult at 100MHz.

As the custom in superhet design is to run the
oscillator at a Irequency above the signal frequency,
a double superhet receiver tuned to 30MHz with a
55MHz first IF has its oscillator running at 85MHz, so
this problem is a real one. On the other hand, the
second oscillator for the 55MHz to 455kHz conversion
could be a 55.455MH2 crystal, which wili have an
acceptable stability.

For SW amateur use, problem of oscillator
frequency drift is made more acute by the wish to
receive single-sideband suppressed carrier trans-
missions; where an internaloscillator is used to replace
the missing carrier frequency. In this case, stable and
accurate tuning of the signal is essential to achieve and
retain intelligibility.

Various schemes have been adopted to avoid the

luding thermo-
nc'elling systems
d quartz crystal-
which we'll look

at next month. As large scale integrated circuits
become better and ch"fpe., frequ"n".y ,y"tn"ri.",
systems are increasingly used in receivers

On the other
a lot to be said for
use of solid, firmly
of suitable (usuall

associated tuned circuit as is practicable
In FM rece is pretty

wide anyway an y control
systems can be the fre-
quency-sensitive detector circuit, oscillator stability isn,t
usually a problem.

Mixer Noise

components.
Hot-carrier or Schottky diode double-balanced

ring modular systems, of the are
undoubtedly the heat mixer h"v
take considerable oscillator rive
them satisfactorily. They are ced
because both signal and oscillator inputs are cancelled
in passing through the circuit This reduces the noise
contribution from the oscillator input. A single-
balanced circuit, on the other hand, cancels elther-the
signalfrequency or the oscillator components present
at the output, but not both.

The single transistor mixer/oscillator of the kind

quite good mixer stages. However, with few excep-
tions, lower mixer noise and better relative conversion
gain (from RF signal in to IF out) always entails rather
more circuit complexity and cost.

Oscillator Req uirements
Requirements for any superhet local oscillator are
good frequen
noise level an
puts. The first
so, but consider the case where required signal sen-
sitivit ocal oscillator output is 1V,
then are no unwanted spurious
signa e 1V oscillator signal which
approach lprV in size,

i- rr.t!: :i.r..?:



If there are, then somewhere in the spectrum
there will be an lF output due to the heterodyning of
the spurious signal with the oscillator ouiput resulting
in a signal which has not come from the aerial. The
only way to avoid this problem is an oscillator wiring
layout which minimises occurance of additional in-
ductance/capacitance loops outside the main LC
tuned circuit

Spurious signals originating in harmonics of the
IF or other local oscillator stage of a superhet must also
be guarded against, by careful screening, to avoid un-
wanted whistles when tuning th e receiver This, how-
ever, is rather a counsel of perfection, as even the best
commercial receivers are not always entirely
whistle-free

Basic Oscillator Types
Although all oscillator circuits here use junction FETs
as active devices this is by no means an essential fea-
ture of the circuits as they could, in most cases, be built
equally well using thermionic valves with appropriate
adjustments. Main oscillator types include:

o Inductively coupled oscillators
This is the earliest form of oscillator comprising a

simple tuned circuit on the input to an RF amplifier
stage with a second small coil, inductively coupled to
it and feeding back energy from the output of the
amplifier (FiS. 6) . This is a similar process to
regeneration, applied in the simple one valve receiver
shown last month.

lf enough feedback is applied, the circuit will
oscillate On the other hand, too much feedback may
make the circuit overload and distort the oscillator
waveform, giving rise to harmonics in the output.

o Hartley oscillators
Layout of this type of circuit is shown in Fig. 7. This
design is basically an inductivity coupled oscillator of
the same general type as that of Fig. 6 except the
feedback coil is now part of the tuned circuit, which
helps rescue the likelihood of spurious output signals

Its main difficulty in use in that both ends of the
circuit are 'live] and if a tuning capaciior is to be used
to alter the oscillator frequency, its spindle and frame
will also be live, which can be awkward

o Electron-coupled oscillators (ECOs)

This arrangement shown in Fig. 8, is sometimes
known as a cathode, emitter or source-coupled
oscillator. ln reality, it is just a clever rearrangement
of the Hartley oscillator allowing one end of the tuned
circuit to be connected to the 0V or earth line Care
should be taken to ensure there is an adequately low
impedence return path from the drain to the 0V line
at the operating frequency.

Provided the circuit can be made to oscillate
sufficiently vigorously, the lower the source tapping

Fig. 8 Electron-coupled oscillator

Fig. 9 Colpitts oscillator

(bl Clapp-Gouriet oscillator (cl grounded-base Colpitts

Fig. 10 Practical rearrangements of the Colpitts oscillator to allow
one side of the tuning capacitor to be earthed

= 
10On+

1O0n

Fig. 11 Franklin oscillator
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(cl Colpitts oscillator(r
Fig. 12 Various oscillator circuits used with crystal oscillators
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point on the coil the better the stability and signal-to-
noise ratio will be, so a high Q coil is an advantage in
this, as in all other oscillator types.

a Colpitts oscillator
This circuit, shown in Fig. 9, is a companion to the
Hartley o nted in the very
early days ilar to the Hartley
oscillator, of the LC circuit
is tapped, rather than the inductive part.

It has rather better stability than the Hartley
oscillator because the fairly large tuning capacitance
tends to swamp changes in input capacitance of the
active device However, it is a bit awkward to use irr
a variable frequency oscillator, unless inductors can
be tuned or a split-stator tuning capacitor is used

o Clapp oscillators
This bears the same relationship to the Colpitts
oscillator as the ECO has to the Hartley oscillatoi, in
that it is a rearrangement to allow one side of the tuned
circuit to be at earth level. This makes capacitor tuning
a bit awkward, unless the capacitor is connected
across the whole coil,/capacitor group, or is connected
in series with the coil, as shown in Fig. 10a. Readers
may recognise this layout as the circuit which provides
regeneration in the two transistor regenerative radio
of last month's article. The snag is that as the tuning
capacitor is increased in value so the effectiveness of
the feedback capacitors C2 and C3 diminshes, and
it becomes a bit harder to make the circuit oscillate.

The circuit of Fig. 10b is usually called a Clapp-
Gouriet oscillator, and is quite popular in crystal
oscillator systems.

The circuit of Fig. 10c is also rearrangement of
the Colpitts oscillator but this time in a grounded base
form, and has very stable output frequency charac-
teristics, which leads to its popularity in RF signal
generators

O Franklin oscillators
These come under the general heading of negative
resistance oscillators, comprising a pair of gain stages
to provide feedback at 360oC that is positive feedback
with output and input coupled to the tuned circuit
through a pair of small capacitors, as shown in Fig.
11. This leads to a very stable, single coil layout.

There are various other types of oscillator which
exploit the negative resistance technique, of which the
simplest is just a Gunn diode, connected in series with
the coil - neither stable in frequency, nor with a good
signal-to-noise ratio, but very useful at VHF/UHF

o Miller oscillators
Anyone who has ever built an RF gain stage will have
come across this - generally as a problem! If an
amplifier has a tuned circuit on both input and output,
the gain is high enough and there is enough stray
capacitance between output and input, then when the
two tuned circuits are closely tuned the circuit will
oscillate due to the combination of the Miller feedback
capacitance effect and of the added phase shift due
to the coils being slightly off resonance.

This was used a lot in the old valve days, when
it was known as a Tuned Anode Tuned grid or TAIG
layout, and made the simplest single valve transmitter
circuit. Nowadays it finds its main application in quartz
crystal harmonic oscillators.

O Quartz crystal oscillators
These form a very useful family of highly stable low
noise oscillators operating at a fixed though adjustable,
frequency. They work because crystalline quartz is
piezo-electric, which means that when a voltage is
applied across a thin piece of the crystal it will
physically deform, slightly. Conversely, if the crystal
is deformed, by an applied force, a voltage will appear
across the two opposite faces

Now, as crystalline quartz is a rigid, but very
nearly perfectly elastic material, a thin slice of it can
be made to 'ring' at a frequency dependent on its
shape and thickness. Then if electrically conducting
plates are fixed to it or are physically close to it, an AC
voltage can be fed to the crystalto maintain oscillation.

Because the mechanical losses in a good quartz
crystal are
ofQ(ash
frequency
On the oth
which it starts oscillating) decreases as the Q increases,
so commercial crystals tend to be designed for Q

gson 2r2

AGC OUT
(.VE)

Fig. 14 Linear demodulator and amplified AGC system
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values a bit lower than this, typically in the range
50,000 to 200,000

Almost any o{ the oscillator circuits described so

far will work as crystal oscillators if the tuned circuit
is replaced by a quartz crystal, but the four most
popular layouts are shown in Fig. 12 Of these, the

{irst and simplest uses just a single stage CMOS
inverter (Fig. 12a), relying on the crystal's Q to shlft
the phase enough to make the system oscillate.

Figure 12b shows a very similar circuit using a

bipolar transistor as the gain stage. lt's known as a

Pierce oscillator. The Clapp rearrangement of the

Colpitts circuit is shown in Fig. 12c, and the circuit of

Fig. 12d is a VHF emitter-coupled system called the
B utle r oscill ator. This will operate at a harmon ic of the

fundamental crystal resonant frequency up to, say,

120MHz
Harmonic operation is needed at very high fre-

quencies because crystals out for {undamental fre-
quency operation tend to get a bit thin and fragile

much above 10MHz, though they are available

Automatic Gain Control
One o{ the big advantages of the superhet system is

that it is possible with great ease to get enormously
high gains out of IF amplifier stages This means that
there willbe enough available signal output, even with

very smallinputs, to allow an automatic controlsystem
to wind the gain down, and ensure that strong signals

are not a lot bigger than weak ones. Such systems are

called automatic gain control (AGC) or Automatic
volume control (AVC) AGC can also counteract
fading of the received sig\al strength which occurs
from time to time due to ffuctuations in the position

of the ionised gas layers in the upper atmosphere from
which HF radio signals are reflecled; provided that
these signal strength changes are not too rapid.

The basic schematic layout of an AGC system is

shown in Fig. 13, and a fairly sophisticated electronic
realisation of this in Fig. 14, in which a group oI three
op amps is used as a precision demodulator, while a

fourth op amp is used as a DC amplifier to increase

ihe effectiveness of the control. Of course there are
problems with AGC, as there are with any closed-loop
control system, which relate principally to the time-
constants (that is, the inherent delays) of the loop. In
this respect the behaviour of an AGC loop is identical
to that of an amplifier in which, negative feedback is

apptied to hold its gain constant lf there is too much
loop gain or if there are too many time lags in the loop
it will oscillate, causing the output signal level to flutter
up and down.

Even assuming a designer escapes the oscillation
problem there is still a difficulty inherent in the choice
of decoupling capacitors in the AGC loop. If these are

too large the system will be very sluggish [n response
and will only cope with very slow rates of fading. On
the other hand, if they are too [ow, the system will tend
to reduce LF response, as it sees an LF amplitude
modulation of the signal - even when this is inten-
tional - as just another case of rapid fading! A good
compromise value is to aim for an AGC response rate

in the range 0 1 to 0 2s.

Next month, we'[l consider control systems,
quartz and ceramic filters, demodulator types and
circuit techniques used to improve oscillaior stability.
Technical problems with FM receiver systems will be

looked at, too
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comPanies, all in-house des€ned
kits come fullY documenled with
d all components. All transmitters
radio or tuned higher lor greater

17mmx 17mm 9Voperation 1000mrange tl2.95
W50OHi-poweraudiolransmliter 250mWoutput 20mmx40mm 9-l2Voperahon 2-3000m

range el 5.95

VOXTsVoiceactivatedlransmrtter.Variablesensrtivlly 30mmx40mm 9Voperation 1000m

range ...... . .. .. 818'95

CTX9OO Sub carrier scrambled audio kansmitler Cannol be monr lored wrlhou I decoder fitled

lo radio 30mm x 40mm 9V operation 1000m range

recorded Powered lrom line 1omm x 35mm

cellular etc 70mm x 100mm 9V operatlon

821.95

OSX9OO Sub-carrer decoder unrt lor monilonng CTX900 Connecls to radio earphone socket

Provides ouipul lor headphones 35mm x 50mm 9-12V operation 921.95
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RF field Detects MTX 15-20 leet 55mm x 55mm 9V operalron C26.95
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readout o[ srgnal skength with vanable rate bl mode AU lu

distinguishes between local rsed bug lransmlssion a ale signal s.
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Having glven you the
feature on power
supply design, we now
present a practical
example to build: Paul
Brow's design for a
high-quality
laboratory/workshop
unit

nyone interested in electronics - from
the dabbling amateur to the full-time
professional - knows the importance of
good tesi and service equipment. One
of the most used devices is a power

supply Every circuit you design, develop, build or use
needs power.

This project uses the same design principles
which are discussed and explained in Mike Bedford's
article earlier in this month's ETI. However. iti not just
a basic single-railpower supply with 0V and a positive
DC voltage, but a five-rail supply with 0V and four
different DC voltages: +5V and +12V So, just about
every voltage you'll ever require for your circuits is
catered for.

Same families of components are used in this
project as in Mike Bedford! design feature; 78 and
79-tgpe regulators, toroidal transformers and sealed
bridge rectifiers, as readers will see from the circuit in
Fig. 1, and construction is exiremely simple

Specification of the power supply is pretty good,
too. It provides a continuous current of 1A on all
power rails except the t5V rail, which is 2A (not.
incidentally, a 78-series regulator circuii). Outputs are
all fully fused, and the regulators give short circuit and
thermal protection, so whatever you do with the
supply, you can't damage it. Output rails all have LED
monitoring to show individual rail operation.

Construction
PCB has been designed in such a way that all
components except the mains switch are board-
mounted, making construction both modular and

uT
POWER
SI]PPLY

easy Method here assumes readers use the case.
heatsinks and components specified.

Construction sequence is'important for com-
ponent alignment: from PCB to panels. First, insert
printed circuit board pins, wire links, resistors, diodes,
capacitors C5 to C12, fuse holders and voltage
dependent resistor VDR1. Fit heatsink 2 loosely to the
back panelby its two centralfixings. Fit heatsink 1 with
an M3 16mm CSK screw to the back panel along with
the transistor socket SK11 on the inside. Adjust for best
fit and tighten. Now, adjust heatsink 2 for good
alignment and tighten. Fit the 5V regulator, a
TO3-type, insulating the pins (a mica washer isn't
necessary) . Fit the other regulators to the back panel,
ensuringthatthe -5V and - l2Vregs are insulated
with mica and plastic bushes; leaving all slightly loose
for adjustment when fitting PCB.

Next, fit the case brackets to the PCB using
14mm M3 threaded spacers. Use metal spacers for
safety earihing. Fit the back panelto the brackets while
carefully inserting the nine regulator leads into the
PCB, but do not solder yet!

Fit output sockets io the PCB following the
suggested colour sequence on the PCB overlay (but
don't solder yet). Fit the front panel to align the sockets
then, at last, solder every thing in place.

Attach 3 and 4 heatsinks to the bridge rectifiers
and solder rectifiers in to the PCB Now solder the T03
socket SK11, rectifiers, capacitors C1 to C4, LEDs
(leave long leads) in to the PCB. Next, fit transformers
by soldering them in to the PCB and securing with self
tapping screws. Securing in this way is important
simply because they're heavy - any severe knock

F{tJ
ELI

EE
tr

QdJA# e{Jrzur FS y

*\.*S $\' I'ltl

ffi#

swl
SPST

RI
330a

'Leot

R2
330R

LEO2

20va

NOTES:
lc1 = 7a05
lC2 = 7905
lc3 = 7812
lc4 -.7912
D1-4 = 1N4O03

R3
1k0

LED3

R4
1ko

LED4

Fig. 1 Circuit of the ETI Ouad power Supply
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could otherwise result in the transformer rattling
around in the case! Finatly, fit mains switch and cable.

The cable enters the case side, so drill and file the case

to suit a grommet and secure cable with a cable tie.

Bend LED leads so LEDs fit into the panel clips, insert
fuses and away you go. The result is a single module,
easy to build, easy to service, ideal for colleges,

schools or home workshops

BUYLINES

PARTS

MISCELLANEOUS

F1 blow 20rnm fuse

F2-4 blow 20mm fuse

tuseholder 14 otfl fit : i '

Led panel clip (4 offi 8mm mounting hole

rtr
TJE
frlnFl

Case

T1

s(7,
sk10

I2... , '

SKll , i ,,, , :r T03 tra soq

T0220 washer kits Mica or e ty

Heatsink l,2

Heatsink 3,4

2.8oC/W Marston 07WN type

21 lClW Redpoint TV4 type r

Spacers (4 olfl
Marns switch

Grommet, PCB, ']mm PC washers

l48A lor T03 socketl,

HO\v IT WORKS

o , ,,ii rble to

tcl
GND

ouTA A AtN
lc4 tc3

iil

Fis.2 of the Ouad Power Supply
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THE ETI ST]PERCHIP
l\
U

U

U

R

h

U
R

(b)tvloDE2

1A

2A

3A

4A

5A

6A

7A

8A

IY

2v

3Y

4Y

5Y

6Y

7Y

AY

,I INPUT

2INPUT

3 INPUT

4INPUT

5 INPUT

6 INPUT

7 INPUT

8 INPUT

t even

, even

, even

, ryen

; even

: even

I o@n

: even

1Y

2Y

3Y

5Y

6Y

7Y

8Y

GNO

GND

GND

GND

1Y0

2YO

3Y0

4YO

1A

3A

4A

5A

5A

7A

DO

D1

D2

D3

D4

D5

D6

D7

1Y0

2YO

3Y0

4Y0

sY0

6Y0

7Y0

8Y0

*THESE PINS ARE
ACTUALLY CONNECTED
INTEBNALY _ DO NOT
USE

AO

A1

A2

A3

A5

A6

OE
OUAO 1.TO-2 LINE DECODER

Fig. 1 Pin outs in each mode.

(s)[4oDE6

7Y

(i ) l{oDE I

Our 6irst competitian
and constructional
article rolled into one.
Mike Bedford explains

ost designers using 7400-series TTL
or 4000-series CMOS ICs would
probably say that most requirements
in terms of functional elements are
available, however, there are indeed

some drop-offs. Omissions in logic families largely go
unnoticed by those designing circuits around them as
they have grown up with the situation and have sub-
consciously learned to use a standard bit of circuitry
in place of the missing f unction. On the other hand,
hardly anybody using any of the common logic
families can have failed to notice that a whole class
of logic elements ls notable by its absence What we
are talking about is that group of devices that would
be described starting with the phrase 1-input or 1-bit,
examples being 1-input AND gates and 1-input
OR-gates.

So, where the might of the American and
Japanese semiconductor manufacturers have failed,
ETI steps in to fill the gap with the ETI Superchip OK,
we have to admit that this is really poetic licence as
it isn't truly a chip in the sense of being fabricated on
a single piece of silicon but, nevertheless, it can be built
up on a 16-pin DIL header and so take up only that
space occupied by many 7400 or 4000 series ICs
Those who have followed avidly this far will probably
be wondering why we talked about a whole class of
functional elements being missing yet have now
introduced the concept of a single DIL module Well,
this is the really clever bit of the design. There are
numerous other aspects which are unexpected about

the Superchip specification but by far the most
unusual is the fact that it can configure itself to carry
out one of a number of different functions as will be
explained in the specification section.

Specification l.ogic Functionality
Table 1 shows the various modes of operation of the
Superchip and Figure 1 indicates the modules pin-
out for each of these modes. As already hinted, the
device is able to configure itself to any of these
functions. Although this explanation is not strictly
correct, to all intents and purposes it may be
considered that the chip is able to sense the circuitry
around it and automatically configure its functionality
depending on the requirements. For reasons which
will become obvious later. we intend to be somewhat
guarded on this point.

logic Levels
TTL ICs only operate at 5V CMOS chips are
somewhat more versatile in that they can operate
anywhere in the range 3 to 18V although the speed
suffers atthe bottom end ofthisrange The Superchip,
on the other hand can operate at virtually any logic
level, the only constraint being the point at which
flashover would occur between the pins (not that
anyone would want to operate it at 100KV!). The
strange thing about this device is that it does noi
require a V66 supply and does not even need
referencing to ground. This explains how Figure 1
shows all 16 pins as signal inputs or outputs.



Speed and Power Consumption
There is normally a relationship between those as

shown in Figure 2. There are exceptions, for example
74LS is both faster and has lower power consumption
that 74 series, but generally all the logic families can
be seen to lie in a broad band on the graph showing
that power consumption is proportionalto speed. The
ETI Superchip is the exception which proves the rule.
Power consumption is negligible yet propagation
delay is virtually zero and the maxlmum switching
frequency is well into the GigaHertz.

Fan Out
This is a measure of how many inputs can be fed from
an output and to give some comparison, 74LS and
4000 series have fan outs of 20 and,25 respectively.
The Superchip is particularly unusual in that it does
not have a fixed fan out, but instead this value
depends on the devices connected to its inputs. In
many cases this will mean that the Ian out is almost
infinite but it has to be admitted that in other instances
a very limited fan out results and a buffer may be
required. I think the best way to explain the situation
is as follows: The Superchip's fan out is equal to the
fanout of the chip feeding it less one for each other
input connected to this output. So, for example if a
74LS00 feeds the Superchip and a 74LS138 then the
fanout is 19.

The Circuit (or not)
Well, so far so good - until now this article has
followed the normalpattern for a project in explaining
the concept and going on to give a specification of the
equipment. This is where we depart from normality
in that we have no intention at this stage of giving a

circuit diagram and associated description, practical
constructional details or a parts list.

Have you ever noticed how many of the
commercially most successful products are very
simple in design. As an example, compare the
blockbusting success of liivial Pursuit to the relative
obscurity of some of the most sophisticated electronic
games. It rather appears that it is the spark of
inspiration rather than the detailed design of a product
which spells success.

On this basis, having already come up with that
inspiration for the Superchip and having realised that
it can be implemented with very simple circuitry, it was
decided to throw down the gauntlet to our readers.
Our challenge is to come up with the circuit for this
device and so brings us to our April competition.

Competition
1. Draw a circuit diagram for a device which fully
meets the specification of the ETI Superchip as

described in this article Only discrete components
may be used.
2. Complete the following sentence in an originaland
amuslng manner:

In the realm of digital electronics, the ETI Superchip
will ..........

3. Send your entry complete with name and address
to the following address to arrive no later than 12 00
noon on Friday 30th March:

April Competition,
E.TI.,
Argus House,
Boundary Way,
Hemel Hempstead,
Herts HP2 7ST.

The reader is reminded that the Superchip can
be implemented very simply and the competition will
be judged on the basis of the simplest entry being the

ETI APRIL I99O

winner. In order to provide a common basis for
comparisons, a complexity factor willbe calculated as

follows:
Complexity:No. of resistors*No. of capacitors*

2 x No. of diodes + 5 x No. of transistors
In the case of a tie for the simplest circuit, the
completion of the sentence will be considered as a tie
breaker.

A mystery star prize and two mystery runners up
prizes will be awarded and the winners' names
together with the solution willbe published in the June
issue oI ETl.

Table 1 : Fuctionality of each Mode of Operation

Notes: The column headed Sli/ILAR TTL gives the number of a similar

(but with more than f-input or 1-bit) LS TTL device and is given as a

reference to the mode's functionality if not obvious,

Numbers below reler to numbers in the NOTE column.

1 . This is, of course, a particularly useless function but is incl uded as these

may be used in pairs withtheaddition of justa single invertorto implement

at 1-to-2 line decoder. This is illustrated in Figure 2e.

2. This appears to be an anomaly (2-bh) but does, in fact generate 1 paritY

bit from a '1-bit inputthereby giving a 2-bit word lincluding parity). A major

difference to the LS 1 80 is that it is a parity generator only and does not

provide a parity check function.

3. The acronym W0lV stands lor Write 0nly Memory.

4, This ROM cannot be user programmed but instead, each location is

pre-programmed with data equal to its address.

|/IODE FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION SIMILAR TTL NOTE

0ctal 1-lnput Positive-AND Gate 08

2 0ctal '1-lnput Positive-0R Gate 32

3 0ctal 1-lnput Exclusive-OR Gate 135

4 0ctal 'l-lnput Line Decoder 139 1

5 0ctal 1-Bit Binary to 7-Segment

Decoder with Zero Suppression

48

6 Divide-byl Countet 93

1 2-Bit Even Parity Generator 180 2

1-Bit Code Convertor (BCD to Binary or

Binary to BCD)

184

185

I 8x4-Bit WOM J

10 128 x 8-Bit R0M 4

Fig. 2 Relationship between speed and power for some
common logic families.
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Bob Whelan has
produced a rugged,
high quality, high
powered computer-
controlled amp and he
continues his
description of the
circuitry
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PART 2
mounted in a diecast aluminium alloy box (Maplin
Box DCM5006) which serves the double purposed
of screening and support The boards are fixed in the
die cast box using M3 x 30 screws and M3 spacers.
The graphic board is mounted under the pre-amp
board. Four M3 board mounting holes should be
drilled in the base of the diecast box using the graphic
PCB as a drilling template Two M4 holes should be
drilled in the side and near the top of the box for
mounting onto the main amplifier chassis A hole
should be drilled at each end and near the lid of the
box for the power supply leads and signal leads.
Rubber grommets should be put in these holes. To
prevent stressing the solder joints, the 20 pin plug on
the pre-amp board should be screwed down using
no. 4 x 6,5 self tappers before being soldered to the
board

5d
he Business is a custom-built bass amplifier
designed for quick on-stage performance
changes. At the press of a few buttons all
your favourite bass guitar sounds can be
there ready without hassle

We continue with more construction and this
month, we cover the graphic equaliser', micro, anti
thump and DC protection boards with some extra bits,
namely output level detect and DAC volume control
that go on the pre-amp board and short circuit protect
on the power amp board The boards were both
described last month

Assembly of the Pre-amp and
graphic PCB
The pre-amp and graphic equaliser boards are

DIGITAL GRAPHIC EOUALISER CIHCUIT

ANALOGUE
GROUND

Fig. 1 Circuit of graphic equaliser

ANALOGUE
GBOUND

NOTE:
21-12 = 6xLM833
100k is Frt oi re,istor n6tuo*

PN LC

I

PIN 25

I

clRcutTs z1-12

LCa LC1l
LCg tc12



Assemble the graphic and pre-amp PCBs
according to the overlay diagrams (Fig.3 and Fig 3 last

month). Suggested order of assembly being terminal
pins, links, IC sockets, resistors, capacitors,
semiconductors and finally plug in the ICs. The
graphic chip LMC835 and the 7110 attenuator chips
are C-MOS types and require careful handling. The
pre-amp board can be tested by powering it up with
+ 15, - 15V and earth and injecting a lkHz sine wave
into the input while monitoring the output with a

scope. A change in gain can be seen by taking the
7110 control lines to earth with a short length of wire.
The overload detection circuit should be set up by
injecting a lkHz 10 volt RMS sinewave into its input
and adjusting the pre-set until the output from the
circuit goes low. Because of the digital control to the
graphic, this board can only be tested once it is

assembled in the chassis The boards can be wired
together as per the circuit diagrams and overlays then
mounted in the die-cast box. The graphic board being
mounted below the pre-amp board Use spacers to
ensure that the graphic board does not short to the
diecast box base or the pre-amp board, Single core
screened cable flying leads for the pre-amp input,
output and again switching should be passed through
the rubber grommet in the left end of the diecast box.
The power supply and earth leads should be passed

through the rubber grommet in the right-hand end.
Use 16/0 2 wire ior the power supply leads and
32/0.2 wire for the earth leads

Assembly of the Micro
The micro board is mounted in a diecast aluminium
alloy box (Maplin Box DCM5006) which again serves
the double purpose of screening and support Four
M3 board mounting holes should be drilled in the base

of the box using the micro PCB as a drilling template.
Two M4 holes should be drilled in the side and near
the top of the box for mounting onto the main
amplifier chassis as in Fig. 2 A hole should be drilled
in the left hand end near the lid of the box for the
power supply leads. A rubber grommet should be put

in this hole. To prevent stressing the solder joints, the
20-pin and 16-pin plugs on the micro board should
be screwed down into position using no 4 x 6 5 self
tappers using M3 washers as spacers before being
soldered to the board to allow for soldering on to the
topside. The micro board is a double-sided PCB
without plated through holes

Assemble the board according to the overlay
diagram (Fig. 7) . Most of the chips are C-MOS types
and require careful handling. The Dallas battery
socket and RAM chip is quite bulky and should be tied
into its turned pin socket with lacing cord for security.
Connect up the board supply lines. Use 16/0 2wire
for the * 5 volt power supply lead and 32/0 2 wire
for the earth lead. The board can be tested by
powering up with 5 volts and monitoring the interrupt
line A 1ms pulse should be present on the line. Serial
data should also be seen on the display clock and data
lines (pins 18 and 19) of the display VIA. If all is well,
the board can be mounted in its diecast box. Power
supply leads should be routed through a grommet

Fig. 2 Graphic equaliser power supply (on equaliser board)

GROUND

t/P

GROUND

o/P

o

c

B

A

Fig. 3 Component overlay of equaliser
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D3
D4
D5
D6
D7

Fig. 4 The 5522 connections
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Table 1 Values for gyrator circuits
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HO\v IT WORKS
'r:Gra:phic Equaliier

PARTS

PARTS LIST 'rJ
IE
c=
ETInFl

Graphic Equaliser

'flESIST0RS (all I.W 5%)-.rRt,z 
21k,R3 10k

84,5 100k

86,7 6k8

R8 470 i

F9,11 1M1'

hrs data is ihen latched and executed rby

RoBE,pini A sEparOte digital ground pin

7 x 100k resistor networks

620R

8-pin lC sockets

100n ceramic decoupling capacitors

.2011

12 olt

1 oll
7 olt

16 olf

Supply Parts
CAPACITOFS

c09
c10-13

01

a2

47p '16 volt tadial
'10p 25 voliladial

zTX 651
'21x751 '

on 0t the adnsitivc analo$ue signal

8.bit bytes. Ihe first byte selects a

HOW IT WORKS

CS

RAM

VIAl
VIA2

BOM

Base address

0000

4000

8000

E000

chips

the 02 clock signaf qnd the

Ttris e data

thq02 Irom
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Fig. 7 Component overlay for micro board

+5V
+5V

R6
3k3

INT

-19- o,
R/W

DATA
BUS

ADDRESS
BUS

Fig. 6 (al Watchdog circuit (bl Microprocessor connections

F{L]
Erl
c=E
tr*
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-'l

Fig. 9 Circuit diagram for DC protection and Anti thump

NOTE:
tcl = TLO,2
01 = VN1oLN
Dl 2 = 1N&O4

Fig. 1O Component overlay for DC protection and Anti thump

PARTS LIST BUYLINES
At[ the cornponents are readily avaiiable, The Dallas socket is

available from Farnell or Trilogie on 10274) 684289.

The circuit pr_otccts the loudspeakers from possib'ly damaging lutn
on thumps lrom the amplifier. lf a fault occurs that results in DC

potentlal appearlng on the ampllfier output, h disconnects the

speakers lrom the amplifier.

Atturn on, the gate qfthe VN1 0 FET is held 1ow by fiO until C3

charges up through fl8, This takes about 2 seeonds. 01 then twns
qn, elosing the relay, Power foi the, relay cqil iq provided by the 45
vohs AC fiom the bridge rectlfief, dropped through D8 and 89,

rectified by D 1 and smoothed by C2. As there is'no charge stored

on theAC lvhenthe ampliiier is turned off, therelay opens instantly.

The DC oflset protection is provided by the window comparator

circuit ol lC'1. Upper threshold ol 2 volts is set by R7 and H5. The

towqrthreshold ol 2 volts by R3 and fl4 ' AC signais at the input are

iilteredbyRl qnd C4 tf aDC signal appears attheinputthatelceed!
''ths Cl ndtu off
the dD exce its

rail

Assembly of the DC protection
PCB
The DC protection board components should be
soldered onto the board as in overlay diagram
(Fig 10) . The board is pretty straightforward and cdn
be tested once it is mounted in the chassis and
connected up.
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R21
1508

09 = MPSA42 Og
O1O : MPSAg2
D5,6 = 1N4007

B

Fig. 11 Circuit diagram of short circuit protection

HO\v IT WORKS
O/L Detect and DAC Volume Control

The overload circuii m0nitors the output irom the graphic equaliser
ahe6d of the volume control to detec.t 0verdriveand distortion in the
front end of the amplifier. The overload circuit is a peak dstectoi
window compararor wirh adjustable threshold, This is set to indicate

overload on the front panel led when driven by a 1 kHz I 0V Rl\4S sine
wave, ln use, the graphic settings for each ohannel are adjusted and
then the galn level is set so the [oudest signal from the guitar does
not turn on the overload led.

The operalion of the volume control works in exaitly the same
way as the gain control shown on the pre-amp board last month. As
c6n be seen the circuits are thb same,

PARTS LIST

PARTS LIST
Overload Detect

RESIST0RS (all i,W 5%I

R14 410k
R] 5 220k
R]S,1 7 1 5k

H18 510H

HV1 20k lt/ultiturn pot

CAPACITORS

CB 470n

SEMICOIIDUCTORS

rc6 T1072
01,2 1N4148

DAC Volume Control

DC Offset/Anti Thurnp

BESISTORS {all %W 5yol

81 'lM

R2 1rV5

R3,7 , I 3k

84,5 .2kB6 22k

R9 1k22W

EAPACITOBS

l,4W 57ol

1 00k

4708

7 x 48k reststor network

470n 1 00V polyester

47p polystyrene

ef;5

e3
c4

SEMICONDUCTOBS

RESIST0BS lall

R11

R12

813

CAPACITORS

C6

10p/40V

10yi63V

721t140Y

zlt

lc1

01,2

D3-7'
7D1 '.
0"1 ,,

11012

1 N4004

1 N41 48

1N53528 15Vt5W

VN 1 OLN

Relay single pote 1 6A 24V coil

I'pin lC socket

SEMICONDUCTORS

rc4 AD71 1 0

MISCELLANEOUS

5 otf 1 00n decoupitng capacitors lor overload
detect and volume control

Next month. tn thn finul pu.t-*EG'if,?
construction of the main power supply, the display
and display driver circuits together with a descripilon
of how it ali fits into the cabinet.
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OVERLOAO LED
ION PANETI

VOLUME

Fig. 13 Circuit of output level detect and volume control

OVERLOAD
DETECT

Fig. 14 Component overlay for output level detect and volume control (board shown in full last monthl

ELEI

*'Jg$,'[* lgg0 t?['ffi,H
. ONE OF THE LARGEST RANGES OF COMPONENTS IN THE UK

. EAST AND EFFICIENT SAME DAY PERSONAL SERVICE

. VERY COMPETITIVE PRICES; QUANTITY DISCOUNTS AVAILABLE

. DISCOUNT VOUCHERS INCLUDED

. NO MINIMUM ORDER

FILL IN THE COUPON AND POST IT WITH YOUR CHEQUE, PO Erc
FOR fI.5O TO RECEIVE YOUR I99O CRICKLEWOOD ELECTRONICS
CATAT.OGUE AND VOUCHERS WHICH YOU CAN USE AGAINST
YOUR NEXT PURCHASE
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Having considered the
basic test equipment
you should have on
your bench, Mike
Barwise now shows
you how to use it.
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< +3oV

Fig. 1 lllustrating the effects
of measuring the voltage
across a tesistor

-'l
I
IAI/dYJI
I

I

Fig. 2 Basic DC voltage regulator

ost fundamental measurements in
electronics are those of DC voltages
across and currents in passive com-
ponents. Passive components are

(- 
- 

generally considered to be those
which do not amolilu sionals such aq rasisfarcamplily signals such as resistors,
capacitors, switches, inductors, rectifier diodes
(though these are something of a borderline case, as
in some peoples' estimation a/,1 semiconductors are
active components). Passive components in the
presence of DC provide the simplest test and mea-
surement problems you could encounter, but it's still
possible to obtain inaccurate results through wrong
technique or inadequate precautions.

Simplest measurement of all is the measurement
ol voltage. A meter is connected in parallel with the
relevant part of the circuit under test, and a reading
is obtained of the potential difference between two
points, Remembering the voltmeter has a finite resis-
tance between its two probes its easy to see that
applying this resistance in parallel with part of a circuit
reduces resistance of circuit part. Operating conditions
are modified, so the meter reading willnever be quite
conect and occasionally worse things can happen: the
circuit ceases to function or misbehaves in some way
while the meter is connected. Let's investigate why.
A very simple example is given in Fig. 1, where a
meter is used to measure the voltage across the lower
resistor of a simple potential divider formed by resistors
R1 and R2. Actual voltage can be calculated from the
expressron:

vn,:V",(6#_z)

where: Vtot is the input voltage to the whole divider;
Vnr is the voltage developed across R1. Before the
meter is applied, as the two resistors are in series the
current in each must be the same. It is the value of Rl
and the current flowing through it which defines the
voltage developed across it (from Ohm's law). If we
now connect a voltmeter across R1, its value is re-
duced by the resistance oI the meter R. in parallel
with it and the effective value Rr. is given by the
expresslon:

Rr.:1/(1/R1 + 1/R.)
Measured voltage across R1 willtherefore be less

than expected and, more important, less than when
the meter is absent. In a circuit o{ this simplicity it's easy
to allow for this error: your meter's resistance is

measured using another meter (we're assuming ana-
logue meters here) and Ohm's law can be used to
make a correction to the reading. However, the
situation is rarely this simple in practice. Total
resistance of the whole potential divider is also
reduced so more current will flow through it possibly
influencing other circuit elements and causing
unexpected changes in performance elsewhere in the
circuit. We can now look at more practice measure-
ments using a voltmeter.

Figure 2 shows a two-stage voltage regulator
crcuit capable of delivering about 1A at its output. First

of an opamp u voltage
input signal Is voltage

stack of diodes, ification
factor is adjustable to provide quite a wide range of
output voltage. Second stage is a current amplifier
which converts the 10mA or so available at the opamp
output into our usable 1A supply current. Note that
the current gain stage is included in lhe feedback loop
of the system.

When the regulator is working properly, there
should be a constant voltage of about 1.2V (the sum
of the forward voltage of the two diodes) between the
non-inverting input of the opamp and Gnd, regardless
of the supply voltage.

If we attempt to measure lhis reference voltage
using a moving coil meter, we need to know whether
the meter makes any significant change in the circuit
working conditions. Let's see. By putting the meter in
parallel with the diode stack, we added a resistor in
parallel with it. Now, the diode stack exhibits its
constant voltage drop if a suitable current flows in the
diodes. Further, the circuit including the meter is
effectively a potential divider with diodes in parallel
with the lower resistor. So long as the potential at the
most positive anode (defined by the circuit resistor and
the meter resistance) would (in the absence of the
diodes) be greater than the diode stack drop, current
will flow in the diodes and the meter will have no
apparent effect on the working of the circuit. The
upper resistor has a value of 3k3 and the meter has
a resistance of about 20k. Very roughly we have an
output potential in purely resistive terms of about 86%
Vin. Even with a minimum +6V supply, potential
divider output is still in the region +5V - sufficient
for the diode stack to operate normally. The current
drawn by the 20k resistance of the meter is also vastly



less than the current drawn by the diode stack. The
diode stack ON state resistance will be at most a few
ohms: the 3K3 resistor in fact effectively defines the
diode siack current.

In this measurement, then, the application of a
moving coil meter with a 20k internal resistance has
no significant effect on circuit performance, and the
reading obtained is a valid one.

Suppose, on the other had, we measure voltage
drop across the input resistor at the inverting input of
the opamp. This amounts to a reading of voltage at
the inverting input, which should theoretically be the
same as the relerence voltage at the non-inverting
input (this is a basic principle of opamps). Applying
a moving coil meter, the reading accords with
expectations and so everything /ooks fine. But we
should also have been monitoring the oufput of the
regulator as output voltage increases by quite a lot
while the meter is in circuit!

L-et's see what happened. Regulator output
voltage is defined by the product of the reference
voltage and the opamp gain, which in turn is defined
by a potential divider formed by the total value of the
feedback resistors Rr and the input resistor Rr..
Opamp gain is calculated for the circuit form the
expression A: (Rr +Ri.)/Ri'.

By applying a meter (internal resistance: 20k)
across the 10k input resistor, input resistance is

reduced to about 6k6. This multiplies the output
voltage by a factor of about 1.3. ln this case, although
a perfectly valid measurement is obtained, the
measurement technique does have unexpected effect
on circuit performance which rs not immediately
noticeable but could do a lot of damage

OK, an answer to the problems here is use a

digital multimeter with an input resistance of about
10M. But the problem is nol eliminated by this -
merely reduced. The examples use bipolar circuits
(essentially low impedance) and a low resistance
multimeter, but the digital meter still causes similar
problems in high impedance circuits, so a basic rule
emerges from this analysis:

Understand the circuit you are testing!

What you must know about the circuit includes:
O what the circuit does
O how it does it
O in-circuit impedances
Let's look at each oi these in turn.
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What Does The Circuit Do?
You must be able to define inputs and outputs,
analogue and digital sub-systems, supply voltage
limits, input voltage limits and so on. You must also
have at least a minimal idea of the function of the
circuit in black box terms: what kind of input results
in what kind of output - the concept of the black box
is that you know what ihe input and output signals
of a system are, but you don't care how the system
converts the input signal into the output signal. A
PCB, say, with a multipole connector at each end and
two or three unmarked 40 pin DIL ICs in between is

an almost insoluble testing problem. But if you have
a list of input and output signals and connector
pinouts, the job becomes quite easy (if somewhat
tedious!).

Roughly How Does It Do It?
Where the black box of the previous section represents
a whole system, at this level the system comprises a

set of smaller black boxes, each of which performs one
part of the total job. Test and fault flnding normally
proceeds from a known input signal through the
system, stagey by stage, towards the output. When
an unexpecteds signal is encoutered at a given point,
it is probable that a fault is in the black box immediately
preceding. This presupposes two things: first you
know where each black box starts and finishes, and
second you know what the signal shou/d be at all
tested points.

What Are The In-Circuit
Impedances
This is information is essential in order to select testing
methods which are as far as possible non-intrusive
(that is, they don't affect circuit operation). As we
discussed when we looked at meters (ETI November
'89), the generalcriterion for adequate measurement
dictates that your test probe must have an impedance
greater than at least 100 times the circuit impedance
at the test point and for critical work, ideally greater
than 1000 times. Where this is not possible, you will
frequently find that equipment specifications include
with nominal test point measurements a record of the
test gear used to obtain the measurement Thus,
although the value will not be quite typical of working
conditions, it will be replicable if you use similar test
gear.

In the next installment other measurements with
meters are discussed, then we'll move on to some
more exciting test and measurement scenarios

Fl
Erl
ErlFl
E]
F]

E

The AVO M2O00 range of multimeterS
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Build or repair any electronic project.
LCIS 2{lh 18w iron with 3.2,2.{.
and l.6mm bits. Pack of 18 swg
f lux-cored 60141! solder. Tweerers.
3 soldering aids. Reel of De-Solder
braid. ln PVC presentation wallet.

world. ldeal for fine work. Slim Presentation wallet.

'[ Series lightweight lrons. 12w f9.20
High efliciency irons lor all

electronic hobby work. Non-roll
handles with linger guards. 4=F>- lf,f- 18w t9.27
Stainleslsteel element shafts. Screw- model, 12w, 2.4mm bit. LC l8 Model,
connected elements. Slip-on bits l8w,3.2mm bit.2{llv Std - 12v
available lrom 1.0 to 4.7mm. LAl2 available. Presentation wallat.

No 5 stand for EC50 iron No 4 stand
lor ADAMIN miniature lron ltlo 3 stand
for LAl2 and LC18 lrons.

High 0uality version of increasingly
popular type of tool. Precision made

o

anodised aluminium body, plunger
guard and high-seal piston. Easy

Prices include p8p and VAT. Send order
with Cheque/P0. Ring for Access/Visa sales

ADAMII{ Miniature lron f8.60 nylon handle with finger grip.
ble bits available 1.2,
nd l.7mm. Fitted with
12w (12v available).

0esigned specially for LITES0tD irons.
Heavy, solid-plastic base with non.slip pads.

Won't tip over, holds iron safely. With wiping
sponge and location for spare (hot) bils.

THE DIGITAL 90
A reflex design optimized for CD, the Digital 90
loudspeaker was developed to compete with the best of

but at a 'DlY' price.
a premium, the Digital90
h bass unit teamed with

the acclaimed Elac metal dome tweeter in a cabinet of
only 15 Iitres. The split-circuit crossover allows biwiring
without further modification. The kit comprises ol the

drive units, crossovers,
retlex ports, binding posts
(8), wadding, grille labric,
flatpack cabinets, (accu-
rately machined from lAmm
MDF with al! rebates etc.
ready cut).

Dims: 480x220x250mm
Response: 45hz-20Khz
Sensitivity: 87dB 1 w/l m
Amp. suitability: 20 - 100

watts.

PRICE: 8259 inc.VAT
plus carrlins tl3

n telephone credit card orders 
=

WILMSLOW AUDIO LTD

Wellington Close, Parkgate Trading Estate
Knutsford, Cheshire WA16 8DX Tel: 0565 50005

(Closed all day Mondays)
DIY Speaker Catalogue e1 50 post free (export g6)

Radio, Electronics and Computing Exhibition
by the Norttrern Amateur Radio Societies Association at the

NORBRECK CASTLE HOTEL EXHIBITION CENTRE
QUEBNS PROMENADE, NORTH SHORE, BLACKPOOL

on Sunday, March 18th, 1990
Doors open at 11 a.m.

* Over 100 trade slands
* Bring & Buy stand

* Club stands
* Amateur Computer sfands
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* Restaurant and Bars * Facilities for the disabled
* Organised by over 50 clubs * Grand Ratfle
* Free car parking (plus tree bus service trom extra car park)
* Overnight accommodation at reduced rates (contact hotel directly)

RADIO TALK-IN ON 522
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Exhibition Manager : Peter Denton, G6CGF , 051 -630-5790
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PORTASOL PROFESSIONAL PLUS FREE SUPER "OCTOPUS''

The Portasol Professional
is a completely portable
gas operated heat tool
providing the professional
with a four-in-one
precision instrument. The
unit is adjustable from
l0-60 watts and runs for
up to an hour on a single
fill from standard lighter
refills.

Each Portasol Professional comes complete
with four interchangable tips.

l) The Soldering lron is the ideal static free
tool for all soldering needs.

2) The Blow Torch operates at a

temperature in excess of 1300C which
makes it the perfect heat tool for heavy

soldering jobs, brazing or silver soldering,

3) The Hot Blow is ideal for shrink tubing
and is adjustable up to a temperature of
500c.

4) The Hot Knife cuts and cauterises

synthetic materials and is suitable for
cutting and shaping plastics, ropes and is
adlustable up to a temperature of 450C.

The Soldering and Hot Knife tips
use a unique gauze protected
catalytic material to give safe,
flameless combustion, New and
improved exhaust port design
makes for increased heat transfer
efflciency"

Don't delay - send now! For your Portasol
Professional plus FREE "Octopus"
Complete and send your form to: Argus

Specialist Publications, Reader Offer, Argus

House, Boundary Way, Hemel Hempstead,
Herts, HP2 7ST. Or telephone your order
stating Access/Barclaycard number on

0442 - 66551, Quoting ROMC/ l.

FREE
FREE OCTOPUS

WITH EVERY ORDER
RRP t5.95

The extro honds
you're olwoys

needing.
The Octopus has been

designed to give the
professional or hobbyist a

fine, stable working base
that won't slip or wobble under pressure. The base block
can be fixed in moments with its own simple C-clamp and

it features a padded base to protect table surfaces from
marking. Use the Octopus for crafts and model-making,

holding delicate parts under the magnifier for fine
p a i n tw o r k o r t ri c kl 
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George Pickworth
presents the third part
to sending messages
through the ground.
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Pafi 3: Replication afidResults
n developed parts of the world, earth currents
of interest are "buried" under currents leaking
from power distribution systems. These
pollution currents have a waveform generally
identical to those in the power Iines: they have

spikes and carry other frequencies which extend over
a wider frequency range. 50Hz pollution is strongest
in urban and industrial areas and filters are therefore
a vitalpart of any present day earth current signalling
system

Natural background currents, such as "whistlers'
and other phenomena within the audio frequency
range were frequently heard by First World War
operators, but now the chances of hearing them
depends on locality and the effectiveness of the filters
A variety of man-made signal currents are also preset,
and of these peculiar'tlock pulses" are the strongest
at the author's site These pulses have complex
waveform, audible through the low-pass filter as a
single low pitched "rough buzz" every second, with
"multi-buzzes" every 47 and 9 pulses So far, the
author has been unable to find any way to selectively
block these pulses

Recordings displayed on the oscilloscope suggest
that the pulses carry digitalinformation and the author
has a feeling that they may possibly originate as ELF
electromagnetic waves which are resolved by the base
acting as loop antenna and this may well apply to
natural currents, some of which are known to have
a complementary electromagnetic wave.

There is also a weak lluctuating DC, generated
by piezo effect of the enormous pressure on rocks
deep within the earth arrd these currents have long
been recognised as a potentially useful tool to give
warning of earthquakes A steady 5 10mV DC
appears across the base, the origin of which is
unknown

Steady DC can be generated by the base, when
the earth pins become electrodes and the soil moisture
the electrolyte The strength of the current is
determined by the nature of the earth pins and the
chemical composition of the soil moisture lt is
therefore important the earttr pins at both ends of a

base be made of the same metal. It was found that
clean steel earth pins generate virtually no galvanic
current, but this would not necessarily be the case if
the pins were to remain in the soil for an exteneded
period and allowed to become rusty.

Simulating early equipment
After successfully experimenting with a car hooter as
a replica of the early buzzer systems, it was realised
that square waves generated by an asychonous DC
to AC power converter are much the same as those
generated by the power buzzer and were used during
the trials to simulate a power buzzer An audio
amplifier was used to simulate an audio frequency
alternator; an open reel 4-speed tape recorder plays
back tapes on which tones have been recorded.
Output is boosted to about 20W by a class A transistor
stage driving a TDA 20005M IC In the originaltrials,
the amplifier was matched to the base by a
combination of step-up transformer and toroidal
variable transformer.

The DC/AC power converter is built around a
salvaged mains transformer having a 12-0-12V and
6-0-6V secondary windings and a 250V primary
winding. The originalconverter, with feedback taken
from the 6-0-6V winding, could not be induced to
operate at frequencies higher than about 400H2
However, by obtaining feedback directly from the
l2-0-12V winding, the converter was found to
oscillate readily from about 50Hz to 5.0kHz, but
frequency is dependant upon loading. Fortunately a
frequency extending from about 1.0kHz to 5.0kHz
occurs with loading ftom 20 to 25W so it is possible
to vary the tone over the most useful frequency range
without significantly changing the power output.
Loading however, is critical, hence the use of the
toroidal variable transformer (Fig 1)

A loudspeaker, connected to the 6V winding
through a 50R volume control, gives an audible
oufput. Power output was first determined by noting
the brightness of a 25W 250V bulb at various
frequencies. At f ull output power, DC input is about
3A. Output is square wave AC whereas the output
from the power buzzer is pulsed DC. Attempts to
produce pulsed DC, by rectification and syphoning
off the negative going half of the cycle, were
abandoned because of problems in balancing the
bleeder resistor with the base load. All the trials were
therefore with square wave AC. Unfortunately the
power converter does not take kindly to keying and
is thus useless for signalling, nonetheless, it proved
to be a useful signal generator.

C type amplifiers
Little information was published on the characteristics
of the early A type valves used in the C type amplifiers,
indeed such data was deemed unecessary until the
1920's Probably one of the earliest valve curves is that
for the first valve of the C Mk 1V amplifier when used
in slope detector for radio signal. The R valve, which
was the successor to the A valve, had, from the best
information available to the author, a gain of nine. It
would therefore be reasonable to take the gain of the
A valve as about eight. British and French valves were



considered to be slightly better than the equivalent
Cerman valves which had a gain of about five. Power
gain is however, more meaningful.

To gain some idea of the power gain of a C type
amplifier, trials were made with the simulated power
buzzer and a simple power meter. Four hundred
metres was the limit for the meter to give signi{icantly
higher readings, when the transmitter was operating,
than background currents: it consists of a 1:1
impedance matching transformer (to by-pass DC)
Ioaded by either a 250 or 350ohm resistor. Voltage
across the resistor. measured with a DDM, was
converted to prW and was roughly inversely
proportional to the square of the distance from the
transmitter Extrapolation suggested that the power
transferred from a typical base to a C type amplifier
would be about 0.025pW at 2000m, and only about
0 006yW at 4000m and this was supported by field
trials with a simulated C type amplifier. The trials were
on clay loam overlying limestone Un{ortunately,
because of 50Hz pollution and other man-made
currents, it is unlikely that the range of WW1 power
buzzer and C type amplifier will ever be replicated with
simulated equipment

As 2000m was the norm for WW1 signalling and
taking 500irW output from the C type amplifier as
sufficient to give a strong signal with the 60R
headphones, it seems reasonable to assume that the
receivers could give a good signal from an input of
O.025yW and a readable signal from inputs as low as
0 006pW. Power gain would therefore be around
20000 For comparison, when used as a passive
receiver, the very best 8000R headphones, required
about 50prW to give an audible signal.

Filters
lo offset the negative gain of the high pass filter, an
additional amplifier was incorporated so that the
overall gain of the receiver was comparable to that of
a WW1 earth current receiver. Input impedance
would to all intents and purposes be the same. An lC
main amplifier was tried first. but was found to be
susceptible to RF pickup: much better results,
probably because of the much lower overall im-
pedance, were obtained with discrete transistors The
C type amplifiers did not have a conventional gain
control, so presumably gain was reduced by using the
rheostat to decrease the voltage to the f ilament of the
first valve.

While the filters e{fectively block 50Hz sine
waves, spikes and other voltages riding on the 50Hz
mains leakage are able to pass through the filter and
are heard as a sharp buzz rather than hum, None-
theless, both the high pass and the notch filters
ailowed signals to be heard that would otherwise have
been buried under 50Hz pollution The power meter,
originally used to estimate the sensitivity of a C type
amplifier, was also used to give an indication of the
efficacy of the high pass filter (see Table 1).

Table 1

BACKGROUND CURRENTS

50Hz - measured with a DMMI

Location Iotal AC input

across 2508

mV pW

Filter output

across 'l0kR

mV lW

NOTES

100m

from

village

60 14 20 0.040 lVoderate 50Hz buzz,

clock pulses, various

on/off tones and

m0rse

Author's

recerver

site

10 0.33 13 0.017 Very slight 50Hz buzz,

otherwise as above.

Loud hum with filter

not operating
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The slope of the high pass filter is almost
18dB/octave and the turnoverpoint is 250H2. Power
is provided by two PPM 9V batteries in series and the
filter is able to handle inputs up to 500mV It is
designed for source impedance of less than 6k0
(Fig. 2). Component values for the high-pass filter are
not critical provided that filter capacitors are fairly well
matched. On the other hand, components for the
notch filter (Fig. 3) are critical and as the author does
not have a capacitance meter, the values of a number
of capacitors were measured in a laboratory so that
a pair could be selected. Resistance values were then
calculated and the correct value achieved by
connecting resistors in series and parallel.

Field trials
The field trials were dominated by the clock pulses
which gave strong beats with 1.OkHz square waves
generated by power converter at a range of up to
500m. At 2000m, the 1.0kHz tone was just audible
between the'clock pulses' and through miscellaneous
unidentified on-off tones and morse tones (see
Table 2). A4kHz tone gave stronger beats with the
clock pulses at 500m but at 2000m the signal strength
was almost the same as with lkHz.

Using the audio amplifier to transmit recorded

speech and music (approx 20W peak), speech was
unintelligable at 400m but loud and clear at 200m
where the level of softest of the speech signals were
above background noise.

The figures for power were obtained by
measuring the voltage across the input of the
simulated C type amplifier after the signals had passed
through the high pass filter and its compensating
ampli{ier, and refer to a particular site at a particular'
time of the year. The trials have not yet been replicated
at different sites {see Table 2 and Fig. 4).

Ioop antenna?
Notwithstanding that the "clock pulses', morse tones,
and miscellaneous bn,/off tones disappear if the long
base lead is disconnected at the earth pin and left lying
on the ground, and thus seem to be received as earth
currents. As already mentioned they could originate
as ELF electromagnetic wave transmissions and are

trEl

47k

39k

\>
MPSA14

MR

47h

t!

2k2 : 4k7

Fig 2 The High-pass Filter

" = ,,nler
C2 : 2C1 81 = 2R2

Fig. 3 The 50Hz Notch Filter
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AND POWER BUZZER

m

lange Ampllfier input

across 1 0kohms

mV lW

NOTES

500 70 0.500 Loud tone and strong beats with "clock

Pulses"

2000 15 0025 Tone barely audible between "clock pulse"

and through background noise

I-

t-l

Table 2
FIELD TRIALS WITH SIMULATED "C" TYPE AMPLIFIEB

NOTE, Tables 1 & 2,0utput from the high pass lilter was increased by

additional amplifier stage to compensate for negative gain of filter,

resolved by the base acting as an ELF loop antenna.
Some natural currents, including "whistlers" are
known to have an electromagnetic wave counterpart
and the loop antenna possibility may well apply to
these currents. lndeed, pick-up of radio signals was
a problem even during WWl!

Reports indicate that both defence departments
and research organisations have experimented with
earth antennas and perhaps the largest consisted ol
earth plates placed in sea water across the narrow part
of a peninsula, where the surroundiltg sea water,
having a lowet resistance than land, formed a
conductive loop.

The base,/high pass matching transformer is a
single winding auto transformer on a 0.Sinch
laminated iron core with taps, selected by a rotary
switch, to match bases with characteristic
impendances ranging from 200 to 500R. Although
the transformer performed correctly during bench
tests, when connected to a base, the position of the
selector switch had a significant effect on the reception
of clock pulses and other man-made signals which is

not consistent with impedance matching, moreover
this effect does not apply to true earth currents
generated by the power converter. Thls supports the
loop antenna suggestion and the transformer acts as
a variable inductance to form a tuned system with the
base.

A further complication is that the transformer
seems sensitive to elecromagnetic fields. A double-
winding transformer with a Faraday screen would
probably better. A potted transformer or toroidal
transformer wound on a ferrite core may well be even
better. Any amplifiers with a low input impedance so
eliminating the hansformer and fine matchining made
with "L' pads may well be the best approach.

The author is keen to determine whether the
unidentified man-made currents are in fact earth
currents before embarking on trials with more
powerful and sophisticated earthrcurrent systems.
One approach to resolving the question is to
complement the earth current teceiver with a low
frequency rad[o receiver.

Although the trials with the power buzzer and C
type amplifier (Fig 5) have been rewarding and

provided much data on which to base trials with more
advanced equipment, these trials can only be
considered as a simulation of the open radio
equipment used during the turn of the century, and
before Sir Oliver lodge demonstrated the advantage
of tuned systems. lf earth current communication is
to have any future, sophisticated communications
techniques, similar to those used with radio, will need
to be adopted and the development ol such
techniques could be a worthwhile challenge for
amateur investigators.

Matching
To all intents and purposes, the impedance of a base
is the same as its DC resistance and the resistance of
the authori bases ranged from about 400R during the
dry summer to about 250R after the autumn rains.
For maximum transfer of energy, the characteristic
impedance of the base has to be matched to the
output impedance of the transmitter As the
impedance of the base will vary according to soil
conditions and will almost certainly be different at
other sites, the matching device should ideally be
variable.

An audio frequency amplifier will normally be
used as the transmitter: typically a l2V operated
device using a low impedance bridged output to
provide fairly high power from a low operating
voltage. Technically, matching is straight {orward, but
as transformers dedicated to this operation are
runavailable, investigators have the option of winding
a custom made transformer, using readily available
kits, or adapting a normal commercial transformer

If the former approach is considered the best
match is when:

Ns _ y'Zs
Np Zp

Where Np and Ns refer the number of turns of the
primary and secondary windings respectively, and Zp
and Zs the impedance of the circuits to be matched.
The same applies of course when matching the base
to the amplifier input.

If the latter approach is taken, the obvious choice
for powers up to about 25W is a translormer designed
to match the low impedance output of a normal audio
amplifier to a 70 or 100V distribution line. By selecting
the optimum input tap, (typically 2.0 to 16R) a
reasonably good match can be obtained, but this does
require some form of power meter. PA amplifiers with
70 and 100V outputs may well be suitable, but have
not been tried by the author. As an expedient, an

Fig. 4 Block diagram of author's Earth Current Receiver



ordin ary mains transformer havin g l2O / 240V input
and a range of low voltage outputs may be used. Such
transformers work surprisingly well over much of the
audio frequency range and one was used by the
author during his early experiments.

Thking the maximum loading for the amplifier as
3 0R and the impedance of the base as 350R,

350 : rro 6 \[116.6: 10 80

3

The turns ratio should therefore be about 11:1

As the ratio of the voltages is equal to the turns
ratio, it follows that the 12V secondary winding tap
and 120V primary winding tap should give a good
maich, and this was confirmed by actual experiment

Voltage and current figures refer to constant
amplitude signals and doubling the voltage does of
course, quadruple the power, which in turn can
overload the amplifier. For example, 70V across a
250R base will cause a current of 0 28A at 19 6W:
increasing the voltage to 100V causes a current of
0.4A at 40W. Matching is therefore quite critical.

For optimum matching, the author is presently
trying out a 0.5A toroidal variable transformer and
although the upper frequency range of these devices
is generally given as 400H2, which applies to output
voltage regulation and not to overall frequency
response, tests were found to operate over the virtually
the whole of the audio frequency band. However,
being auto trans{ormers, only a very small section of
the winding is energised when used to step-up very
low voltages, which cramps adjustment to tiny sector
at the end of the scale and most probably reduces
efficiency: this drawback can be overcome by first
stepping-up the amplifier output with a normal double
coil transformer, to a voltage higher than that required.

a variable stopdown transformer
Matching to the receiver depends on the ampli-

fier input inpedance, but transformers designed to
match 300 - 600R microphones to amplifiers with an
input impedance of 10 to 20kO have been used by
the author. While generally satisfactory, the ones tried,
were susceptible to saturation by strong 50Hz currents
and even by galvanic DC. Other than putting the
50Hz filter ahead of the transformer, probably the best
approach is to custom wind a multi-tap transformer
on a fairly substantialcore: this would also by-pass DC

An option is to use an amplifier with a low
impedance input, about 700R, and match to the base
by means of a simple asymmetrical "lJ pad. However,
the 50Hz notch filter and the band pass filter largely
determines input impedance, and of course, the same
applies to transformer matching. It would therefore
seem logical to integrate the filters with a matching
device. Indeed the matching device, together with a

changeover switch, when two way working is

required, is best considered as part of the base.
The base and the matching arrangement are the

only parts of the system that are unique to earth
current signalling, and present considerable scope for
innovation Having said that, an efficient matching
system will not only allow the use of most ordinary
amplifiers as transmitter or receivers, but enable a wide
range of measuring equipment to be used

While battery operated receivers present no
electrical hazard, transmitters do. If the soil is dry and
the resistance of the base is say 400R, the voliage
across the base may exceed 100V. Although this is
unlikely to be fatal, normal mains voltage precautions
should be observed. The only real hazard is if
someone pulls the earth pins out of the ground when
transmitting The open circuit voltage may then rige
dramatically and give a nasty shock.
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Gultar Tuner (May 1989)
On the PCB overlay: the component labelled IC1
to the right of capacitor C7 should be labelled IC4.
IC4 should be labelled IC3. Connection P2 is to the
battery *ve supply. Socket SK1 is connected to
points P3,4,5, except that th€se points should be
connected via Iinks to the pads directly to their right
on the PCB! Diode polarity is not shown. Parts list
should contain R5,8,27 - 47k, R6,22 - LOk.

Intruderbeam (October 1989)
In the circuit diagram: R9 should read 220R not
220k. Capacitor C1 is shown the wrong way round.
Capacitor C2 should be 4p7, not2y2.ln the Parts
List for the control unit: R6,8:1M; R7:1k;
R9=220R; R10:470R %W.

Vlrtuoso Fower Ampllfter (November 1989)
In the circuit diagram: the base of Q49 should go
to R46, and not R47. Bases of Q45, 43 should be
connected. Rzl4 should be 220k.

low Voltage Alarm (January 1990)
Resistor R1, shown in the circuit diagram as 1k0,
should be 4k7 as in the Parts List. Pins 9 & 11 of
lC1 on the PCB should be linked. This is
incorporated in PCBs lrom the ETI PCB Service.

Motorcycle Intercom (January 1990)
On the circuit diagram, R2 and R6 should be 100k,
not 100R. Pins 1 & 5 of lC1 should not be
connected to earth. Pin 2 should be connected
directly to the junction of R2 & 3 - not to earth
too. Capacitor C10 should be an elecholytic with
positive uppermost. Junction of R39 & 20 should
be labelled %Vcc. Allreferences to 0V5 should read
YzVcc On the PCB overlay, R2 and R5 should be
transposed. Similarly, R8 & 9 should be
transposed.

Dlgttal frequency meter (November 1989)
Regarding Fig. 3. The line from pin 1 of IC1 to pin
2 of lC8 should connect to the Latch/Enable Stobe
common line It is shown crossing.

Fig. 4. The wirelink from IC13 pin 1 to the
Latch/Strobe common line for IC's 7-10 is not
shown on component overlay. A wire link should
be inserted.

If built as shown, IC's 7-10 are held permanently
latched and no digits are passed from counters. The
display will be a random set of static digits.

Output 7 of IC 15 drives both Q5 and IC12a via
D8. If output 7 does not reach a valid high levelthen
the display is not enabled showing a zero with no
input. To cure this drive Q5 from output 8 (pin 9)
of IC 15. Base resistors of Q5-f 2 (R's 41-48) may
be adjusted to provide sufficient drive depending
on the gain of the transistors used. They may be
reduced to about 3k3 if necessary.

Eprom Emulator (February 1990)
Under the constuction heading, the bracket should
include and read: so for o<ample the $0000 -$1FFF
and $8000-$9FFF blocks are an illegal pair. The
18th line should read: lf you are thinking of using
non adjacent blocks. Fig. 5. shows a label LK9, it
should be LK3

Oscllloccope (February 1990)
Fig. 3. does not show the polarity of diodes D105,6.
The cathodes point up the page. Diode D304 is a
1N4148. Capacitors in the deflection amplifiers
parts |ist are incorrectly numbered and should be
C2O5,206,213 and not C105, 106, 113.
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TODAY INTERNATIONAL

E8903-2 MIDI Programmer ......... .......,....... .... L
E8903-3 Balanced Disc Input Stage .............,....... F
E8903-4 Digitally Tuned Radio ,,. ....,. G
E8904-1 Camera Trigger ............ ..........,.... ,...., E
E8904-3 Intelligent Plotter Main Board .,,.... ,.. ..., O
E89O4-4 Kinetotie Tie Board . ....,,.... . N
E8904-5 Kinetotie Control Board . . ..... E
E8905-1 Guitar Tuner ,. ., .,... H
E8905-2 Camera'lilgger Ultrasonics (2 boards) ....... F
E8905-3 Bench Power Supply (2 boards) .,... .... . H
E8906-l PC edge connector . . ..,.. F
E8906-2 MIDI converter CPU . , .. N
E8906-3 MIDI converter keyboard ,, ,...,, N
E8906-4 MIDI converter control . .

E8905-5 AF signal generator . ,

88906-6 Mini bleeper ....,
E8906-7 Caravan heater controller

PCB TELEPHONE
ORDERS

may be made on
(0442)
6655 r.

ACCESS or VISASERVICE
ApriI

E9002-2 Superscope Mother Board ......,............. M
E9002-3 Superscope CRT Driver Board ............... K
E9002-4 Superscope Timebase Board .................. K
E9003-1 Superscope Yl input board .................... J
E9003-2 Superscope Y2 lnput board .,.................. J
89003-3 Superscope switch generator ................. E
E9003-4 Buslness power amp board .................,.. L
E9003-5 Buslness power supply board ................., J
E9003-6 Business pre-ampllfier board .................. L
E9003-7 Waterhole ...................G
E9003-8 SuperSlren ,..................D
E9003-9 VaIs badge ........, F

TO: ETI PCB SERVICE, READERS'SERVICES,
ARGUS HOUSE, BOUNDARY WAY
HEMEL HEMPSTEAD HP2 7ST

Please eupply:
Quantlty Ref. no Price Code Prlce. Total Prlce

T.G
.C
.G

E8907-1 MIDI Patch Bay ,.. . ........ G
E89O7-2 Priority Quiz Switch , . ............ E
88907-3 Camera Tiigger Infra-reds (2 boards) . . . . . . .. G
E8907-4 Aerial Amplifier main board E
E8907-5 Aerial Amplifier power supply .. .., ....... . E
E8908-1 Intercom master station ,.. .. "...... L
E8908-2 Intercom slave station ............. F
E8908-3 lntercom powermixer... .. .. ............. E
E8908-4 Digital joystick-to-mouse conversion,........ H
E8909-1 Twin loop Metal locator.. . ... .............. H
E89O9-2 liembler movement detector ..........,....... D
E8909-3 Field power supply (spec a) ................... C
E8909-4 Micro monitors active filter...... .. .......... F
E8909-5 Chronoscope auto-reset ..................,..... C
E8910-1 Multimeter ...,................ H
E8910-2 MIDI Mapper .. .................... M
E8911-1 Smoke Alarm main board ...................... F
E8911-2 Smoke Alarm power supply ............,..... F
E8911-3 Frequency Meter (3 boards) ................... O
E89LL-4 Serial logic Scope .............................. L
E8912-l Mains Failure Aiarm ............................. D
E8972-2 Surveilance PCB ............. ........ D
E8912-3 Slide,/Tape Synch ......................,.......,, E
E8912-4 Pedal Power ... ; .................................. L
E89I2-5 Digital Noise Generator ................... .,... K
E9001-1 2OmetreRecelver .,,............J
E9001-2 WavemakerFG ......,..... ............... ... L
E9001-3 Motorcycle Intercom ......... F
E9001-4 low Voltage Alarm ............ ................. C
E9002-l EPROMEmulator .... ........... N L

ETI APRIL I99O

Post and packtng 80.75

Total encloeed f

Please send my PCBs ta (Bu)cK cAprrArs pLEAsE)

Name .

Address.

.. , . Poctcode
CHEQUES SHOULD BE MADE PAYABLE TO ASP Ltd.

Price
code

c
D
E
F
G
H
J
K
L
M
N
o
P
o
R
s
T
U
v
w
x

Prlce
(inc.
VAT)
s1.80
t2.50
23.23
94.00
L4.75
85.50
L6.62
L7.20
f,8.80
f 10.60
f,r3.r0
f.15.E0
217.90
[2r.80
t23.90
925.90
€29.00
232.20
t35.80
L37.90
L40.70
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NATI0/VAL
COLLEGE OF
TECHNOLOGY

PACKAGED SHORT COURSES
The National College of TechnoloCy NCT I-td)
offers a range of packaged short courses in
analogue electronics, digital electronics and fibres
and optoelectronics for study at home or at work.
The advantages are that you may.

- commence at any time- work at your own pace

- have a tutor (optional) and there is no travelling
involved. BTEC certificates are available subject
to the conditions of the award. These highly popular
packed courses contain workbooks, a cassette
tape, circuit board and components necessary to
provide both theoretical and practical training.
Whether you are a newcomer to electronics or have
some experience and simply need updating, there
is probably a packaged short course ready for you.
Write or telephone for details, quoting ETI to:

NCT Ltd, Bicester Hall
5 London Road, Bicester, Oxon OX6 7BU

or telephone (0296) 613067 Ext.202
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1..1-.,.1 __ lndustry and Technology Courses including:

COLLEGE B/TEC National Diptoma in MUSTCAL
INSTRUMENT ELECTRONTCS ( with

recording studio optionl 2 years
CERTIFICATE in MUSIC INDUSTRY MANAGEMENT
1 year
DIPLOMA in MUSIC INDUSTBY STUDTES 2 years
Details frorn the Principal, Newark Technical Colteqe,
Chauntry Park, Newark, Nons. Tel: (0636) 705921 -

I@ il;i:lt,*"-shire 
countY councir
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Start training now for the following
courses. Send for our brochure -without obligation or Telephone us on

0626 779398 (Rer:Er 4/eo)

KE YOUR INTERESTS PAY!
It worth rheir while! An ICS
ney and have more fun our ol
ls the largest correspondence
you want under the guidance
r phone roday for your FREE

Electronics tr Radio, Audio
and TV Seryicing tr

Basic Electronic
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ise P
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Dept ETl, 374 Milton Road, Crmbrldge, CB4 tSU
Tel:0223 424602i0831 430495/0831 430552
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SECURITY LIGHTING: Save
pounds on external passive infra-
red detectors. 4KW DIY sensor kit,
E18.50. Light and detector kit €18.50,
1KW switching. Full insttuctions
supplied, factory rejects with slight
faults. 4KW passive infra-red
dotector e9.50. 2KW unit E7.50. 240V
mains. 10 units for 850. Retail price
€45 each. For lull list SAE: Decor
Lighting, Wavertree Boulevard
South, Wavertree Tech Park,
Liverpool 7.

CALL
JOHN BMSIER

ON
0442 66551

TO ADVERTISE

B.M.A. CIRCUITS. Prototype
printed circuit boards, single and
double sided, made to own
requirements. Please send for
details to: B.M.A, Circuits, 38
Poynings Drive, Hove, Sussex BN3
8GB, enclosing SAE or phona
Brighton 720203.

designs and elec/mech draughting.
For a last efficient service, give us
a call on: 01-443 1331.

HPGLPEN.PLOTT!NG
HPGL F|LESon lrourdiscs ink-plottsd on to

top qualily film (tor PCBs) lrom C5

24hrturnaround A5 to Al sizes.
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Sanple Our Quality ll'ith

AFREE
PRINTED CIRCUIT

BOARD
Single/Double Sided Circuits

or Plated Through Hole

llite to:
PAYNE ELECTROPRINT LTD

Marcus Road, Dunkeswell,
Nr Honiton. Devon EXl4 ORA

ELECTRONIC PLANS, laser
designs, solar and wind generators,
high voltage teslas, survsillanco
devices, pyrotechnics and com-
puter graphics tablet. 150 projects.
For catalogue. SAE to Plancentre
Publications, Unit Z Old Whart
lndustrial Estate, Dymock Boad,
Ledbury, Herefordshire, HR8 2HS.
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Turn your surplus
tranBistors, lCs etc, into

cash. lmmediat€ settlement
We also welcome lhe

opportunity to quote for
complela tactory clearance

Contact:
COLES HARDING & CO.

.l03 South Brink
Wlsbech, Camb8.

NOW ESIABLISHED OVER 15 YEARS

Tel: 0945 584188
Fax Numbe.: 0945 588844

ADVERTISE IN ETI
BY CALLING
0442 66551

TODAY

VOICE/SOUND ACTIVATED
SWITCHES easy to tollow diagrams
and uses only 81.00 Componenls
and PC.B's available. Herrington, 63
Home Farm Rd, Hanwell, London
W71NL,

64

M EDICAL ELECTRON ICS DEPARTM ENT

Medical
Physics Technicians
lV and lll Electronics

Salary:
Grade lll - C10,122-112,821

lncluslve of London Welghting
Grade lV - 98,882-811,188

lnclusive of London Weighting
To assist with the Design and Repair of Electronic
Circuits and Systems in our small and friendly
Department.

Applicants should hold an Ordinary TEC Certificate
in appropriate subjects, or equivalent or Higher
Qualification.
At least three years' experience in circuit design is
required for the Grade lll post.

Application forms and job description from Personnel
Department, The Royal Free Hospital, Hampstead,
London NW3 2QG. Tel : 01 -794 0500 ext 5053 (24-hour
answerphone), quoting reference 799.

Hampstead Health Authority is an equalopportunities
employer.

Closing Date: 23 March 1990
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Send your requirements to:
ETlClassified Department, ASB Argus House,
Boundary Way, Hemel Hempstead, HP2 7ST.

John Brasier
0442 66651 Ext 310

rrrrrrrrrrrrrrrH ffiLEJ LI]

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
TERMS & CONDITIONS

Ourterms for new advertisers (semi-dts-
play and lineage) are strictly pro-forma
payments until satisfactory reference
can be taken up (excl uding recognised
advertising agencies) Cheques and
PO's should be crossed and made
payable to ABGUS SPECTALTST PUB-
LICATIONS and sent together with the
advertisements to:

The Classif ied Dept.,
Argus House, Boundary Way,
Hemel Hempstead HP2 7ST

There are no reimbursements for
cancellations Adverttsements arriving
too late for a particular issue will be
inserted in the following issue unless
accompanied by instructions to the
contrary lt is the responsibility of the
advertiser to ensure that the lirst in-
sertlon of every series is published
correctly, and corrections must be
notified in time for the second insertion.
otherwise the publishers wi ll not accept
liability or olferany reduction in charges
All advertising sales are subiect to
Governmenl Regulations concerning
VAT. Advertisers are responsible for
complying with the various legal
requirements in force eg The nade
Description Act, Sex Discrimination Act
& the Business Advertisements (Dis-

closure)Order 19z/
Full Terms & CondilDns ol Advertieng

available on requesl

SURVEILLANCE. Kits, Built
Modules, Plans, Bleep transmitters,
Voice switches, Portable EHT, Sonic
gun plans etc. SAE list. Ace(Tl). 99
G reenheath, Hednesford, Staffs.

FOR MORE
DETAILS ON

COPY

DEADLINES
CALLJOHN
BRASIER

ON

0442 66551

NEW VHF MICROTRANSMITTER
kit, tuneable 80-115MH2, 500 metre
range, sensitive electret micro-
phone, high quality PCB. SPECIAL
OFFER complete kit ONLY t5,
assembled and ready to use C8.95
post free. AccessiVisa orders tele-
phone 021-411 1821. Cheques/PO's
to: Quantek Electronics Ltd, (Dept
ETI), 45a Station Road, Northf ield,
Birmingham 831 3TE.

SURVEILLANCE &
COUNTER

SURVEILLANCE
EQUIPMENT

WE MANUFACTURE AND SUPPLY

: V-VVtZzb\ Derectors

h\:'-*
#te

including microcasselte record€6 nicrophones

rec€ !e6 ca$etles and batleries

CCTV AND SECURITY
SYSTEMS SPECIALISTS

Wrile or phone lor a detaibd caldlogue la

ESKAN ELECTRONICS tTD.
DEPI, ET, 172 CALEDONIAN ROAO I,ONDON, NI

E 01-278 1768 s

a Senes X [ilxer Kls, up lo
I 000 inpuls 6 auxilrares,
i"liii,Ir"-.i pi eiiiii'i,ij am

Fdmcae2 \i i\\iildrsco. trcm !992 ,'

a Crcu ls [or: noise gales
compressors, excilers lape
machines. mixers

. 1o0mm lade6 swilches WE REPAIR
AUDIO EOUIPIVIENT

Send 40p for calalogue to:
K. Tek, PO. Box172A, Surbilon,

Surrey KTG 6HN. Tel: 01-399 3990

DIRECT ELECTRONICS
E LECTR O N IC S C O M PO N E N T S P EC I ALI STS

627 ROMFORD RD,
MANOR PARK

LONDON E12 5AD
Tel: Ol-553 ll74

Mon-Sat 10-6 pm/Thurs 10-1pm
We st@k a large range ol TV & Video spares

DIVERSE DEVICES
75 Priory Rd, Southampton

C o mponents,')bchnical Misc e ll a ny

Tel: (O7O3) 584680
Open 1.00-5.30; Sat 9.30-4.30

FOR MORE INFOfuVAIION

ON SERIES DISCOUNTS

CONTACT

JOHN BRASIER ON

0442 66551
oneollhelargeslcomponentretailers in the UK Fastandeflicienl,
samedaypoEonalseruiceon'INST0CX ITE[,lSi Verycompetative

prices NominimumordelCal CricklewoodElectronicsnow

40CRICKLEWOOD BROADWAY, TONDOI{ NW2 3ET
Tel: 0l-450 09951452 0161

OMNIELECIRONICS
stock a wide range o, electronic components al

174 Dalkeith Road,
Edinburgh EHl6 sDX

Tel:031 667 2611
Open: Mon-Fri 9am-6pm, Sat 9am-5pm.
Send 2x18p stafips lor lalest catalogue.

PROGRESSIVE RADIO
87193 Osle Slreel Tol: 051 236 0154

47 Whilechapel. Tel; 051 236 5489

Liverpool 2

'T H E ELECT RO N ICS SPEC'AL/STS'

Open; Tues-Sat I 30-5 30

ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS

are best seen at

FRASER ELECTRON!CS
42 ELM GROVE * SOUTHSEA T HANTS

Telephone (0705) 815584

Barclaycard Access
COME AND BROWSE BEFORE YOU BUY
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I I fe've a brand new section to your favourite magazine, the ETI
W Audio ,rpplement. [t contains all the latest news, ieviews features
and projects in the world of sound reproduction, processing and record-
ing. Along with the launch comes the beginning of a colour section to
ETI. These high quality pages will be used to bring our the best in three
dimensional aspects our illustrations and realise a first rate quality to
our photographic presentation.

Featured in the May issue will be the final part of the Business
amplifier, the high quality amplifier with computer connections for bass
guitarists and an idea suggested in last month's ETI comes to fruition,
a telephone sentinel. It's a concept which makes you wonder why it was
never thought of before. Imagine being able to key in your own PIN
number to unlock the telephone line and make your calls. It also has
some other very handy Ieatures (we must keep some secrets!). Geoff
Martin's appeal for simple but effective projects last month brought a

swift reaction from one of our contributors, Kevin Kirk who designed
this little securi\r device as a result of Geoffs suggestion.

We look at the combined heat and power systems now coming
onto the market and see the advantages they have to offer for indushial
premises over conventional elechical and heating supplies.

There's plenty more to read in our May issue when ETI emerges
onto the newstand on April 6th.

The abow anicles arc in preparation but circumstancds maf Wwnt publication

PROGRAMMABTE ETEGTRO]IIG IOGK KIT
Keys could be a thing of
the past with this new high
security lock Securedoors
to sheds, garages, even
your home or prevent the
unauthorised use ol
computers, burglaralarms
or cars 0ne 4-di0it
sequence will open the lock
while incorrect entries will
sound an alarm. The
numberol incorrect enlries
allowed before the alarm is
triggered is selected by
you. Further entries will be ignored for a time also set by you only the correct
sequence will open the lock and switch otf the alarm The sequence may easily
be changed by entering a special number and code on the supplied keyboard. Kit
includes: keyboard, alarm buzzer, high quality PCB and all electronic components
Supply: 5 -.15V d.c Will drive our Latch Mechanism (701 '150 @ 816.50) or relay
directly.xK131 f17-35

DISCO TIGHTING KITS

018000( 8-way sequencer kit wilh built-
in opto-isolated sund to light input 0nly
requires a box and control knob to com-
ptete 834.60
DL1000K 4-way chaser lealures bi-
directional sequence and dimming 1kW
per channel t21.00
DLZ'1000K Uni-direclional v€rsi0n 0f the

above Zero switching to reduce in-
lerlerence E1'1.80
DLA/1 (for DL E 0121000K) optional op-

to inpul allowing audio'beal'/light
response 80p
DL3000K 3-channel sound to light kit,
zero v0ltage switching, automatic level

control and buill-in mic lkW per

channel f17.00
POWER STROBE KIT

lors, 5Ws strobe lube and assembly in-
skuctions Supply; 240V ac Size:

80x50x45
XK124 STROBOSCOPE KIT T15,llll

VEBSAT!LE REMOTE
CONTROL KIT Io

lncludes all c0mp0nents ( +lrans-
l0rmer) for a sensitrve lR receiver with 16

logic outputs (0- 15V) which wilh
suiiable inlerlace circurtry (relays,
triacs, elc-details suppled) can swilch
up to'!6 ilems ol equipment on or oll
remotely outputs may be latched t0 the
lasl received code or momentary (on dur
ing transmission) by specilying the
dec0der lC and a 15V slabilised supply is

available to power external circuils Sup-
ply: 240V AC or 15-24V DC at 10mA

Size (exc translorme0 9x4x2 cms

Companion transmitter is the MX18

which operates lrom a 9V PP3 battery
and gives a range ol up to 60fl Two

keyboards are available- MKg (4'way)

and MK10 (16'way)
lJK12 lR Receiver
(inc translormer) 817.00
MK18 Transmitler t7.80
MKg 4-way Keyboard 82.40
lvKlo 16'way Keyboard 87.00
601 1 33 Box lor Transmitler t2.60

UOIGE REGORD/
PLAYBAGI( KIT
This simple to construct and even

simpler to operate kit will record
and playback short mossages or
tunes lt has many uses - seatbelt
or lights reminder in the car,
welcome messages to visitors ai
home or at work, warning
messages in tactories and public places, in lact anywhere where a spoken message is

announcedandwhich needsto be changedtrom timeto time Alsosuitable fortoys-why not
convert your daughter's E8 doll to an 880 talkino doll! !

Message time 1 - 5 secs normal sp€ed, 2 - 10 secs slow speed

xK129 ........... ............822.50

ELECTRONIGS
13 BOSTON RD. LONDON W7 3SJ
TEL: 01-567 8910. r- r-l
FAX:01-5661916,EJ,,r5,
ORDEBING INFORMATION:

All prices exclude VAT. Free P & P on orders over t50 (UK only),
otherwise add e1 + VAT Overseas P & P: Europe e3.50 Elsewhere €10.
Send cheque/PO/Visa,/Access No. with order. Giro No. 529314002

LOCAL AUTHORITY AND EXPORT ORDERS WELCOME
GOODS BYAETUFN SUBJECT TO AVAILABILITY

Sorry to say that you missed the first part of the Business bass amplifier
that unique custom built amplifier with a memory to recall alI your
graphic equalised bass sounds I{ you're the type of person that likes
plants but somehow manages to forget to water them, you missed a
natty little automatic plant watering device John Linsley Hood started
a new series on Elements o{ radio looking at ways in which radio
reception might be improved starting at the front end of course A limited
number of back copies are available from our usual department.

19" RACK CASES
r Suilable lor rndrumenls, high qualily amplifiers and many oth€r apPlications that demand strenglh end
prof€sional,inishrNilimprNdcondrudionandlinish*BlackanodisedaluminiumfontpanelstSeparde
kontmounting plate, no,ixingscrrysvisibleon thekontandthe sideo,th€enclosure t Heavygaugerronlpanel
rsofbrushed aluminium,inish enhanc6dwith lwoprolessional handles t With venlilation slitsand plaslic f*l
, Rear box nranulactured irom 1 1 mm sleel finished in black Rack mounting or kee standing Comes in quick
assembly llal package

ordercde [i[ii.l'"; fi,"""ri' D we,shr Erice
U101 19x 1 75 17x 1 5x 10 2 4kg 26.95
U103 19x525 17x50x10 35kg 29.95

U212 19x35 17x3ox12 33kg C29.75
U312 19x5 25 17x50x12 40kg e31.95
U412 19x70 17x65x12 46kg e34.95

Please Bdd Q3 00 P&P forthe first item and Cl 50 tor each addational

Pleaseadd VAT lo above prices Overseasorders welcome

CRICKLEWOOD ELECTRONICS LTD
40CRICKELWOOD BROAOWAY, LONDON NW2 3ET

Tel: 01-452 0161 Fax: 01-zAB fi41
SOLE UK DISTRIBUTORS
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HE..,..,..''... ' ;, .i..i..i...s U H F E'[IS i.ii.'ii'.lJtl.o N D E HtA N tr !

*ery Ngh r€solutlon, lully cas€d 14'gre€n or amber scen
mritor with non-glaE $En and swlwlitllt base. The very
dest technology al the \rery lowest prlc€l Fully compatbl€ ard
ig compaliue wllh all IBM PCs ard dores tltted wlth a hlgh
,Es HerqJles or equlvalenl cardl Enaues suprb graphlcs and
esolulion, all at a g{ve away pdce. Has many €xtra leatJEs
rduding aux +5 & l2v DC outsuts to porer at lest 2 dlsk drlves,
I ydrr PC power supply ls gettng hotl Suppll€d BRAND NEW

Masslve purchasos ol standard 51./4" drlves enables us to
presnt pdme product al lrdustry b€atng low pdesl All unlts
(unless siated)
and aro tully te
guaranle€ andguarantee dnd
and accept the standad 34 way connector.
STIUGAFT SAiI(E. BRAND NEW E29.95(B}

Made forthe US military to lhe highest possible spec, lhe* unlts
w€E orlginally desigrEd 6 a hlghly rugged portable polnt to
polnl dlstance measuring set. lnbuilt ln the unit is a lull duplex
spech llnk whlch may be used s ls, or adapled lor us a a
dala llnk. Many lealures indude 50 km polnf to point renge,
appmx 10.5 GHz opeEtion lor mar Eurity ,low power con-
sumpllon (typ.2 amps at l2 vdc), ard small physlcal size 14w,
15h x 13d lrcluding bulh in dlCr, tully portaue s€alherprcol
crc. Supplied ln us€d but tested condlton complete wilh ln-
structons and accessories.

o.lv E295 per patr (E)
Optional 12v integral nir:ad pack

CAI{Oil,TEC stc.Ds hall
TATI,{G P@mo, Blg brother ol the lamous Elnsteln. The TEAC FIESF.4O-8o DS
TPC2000 Prolesslonal 3 Diece system cornorlses: Qualltv hloh 31,6 lNcH BETPC20O0 Prolesslonal 3 piece system cornprlses: Ouallty hlgh
resolution Gre€n 12"resolution Gre€n 12" Ne\re " dglfi'g to b€ pa

5.25I ra* il
glr'g to b€ pa
5.25 8 lack _, - , ,-._- w1...
lndude dual I' IBM lormat dsk drite suooorl. r^' nhrv HooE ^' , h. ru mrplsuPporl. tor.....Oniy....... 919.95 or 2 lor C345O(B)

3m.tno 'cHoosE YouR 8 tNcHt

TAt{t ON Tmq}24 IBM ompaUble DS
TANITOi{ illol4 80 TEck DS

SPECTAL OFFERSII

m€.
mm hioh- Full fealuEd wlth LED

sth canying ledge:Pejtecl_as a main or
i,*Ior 'e3e 95 ech rnr or 5 fbr f 185rer X#i ffffi"ilL?l,i,Ji" ",,*,

Tdly segn on colNr monltors costng 3 EllH rr prlc€l.lt ls amps inaxirntirir. Com€s compl€te wlth a hJllt ln malns caH€ b€lge,SEy and cream fnlsh,.wlth the u$al rtEctaHe legs

#q?9,1"ilS1&*ldll,ffifrE$i*ffi"ff wr'oareur.rooed5yirr,'r6,re*n*.Gi;il;.D',;i-1/s rue*surPru.s'wr,alq*-''l-.--- ---... eao.1g1oilFo 75 ohm composle vtdeo lrFn wnh irnegrd audo amP
t spea,ker. ldeal lor use wlth vldeo mrder or our Tel€box ST,
r any other ildlo vlsual us. Or,ry 899.00 (E)

HI-DEFINITION COLOUR HOi{TORS PfEoE rpedly 11o q 2{o voltr ror AC tmc.

90 dav
e140ol

hard or son seclors- BMND NEW

Er2s.(x)(E)
E195.@(E)

EE0.0o(E)

Lder Syltem!212 mlcroprocessor conlmlled V22 ll
,|200 baud modem - we can now bring them to you at

ld€el B exlorlor drlvesl -12v @ 0.1a. 5" x 3" x 1-1/2'. E1595(B)
End ol llne purchrre *oop! Brand new NEC VA$ S" 85 A€nec 4C4151 40 watts. Switch mode. +5v @ 2.5a. +12v @
megabyteolharddlskstoragel tull CPUcorrtrol andinduslry 2a.-l2v@0.1a.6-114"x4'x1-314'. 919-95{8)

*r ,Pr sr., u
storagel tull CPU corrtrol and induslry 2a. - l 2v @ 0.1 a. 6-1 1 4" x 4' x 1 -31 4'.

' -- - BT Y ' ' 'd€s slandard standardsllrDintedace.UltF H'dr-^sferandacesstme ^'d-L rr tonE eA -'-*- ^-'ch mode.+sv @ 6a*12v @
mm insaveyour leavestllegoodoldsTso6l ng.lnmlntcondl-tlon .1 lx2ox5.5cms. EzAgqC)
me Utt -a sli;r 45 and conns complele with m ............--....-B0e(q VDE spec.Swilch moOe.+Sri

kard new Centrcdc 14' rnor*tor lor BII PC ard comPaliues 3 llrch AC- '11,2" lhlck
3l,2lnct AC ETBI sllmllre.Only I'thick
a lnch AC 1101240!! 1tr4'ihlck
4 lnch AC 112' thlck

.) 10 lncfi Round.3!/2 ihld(. Hotmn 1 10v
,^tt .trtt qni ,4,' av eDEdAl q 62 mm DC 1" thic*.No.812lor 6112v.8

OUAIITY COLOUR TVII

& vtDEo
TIINFA'

tuerbry mad€-uK manuracrre. pri ,r-.orio state @rour??nI RPI3Y 11Tnlg95* Xl::,ll :f::i'^"il'::lPl::iT:LII?:I.:,:.:':^',^Tg9'RT::lal;afii#, ffi;'"6;ir#;p""jb-i1d,; & ,*; trili;. An;;: I lnch DC 12v. 12fl 112' thlck E-12.5O(B) video monitortumlng same lnto a labulous colourTv. Dont wony

;i;"k 'fr;'L;.'i;i''r"J 
i"i-i;it'iJ'.5n"p"'uiL,Eri,6ll- has an

h D(cELLtNr lltte useo concton #-tun-,* *f**H'€ ":tPJ20"....8155 22"..,,t17O 26"....8185 (D 
r FAn Ar.ln Staiislrdietor,smartmouldedca*,Malnsporered,Bulltto

MONOCHRO|E IONITORS t{atntenancc trooEto irns'lhe. rype Agoo- BS *lety-1p-91 l,!3tly o!t=I uses tor Tv eund or vldeo elc.
l, vdr. t, v tr. '?a o.rat Supplie6 "^''^ '

.) 10 lncfi Round.3t2 thld(. Hotmn 1 10v E|O.95(B)

20-,22- and26"AvSPEclALs PIT P9 l:thi*'!or8l?tot6'1^t'81424v' 5?'9:nl ? rv,!'lll^34,1B lty, lully cased, 7
s)Erem. unrr srmpry conrects lo your r v aetra scKer arc cotour
video monitortumlng same lnto a labulous colourTV- Dont wony

has an

ffi;t$i; i!#: BFE i;fflliffii- rf\ t NoT suilaHe for IBM or clone type colour monilos.I ' I NoT suilaHe for IBM or Clone type colour moniloB.
aEover-€rKirE€redlorulirarellabillty.9" lfi) amp/hourc at 6 yoll! Brand rew Chlorlde Porversafe PALoverseasveElonplease€ll.SECAMnotavailable.
ore€nscenmnDodtelrputwlthelc , 3V811. Leakproof wlth addtonal snaD-on secudty lld. Perreclw gre€nscenmmpodtelrputwlthetc , 3V811. Leakproof wlth addtonal snapon secudty lld. Perrecl

mglare screen plus swi'tcfiaHe tigMow impedance lnput ard lor unlnlerruplable porer. supplles, PortaHe power source,

rqritordatsy-chairirE.3fronlcontrolsand6aipar.standard calavansetc.Normal.llcoslse!o-l_ c39 (E)

$tb sockels. ilezuttul-ligh contrast scrE€n and attracllve cas€ NICK-'Nlle^ nalrix
Ou.lity 12v 4ah cellpack. rthe lechnicololor interlae- Bn
video company. Coriains D nlcad ells in a d and lndivld
smarl robusl cas€ wlth a DC oulFJt connector. ldeal lorPoltable
a,,l^rrcd RE# Ew Flg O5/Bl

h-.d. rc..' 
'7--hassls rneasu r-

, oon.' EH
E 950

I Yse'. P99I Yser' !ryg, tx750. Er/s
E 7S0
E 150

with 90 day guaranie. t 25

NEIU 51lr lnch from €29.951

Uiit in 24Ov m I lE -
reinus€dbut sPlk€
dda and a rull to 10

toryourequiprnent plug and a
duo (to BS 1363A standard)
ls an lnt€mal lus€ plus one ln I

COLOUR llOt{ITORS lorpoweronandtheolherllghls
D€cca 16- fl, $des hrdget rarBe colour rnorilors. FeatrrBs x 3' x 2'- Brand now. Dlslllbutol
ndude PIL tube, housed-ln a birut}tul teak #o €sa ard plugverConFill-C.EltheronlyE15.95€chor2lorE29.95(B) Absolutelystandad.Bmndrew&boxedwithmanualandkey

LEAD ACID
l{alnlenancc troo ealed bng llle, Type A,ilxr.

If,RGE OOf,]ITITIES OF OSCIU-OSCOPES 61ID TEST GEER f,tWdYS AVf,IIfBI"E - Cf,]J- NOW!

micoremirimmearnorbrES.Ceriag.dEEE6(A)A2m @)-€/t50 (C)-f850 (D)-fi0m (q=fl20o(D417m(G)=call Algocdssr+PlbdilbFrtoor
dardardcorditionoolSalcardurlcaeodpNisddrdg@.{c.dbr90dayt AtgEEntosonaEtrmbbaobasisWcowthcrighf bc}EngcPticcs&6Peifc5lbn6
witu/triorroiio.Or6Ea@Ccd.rbirqlbBbd(QuotdioBwillinglygiEnlor]*JtErqtsililicttlantreoeiabd BulkBurplu6ahxay6EqdEdiorceh-
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Precision laboratory oscilloscopes Triple-trace 20MHz 3 channe s-3 trace, XY mode allows Lissalous patterns
to be produced and phase shift measured 150mm rectangu ar CRT has internal grat cu e to eliminate parallax

error,2Onsr'divsweepratemakesfastsignasobservable Stabletriggerngof bothchannelsevenwith
dillerent irequencies is easy to achieve and a TV sync separator a lows rneasurement of v deo srgnals
Algebraic operation allows the sum or d fference of channe 1 and 2 to be d sp ayed, 50mV,div output from CH
lavailabletodriveexternal instrumenteg frequencycounter Alsoavailable,40h/Hztripletraceoscilloscope
Similat to the model described above but with 1 2kV tube that is super br ght even at the highest frequencies,
This instrument also has a delayed sweep t me base to provide magnified waveforms ancl

accurate time interval measurements

TEST EQUIPMENT - Choose from the extensive range featured in our new 580 page
Electronics Catalogue Available n all our shops or f rom \1'[ISUITH f or 12 25 or t275
by mail. No carrrage charge if ordering Catalogue on y

CREDTT CARD HOTS.ENE

PHONE BEFORE 5PM FOR SAME DAY DESPATCH

I

i

ELECTROhJIES

All items subject to availabiLity, all items will be on sale in our shops rn

Birmingharr, Bristol, Leeds, Hammersmith, Edgware, l\y'anchester, Nottinghanl,
Newcastle-upon-Tyne, Reading, Southampton and SouthenC.on-Sea

Add Carriage 75p ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT

.,t-,;;-.1."-..1".ril;r**tt"
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